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INSURANCE.

mo LET—Rooms in Boston; a widow lady haySolicits
ing taken a house in a nice locationrooms
1
to
U(j i .-wage ofthe people of Portland:
lei
or week. ('all or address MRS. MOltIk..
olf
Shawniut
End
South
Place,
TON,
1
Ave., Bosto.'T
/*

ASHTON’S

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 EXCHANGE STREET,

__^

LET—Finely i- islied front room to one
two ladies; private family; good locality.
^
Apply at 11 CUSHMAN ST.

TO

CMtabliHhed in 1&43.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in firs!
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rales,
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

or

Factory-Filled Salt.
FOR DAIRY USE.

UNEQUALLED

jei7snly
SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

BUSINESS CHANCES.

mo LET—Suite of furnished front rooms, secX ond floor, also front single room, with beard.
20-1
80 STATE ST., corner Gray street.

SAUK.-Lodging house near Hollis St..
FOR
Boston, very central and popular location
Hi
and all
a

lodgers,

for

rooms, nicely furnished,
bv present owner eight years,

let, occupied
price
*1300, splendid chance, sickness only reason for
selling. PON I) & BRlTTAN, 339'Washington
St., Boston.
19-1

AGENTS.

on
lodging house
FOR
Beacon hill, Boston; elegantly furnished; dining room and kitchen, Brussels and Tapestry carrent $1,000 a year; good lease; if you are
fiels:
ooking for a good house von will like this, for It
is a paying house; price $1300. Full particulars
of G. W. .JACOBS, 2GG Washington St., Boston.

FURN

room

20-1_

_

SAI.E—16 room lodging house on one of
the best streets in Boston; furnished in black
walnut and ash, velvet, brussels and tapestry carpets, nice large dining room; grand location for
boarders at good prices; rent only $75 a month:
price $1,450 part cash. G. W. JACOBS. 2GG
201
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

FOR

will

lirst-elass barber

buy
SAI.E—$400
FOR
shop, running 3 chairs, all the business 3
a

men

do; located in a smart city lust out of Boston:
rent only *10 a month; the owner Is obliged to sell
On account of poor health, not able to work himself; if you want a good shop come and see tills.
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO.. 277 Washington
20 1
St., Boston, Mass.
can

AOENTS WANTED.

and gentlemen
us at their
own homes, daytime or evening; the business is
light, pleasant and easily done; no canvassing or
peddlb'g, good salary paid to smart workers who
devote full time to it. steady employment furnished.
Address FRANK EATON, Manager,
26-6
Boston, Mass., Box 5153.
active manor woman In every
our
to
sell
*75
per
county
goods. Salary
month and expenses, or commission. Expenses in
advance. Outfit free. For full particulars address
STANDARD SILVER WARE CO.. Boston, Mass.
<13in
aiig.31
UP—Ladies
WANTED,
in city
country to work for
HE

or

WANTED—An

FOR

\ I t.

X

horse

at E.

shoe,
neversllp
I’reble and Cumberland
FOR
MORRILL’S,
for
shoestreets. As the time draws
SAB..E—The

corner

URE!

We will sell you good

re-

liable Furniture lower than
the cheap
you can bny
trash that is forced upon
our market to he sold.

Look at Our Prices!
PARLOR SUIT DEPARTMENT.

OR TO
LET-Twenty-five
long tables with horses, for use at halls and
eacli table will seat twelve persons.
24-1
Apply at 52 Exchange St.

perfect
FOR
machine very cheap,
of B. E.
House.
hale—A

2d. hand health lift
be seen at Custom

can

Inquire

HINDS._24-1

SALE—Horse for sale
ulars, adddrcss, P. O. BOX

FOR

and hotter.
FOBS

cheap, for partic<128, City. 24-1

horse power,
engine
of H. H. YORK, 224
23-1

two

SALE—A

Enquire
Federal street, City.

2000 reeeipe book;
mail postpaid on re$2.00.
PURINTON, 04 Union St.,
ceipt
20-1
Agent for Cumberland Comity.
HA B.E—Dr. Chase's

latest edition, sent by
FOR
A. H.
of

HORSES FOR SALE.
REE good carriage horses for sale. Would
like a place for my coachman, a temperate
,1. HOl’K INS SMITH.
and trustworthy man.
no9
dtf

FOB SALE.
TANNERY, in first-class order,
with old established Belting and Supply
trade, a safe and profitable investment. Only rea-

STEAIB

selling,

for

to close

an

estate.

J. W. BEATTY &

CO.,

Saco, Mniuc.

UOV14

,<ltf

WANTED.

WAITED—Business: an active reliable man
with good business experience would like
to purchase an interest, or the whole ot some well
established business In Portland; communications
confidential. Address, S.. care of Press Office,
24-2
Portland, Maine.

• TT

D—Situation by a smart, competent
girl to assist in general housework, chamber or table work, ill a hotel or restaurant: good
references given. Apply at 228<.j MIDDLE ST.,
over M. <4. Palmer's store; a first-class office.

WANTE

24-1

position
WANTED—Advertiser
store
office; is fair penman;
himself to
desires

or

in

a

can

a

soon

new duties; no more
wages exadapt
pected than services are worth. Address 1. W.
WORK, Press office.21-1

French lady with some knowledge of the English language would like to
to
call at her home for private
find some pupils
lessons. Call at 311 SPRING ST., Portland.

WANTED—A

live men and women in
Maine to introduce the Sherman llaud
Motor for sewing machines; it can lie applied to
any machine and will last as long as the machine
itself; It is a simple labor saving invention which
every lady will have; a bonanza for rigid parties.
Address GENERAL AGENT, Box 800, Springvale, Me.20-1

WANTED—A

few

capable girl in hoj
country preferred;
help furnished at

WANTED—Situation by
II
tel or boarding house,
reference given. First-class
short notice. Please call or
FOLEY'S office, 257 Middle

a

address to HRS. .1.
St., opposite II. H.
20-1

Hay’s apothecary._

Charleston,

for

S.

as

on

Turcoman Curtains

for

$5.00, $8.00, $10.00, $15.-

00 and upwards.
Maddrass Lace Curtains
for $2.75 and upwards.
Nottingham Lace $2.75
and upwards, former price
$4.00. These Laces are the
newest patterns and are a
very fine quality.

Black

Marble

Walnut,

Top Set, $35 and upwards.
Cherry Wood Top Set,
$20 and upw ards.
Ash Wood Top Set, $23
and upwards.
Pine Wood Top Set, $15
and upwards.
The Sets are made by the
best manufacturers in New

England.

and
Library
Desks, Tables, Cliif f onieres,
Easy Chairs of all kinds,
and an endless variety of
Rattan and Reed Rockers,
all of which must be sold
at some price to make room
for our Holiday Goods*
Parlor

COMMON FURNITURE
kinds, Mattresses,
Bedding, Spring Beds, Comforters &c. Don’t buy unall

of

til you have called on us.
Remember now is your
time to buj good reliable
Furniture and save money.

a
a

experience preferred;

required. Address, giving age. and previous busi20-1
and C„ Carrier No. 9, City.

ness, B.

young man
as assistant bookkeeper, or to work m an
office; will work for small pay with a chance for
advancement. Address, S. E., No. 24, Portland
Business College.
___19-1

WANTED—Situation
man

and wife for

a

a

THE

COMMERCIAL ST.,
Portland, Me.__14-3&WU

Sf/w
Si lOU'J

FOUND.

T OST-A small skve terrier dog, answers to
lj name of Jack. The finder will be rewarded
by bringing to 307 CONGRESS

!M PORTLAND.

best place

TO

sols;

agent,

3 Free Street Block, Portland.
STOOLS AND COVERS.
Tcauing

nol3dtl

LET-A very pleasant and convenient
1 house on St. John street, with good cellar,
Sehago water and stable. Apply at 570 Congress
23-1
street. ALVIN PEERING._
LET—House No. ] 30 Spring St., formerly
occupied bv Hiram Beal; possession given
lsr
Annlv lot F. LIBBY, First National

mo

L

\,,v

Bank

-al~1

Building._

LET—Two pleasant amt sunny tenements
JL tin and down stairs, six rooms eafeh: in Horton Place. Enquire of EZRA IIAWKES. 390Con.i'o.ss street. Insurance Building.21 1

rno

LET—In the centre of the city and convenient to all localities; second floor, 384
Cumberland St.; two large rooms, kitchen, pantry
and shed; rent 814 per month,and one-half water
rates and gas hill. Apply to D. P. PERKINS, 235
Commercial St., or at the premises between 1 and
13-2
2 or 6 and 7 o'clock p. m.

TO

LET_Downstair rent No. 108 Danforth

Dee. 15; there
TOstreet, to be vacated
to A. D. BOYD, corner

are

en rooms.

Apply

bury and Hampshire streets.
I.ET-

Opening,

THURSTON’S,

LET.

mo

to Order.

THIS WEEK!
We shall sell one case
4-4 Half Bleached Cottons, very heavy and soft,
win

wear

as

as

song

especially
unbleached5
adapted for Oentlemen’s
Night Shirts. We have

the exclusive saie in this
and
recommend
citys
them with confidence.

19-1

511

LET—French house, 8 rooms, 82 Quebec
a line tenement, all late improvements,
heated with hot water. Apply at STORE opposite.

TO St.,

stair rent
136

on

CONGRESS STREET.

LET.—Up stairs tenement at No. 19 llenJL rv St„ rent 816 per month. Inquire of L.
16-tf
REDLON, 119Va Middle St.
mo

__

_1

y
They alaorelleyeBis^p'

from Dyspepsia,|3
Indigestion aid Took]

tress

Hearty Eating. A pcr-Hp
feet remedy for Dizzi-jgj
net-e, Nausea, Erewvi-gfc
nesB, Bad Taste in thefts
Month, Coated Tongue,'!*
p a i n in the Side, &e.g3
They regnlate the Bow-f*

octlO-tf

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
by L. C. Young; possession given October 1.
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle
aug29dtf
street.

STORE

to

or

mayl

TO

j-l'i and prevent Consti-g^
"d ;o~ a ad Piles. The smallest iukI easiest to tahe.fe
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Veg-B
JM
mail for

1

■-

'wtt'.bio.

Price 25 cents* 5 vials by

suits, with board.
street, cor. of Spring,

in

■>"

__

LKT.

in the Thompson Block. Nos. 117. lit).
121 aiiU 12U Middle street, a few doors below
ihe post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Kent reasonable. Inquire of il. E. THOMPSON,
janl4dtf
No. 104 Brackett St., Portland, Me.

STOKES

i ■;

tA

CARTERProp’rs,

To Let.
let, single
ROOMS
Apple at No. 99 High
3

m

r..“STTi Positively Cured
[S / a § Q <*ef® Littla Pills,

rllO LET—House No. 170 Neal St. For full par
ticulars inquire of FRED N. DOW, rooms 6

and 7, No. 12 Market Sq.

eodtf

liovT

Spring

Commer5-tf

READY

FOR

DELIVERY
eod4w

ACAIN THE DEATH TRAP.
Fall of a Tenement House at

Jersey

Persons Killed.
Jersey City, N. J., Nov. 25.—The four story
frame structure at No. 44 Morris street, with an
adjoining machine shop and two-story building,
fell in today and buried in the debris at least half
The four-story frame building
a dozen persons.
was condemned by the board of aldermen several
months ago and was unoccupied.
Boys and girls
were engaged in tearing the structure down when
it fell. Mary Schencky, aged 8 years, of No. 79
Morris street, was killed outright; Maggie Smith,
aged 7, of No. 59 Morris street, had several ribs
broken. She was taken to the city hospital. The
building is a complete wreck. The groans of the
dying can be heard above the hum of voices and
Tile lire department
the noise of the workmen.
lias been called out and is assisting laborers ill removing the debris.
Immediately in tiie rear of
the fallen buildings stand two three-story frame
They have
structures, which are unoccupied.
The
also been gutted and stand ready to fall.
scene of
the disaster is surrounded by large
crowds. The inquiries Eof friends after the misMaggie
sing are heartrending in the extreme.
Smith, who was removed to the hospital, died In a
At 12.30 o’clock a
short time after her arrival.
lad about 12 years old was dug out from under
To all appearance life was exthe charred logs.
The matinct. He was removed to the hospital.
chine shop at No. 42 Morris street is also in ruins.
Policeman Finley was one of the first to reach the
He states that at
scene after giving the alarm.
least two dozen women, boys and girls were runall
the morning,
ning in and out of the building
carrying away wood. He did not know liow many
There are all
were in the building when it fell.
kinds of wild minors about the loss of life.

City—Two

_

A Shocking Affair.
Louis, Mo., Nov. 25.—At 2 o’clock tills
morning, fire was discovered in one of the north
rooms of the Metropolitan Hotel, on Seventh
street. The lire department arrived promptly,
but the flames had gained such headway that it
required considerable effort to confine them to the
one building.
One man was taken from liis bed
St.

nearly suffocated .anil very seriously nurnea anom
Pie was taken to tile hospithe head and body.
tal. A woman was seen at a window on the third
floor, hut seemed powerless to open it. A fireman
threw a rock, breaking the window, and the woman threw herself bead foremost to the pavement.
She died a few minutes later. She was badly
burned and had a deep incision in her throat,
which looked as though it had been done with a
razor.
It is thought that the building was accidentally set on fire, although there are rumors
that an attempt had been made to murder tile
woman whose throat was cut, and that the wouldbe assassin bad set tire to the building to cover
his crime. The loss is estimated at $8500.

Lynching of Three Hunters
Memphis, Teun., Nov. 25.—For several weeks
the farmers residing in the bottoms o£ St. Francis
and Cache rivers, between Wittsburg and Jones
boro, Ark., have been greatly troucled by hunters
Several
who have burned the undergrowth.
thousand acres of fine grazing lands have thus
been laid waste, which will cause suffering to the
cattle that were wont to roam in that locality. The
farmers have banded together for self protection
against these hunters, and it was rumored last
night at Jonesbsro that three limiters who had
been caught in the act of firing the undergrowth
had been hanged by the indignant farmers.
A Murderer Confesses1MUA\At’OEis, lnd., Nov. 25.—Clement Gran
singer, an old resident of Case county, died on
Sunday morning. Six years ago Gransinger
startled his neighbors by telling them that his
daughter, a girl aged 20, bad committed suicide.
Her body was found under circumstances that appeared lb confirm the statement. and it was accepted as truth. On his deathbed Gransinger
confessed that he and I lie daughter had been
crimiuallv intimate, and that lie killed her in
order lo avoid exposure. He sneaked behind bci>,
ami, throwing a halter strap around her nook,
A Recount in

Chicago.

Chicago, Nov. 25.—Judge Prendergast in the
county court tiiis morning decided tliat it would
he proper to open ballot boxes and count the ballots cast for mayor last spring and to submit the
resul of tiie recount as evidence In the contest now
pending as to the right of Carter Harrison to hold
the office of mayor. This is the point contested
by the attorneys for Mayor Harrison and insures
an immediate recount the ballots.
Official Count.
25.—The official count of the vote
at the State election, reported by the executive
council, is as follows, Labor and Prohibition not
included; liobinson, 112.223; Prince, ;>0,34G;
hi,008; secretary,
Ames. 112.041; Gilmore,
treasurer,
Pierce. 113,120; Crawley, 00,324;
Beard. 110.438; Cross, 193,188; auditor, Ladd,
113.075; Delaney, 90,323; attorney general,
Sherman, 112,814 ;Braley, 90,089.

Boston,

Lower tenement of six rooms; gas
Inquire at 286 CONGRESS ST.

LET—A first class

Foster's Forest City Dye House

ARE
no4

The

sev-

New-

TO and Sebago.

up
St. Apply to JAMES BAIN,
TO
cial street.

THE

$1.00
Nev; York.

Nov.

Minneapolis

Hour Mills Shut Down-

Chicago, Nov. 25.—A special dispatch from
Minneapolis says the flour mills all either closed
down last night or will close by tonight, The
reason given i5;that with the advance in freights
—mi cents to Chicago and 25 beyond—while
wneat and flour maintain their present relative
prices, there is no profit in grinding.
Official Count in

Virginia.

Richmond. Va., Nov. 25.—The board of State
canvassers have finished the count of tile vote
east at the Iasi State election for attorney general
The whole number of votes cast was 288,504, of

idem) received 152,375, and Blair
(rep.) 130,129; Ayers’ majority, 10,246.

which Ayers

Their First Winter on Shore.
Pobtsmotth, Nov. 25.—J. B. Downs and wife,
of the Isle of Shoals, both nearly 80 years old,
in
propose to spend the cold weather this seasonon
Portsmouth, which will he their first winter
the main land._

Do you realize that, we sell good solid durable
goods at prices that defy all competition. ChilBoth Sides Claim Success.
dren’s and Misses’ School Boots, the best on earth
A lanta. Ga., Nov. 25.—Tiir local option is
for the money. Ask your friends about our goods. i
i pro, ressing quietly and a large vote is being
We have the bods but
l the expensive rent.
and both
I poi d. Both sides are working hard
clai u success.
the Shoe Dealer.

BROWN,

WEATHER.

Washington, Nov. 2(1.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—Local
snows, followed by fair weather, stationary temperature.
The indications for New England today are
clearing, slightly colder weather, preceded by local snows, rising barometer, higher northerly dangerous winds, increasing in force.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Me., Nov. 25, 1885.

| 7 A M 111 am| 3 pm | 7 pm |11 v M
Barometer, 29.767 29,689 29.686,29.712 29.781
Humidity..

100.0

32.7
32.7
100.0

36.0
33.0
89.0

Wind.

NE

NE

NE

Velocity...

18

12

20

Thermo’!.. 32.0

Dew Point. 32.0;

34.4
33.8

30.1
30.1
100.0
NE
10

97.6
NE
,20

Weather.. LtSnw LtSnw LtSnw|LtSnw LtSnw
Mean daily bar. ..29.745 Maximum ther....30.4
Minimum ther
20.8
Mean daily ther. .82.7
Max. vel. wind.. .28 NE
Mean dally d’w pt.31.7
Total precip. 1.20
Mean daily hum. 90.3
...

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Nov. 25, 1885, 10 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
Thermo’ter
Wind
V
j-

Place of

**

y
2

m

r3
©

c*3

u

Observation, *,0

g

Jf§

o.
*

•g.-

~

°
«

S

t>

t

o'*

W

E

f

S

Suddenly

Away
Indianapolis.

Passes

Home In

at

His

Conflict of 1876,

Mrs.

Prostrated at the
Death of Her Husband.

Hendricks

His Physician Thinks He Died of Paralysis of the Brain.

a

as

W

New London 29.59
Boston, Mass 29.04
East port. Me 29.83
Mt. Wash'd] 29.89
Portland. Me 29.70
Albany, N. Y 29.70
New York... 29.02
Norfolk. Va. 29.81
Philadelphia. 29.00
Washington.. 29.70
Atlanta, Ga.. 30.14
Charleston... 30.06
Jacksonville. 30.15
Savannah,Ga 30.11

39
32
34
10
30
30 ;
37
42
35
34
34
42.
43
43
47
30
37
32
30
35
34
31
29
37
32
30
31
41
30
30
30
26

New Orleans 80.20

Cincinnati, 0 30.10
Memphis..... 30.23
Pittsburg.... 29.89
Buffalo, N.Y. 29.89
Cleveland.... 29.95
Detroit.30.04
Oswego. 29.77
Alpena,Mlcli 30.10

Chicago, Ills.
Duluth, Minn
Marquette...

30.17
30.32
30.22
Milwaukee. 30.10
St. Louis. Mo 30.24
St.Paul,Minn 30.39
Omaha, Neb. 30.22
Bismarck,Da 30.03
St. Vincent.. 30.23

—0
—11
—1
—5
—2

N

Lt

NE
NE
E
NE

40 LtKain
40 Cloudy

Cloudy

53 LtSn’w

10 LtSn’w
12
N
8 LtKain
W
10 Clear
NW 12 Cloudy
NW 10 Cloudy
NW 13 Clear
10 Fair
W
W
Lt Clear
9 Clear
W
Lt Clear
N
9 Clear
NW

x41 NW

Cloudy

—2
—3
xl
—2
—2
—4
—5
—4
—0
x4
-3 W
—3 NW
x2 N
—1 N
—1 NW
x2 NE
—3 N
—0 NW
x2 NE
—4 NE
—2 N
x4 W
x4 NE
x3 SE
x6 E
x4 SE

Lt Clear
8 LtSn’w
7 Cloudy
24 Cloudy
8 Cloudy
18 LtSn’w
20 cloudy
9 Cloudy
S Cloudy
9 LtSn’w
10 Cloudy
12 Clear
(i Clear
Lt Clear
10 Cloudy
9 Clear

G. Liekmann,
Sergeant Signal Corps. U. S. A.

MAINE.
His Dead

Body

Found

by

a

The Quiet and Peaceful End of
Busy Life.

Boy.

Rocklasi),fJov. 25.—This noon a boy found
the dead body of B. N. Hemenway, a builder and
prominent citizen of Rockland, hanging lrj a rope
front a rafter in the old steam mill at the “Brook.”
which lias been occupied by Mr. Hemenway as a
shop, liis ieet touched the floor, the rope being
passed once around the rafter and held in Ills
hand. The deceased was seen at 11 o’clock. No
cause was assigned for the act. No inquest will
be held.
_______

The Storm at Dover.

[Special to the Press.]
ia iv ll:. X. 11., Nov. 25.—The storm which has
visited tltis section today has been the heaviest
All last night
for years at this time of the year.
the storm raged and big flashes of snow began to
fall early tills morning, covering the ground at
this writing seven inches. The tide this afternoon
A strong wind yet
was an exceeding high one.
prevails.
WASHINGTON.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 25.—Hon. Thomas
Hendricks, Vice President of the United States

A.

died very suddenly at his residence in tins city at
5 o’clock this evening, under circumstances that
were particularly distressing to his family and
friends, insomuch as they had not anticipated a
fatal termination of his brief illness, and nobody
was with him when the end came. He returned
from Chicago on last Saturday, and since then lias
been complaining somewhat of a pain in Ills head
and breast, but nothing serious was thought of it.
Last nlglit he and Mrs. Hendricks attended a reeeptiou at the residence of Hon. John Cooper, the
State Treasurer, returning home in their carriage
about midnight. Mr. Hendricks had taken off the
heavy clothing which he usually wore, and put on
a dress suit of lighter material, and before he got
home he complained of chilliness and a certain
entree of exhaustion, but attributed it to malarial
influence. He sat by the Are for an hour or more,
before retiring, but declined to send tor a physician, although urged to do so. He slept restlessly
until about 3 o’clock this morning, when he arose,
dressed himself and ate quite a hearty breakfast,
saying that he felt much better and would attend
to considerable delayed business during the day
He and Mrs. Hendricks walked out for nearly
half an hour, and he had apparently regained his
physical vigor and cheerfulness. An hour later,
however, he began to be troubled with pains in
the region of his stomach, and Mrs. Hendricks
sent for the family physician. Dr. W. C. Thompon, a life-long and confidential friend of the Vice
As the pains in the stomach continPresident.
ued to increase he was given an emetic, and afterHe arose from his bed, in which he hud
only a few moments, and read the morning
papers, talking cheerfully with his wife and an
old house servant. Just before noon he had a relapse, however, and the physician was again summoned, and administered the usual remedies, besides bleeding the patient, and Mr. Hendricks
again expressed himself as being greatly relieved.
He remained in his room all tlie afternoon, occasionally rising from his bed. to which he was compelled to return by the recurrence of the abdominal pains.
To all callers, and they were numerous, he seut
word that he was indisposed, but would be glad
About 4.30 o'clock Mrs.
to see them tomorrow.
Hendricks, who had been at his bedside all day,
went down into the parlor to see a caller who had
come to consult with her concerning the affairs of
a reformatory institution, of which she was one of
the managers, and she remained with him about
Tom, a colored servant, and
twenty minutes.
Harry Morgan, Mr. Hendricks’ nepliew and page
in Washington, remained with him. The servant
Mr. Hendricks
went out, and Mr. Morgan staid.
tossed uneasily in his bed anti complained of great
pain, but suddenly it seemed to cease and he said
to his nephew: “I am free at last; send for
These were his last
Eliza,” meaning his wife.
words, for the young man, not realizing the urgency of the message, did not deliver it at once.
Just before 5 o’clock Mrs. Hendricks came into
the room and found that her husband was dead.
Mrs. Hendricks shrieked and ran down stairs. A
servant was despatched to the residence of Dr.
Thompson adjoining, and he came immediately,
but by the time he had reached the bedside the
limbs of ;the distinguished dead man were becoming cold and rigid, and to Mrs. Hendricks pathetic
appeal, ”0h, doctor, can you do something?” he
was obliged to answer: “It is too late.”
Mrs. Hendricks became almost distracted with
grief, and it was an hour or more before she became

More Maine Postmasters.
Washington, Nov. 25.—The Postmaster (Senoral today appointed the following named fourth
class postmasters in Maine: At Lubec, James H.
Gray; Machiasport, Alvin L. Harmon; Winslow,
F. L. Simpson; Jonesport, Mrs. Eliza E. Peaseley.
Chief of the Bureau of Statistics.
Washington, Nov. 25.—The Chief of the
Bureau of Statistics reports that the total values
of exports of merchandise during the 12 months
ended October 31,1885, were $717,179,352, and
during the preceding 12 months $734,887,779, a
The value of imports
decrease of .917.048,447.
of merchandise for the 12 months ended October
31.1881. were $572,417,322, and during the preceding 12 months $052,501,413. a decrease of
$80,144,091. The total number of immigrants
arrived in the United States for. the mouth of October. 1885, was 25,918, against 32,097 during
the same period in 1884.
Postmasters.

Colonel Vilas is having trouble with boycotted
postmasters of Democratic peculations. A ease
in point is at Barkey, Penn., where a Democrat
was appointed against the protest of nearly all
It happens that
the merchants in the village.
every building belongs to the Tonawanda Coal
When the new appointee tried to seCompany.
cure quarters the company refused to rent him a
lie writes that he cannot establish the
place.
office in tlie village, and a special agent has been
sent to bis assistance.
Gen. John Eaton of New Hampshire, CommisEducation, lias tendered liis resignation
The latter has accepted it,
to tlie President.
after having urged General Eaton to remain in
office, and the latter will retire as soon as his sucTlie place is worth
cessor is determined upon.
sioner of

$3600

a year.

Alabama Claims Court.

Today the Alabama Claims Court settled

the

the docket, and ali that remains is to
last
settle up the office business, which will be finishIn the war
ed when the court expires Jan. 1.
case oil

premium

insurance scheme

a

pro rate of between

or 00 per cent, will be left after defraying tlie
Congress will lie asked to pay tlie offiexpenses.
cers whose salary was disallowed m August,
among whom is Walker Blaine.

50

Without

Authority

of Law.

The Evening Star says: Somewhat ago Commissioner Sparks of the general land office issued a circular giving the system of regulations
governing tlie cutting for agricultural ami domestic purposes on mineral lands in tlie west. These

rules prohibited the cutting of timber except in
the vicinity of where It is to be consumed, forbade ils use for manufacturing purposes, and
provided that a settler could not pay for tile cutting, but must do it himself. Today an official
statement was prepared at the Interior Department, to tlie effect that these regulations were issued inadvertently and without authority of law.
The subieet is now under consideration by tlie
iU?2>a>rI'lllcub

aim

yyiicii lug

present regulations it

uiaii^c

will be

nounced.

la

uiauu
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promptly
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Tlie Secretary of tlie Treasury iias general
charge of the purchase of supplies for public
He
buildings under the treasury department.
has determined that contracts for such supplies
must he made at regular market rates, anil that
where proposals for supplies are in excess of
such rates purchases shall be made in open
market.
Important Decision.
The Commissioner of Patents, In a recent decision. has laid down the following important rules
for tlie conduct of interference proceedings in

patent cases:
In Interference proceedings where neither applicant tiles a preliminary statement, the senior
applicant will, under rule 3, he presumed tlie
first inventor, and priority will be awarded to
him.

2. In such cases where the invention in controversy is disclaimed in the application of the senior
applicant, priority cannot be awarded the junior
applicant, even though such senior applicant expressly disclaims for tlie present any claim for the
patent for such disputed invention.
3. Ill such Interference cases priority must also
be awarded such senior applicant notwithstanding
the oatli of tlie junior applicant, declared the fact
that lie had received a British patent for his invention which antedated the time of the filing of
either application.

IViinor Matters.
Mr.J. 1‘. Voorliees, son of Senator Voorliees,
iias
executed a medallion head of
Indiana,
Christ in marble, which is highly praised by the
It
critics.
lias been purchased by Secretary Laof

mar.

Among the President’s callers Monday were Mr.
Ulysses S. Grant, Jr.
Congressman W. D. Washburn will probably be
a candidate for the United States senatorship
from Minnesota.
and Mrs.

A Sulphurous Nuisance.
Nov. 25.—Fourteen banks and
trust companies, many insurance companies and
thirty-two bankers and brokers, headed by Urex
cl. Morgan & Go. and August Belmont. & Co. liav<
submitted to tlie health board an elaborate pro
test against tlie nuisance of sulphurous fumes
from toe assay i>fllcg iur Wd1
feei. jsL gc m oi
the protest
Treasury.
Molt

haO$|i#§*af¥S<

to

give any

informa-

her husband’s last moments. The
family servants, two of whom had lived with them
for years, ran about the house, crying and moaning, and there was the utmost confusion for a
time. When the news was bulletined down town
it was generally discredited, and in a very few
moments a hundred or more of Mr. Hendrick’s
close political and personal friends had hurried to
his house. Very soon a great crowd collected
around the entrance and on the street in front,
making it necessary to refuse admission to all
coiners except immediate relatives. Dr. Thompson says that in his opinion Mr. Hendricks died
of paralysis of the brain, and there will probably
a
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the disease was. For several years he had not
a robust mau, and was subject to “bad
spells," as he called them.
He had not been dead but a few minutes when
forces of men began draping the State, county
and city buildings in black, and throughout the
night similar emblems were placed on nearly all
the prominent .business houses and residences, so
that by morning the city will have put on a genAllot the city ministers
eral garb of mourning.
will, in their Thanksgiving services tomorrow,
make appropriate mention of the deatli of the distinguished statesman.
Mr. and Mrs. Hendricks had lived in this city
hearly 30 years, aud have been prominent in all
representative social features of the city’s existence. They had but one child, who died when
but three years old, when they lived in Shelby
county. For a long time they had apartments in
hotels here, as Mr. Hendrick’s official duties kept
him in Washington much of the time. Afterwards
they had a residence in the northern part of the
city, but about five years ago moved down
town to an old family residence directly opposite
the State House, where they have since lived.
They entertained their friends frequently by parties and receptions, and were always at home to
It was this that made Mr.
those who called.
Hendricks so deservedly popular, for he and Mrs.
Hendricks treated everybody cordially and courteously, and those whose positions in life were
inferior were always sure of a kindly reception at
Mr. Hendricks was very charitable,
ids house.
and calls on him for aid were frequent and never
he
had
For
several years
unheeded.
identified
witli
the
been
actively
Benevolent
an
Society,
Indianapolis
organized charity, and had contributed liberally
to the canse of which it was devoted both in money and work. He had been a deacon in St. Pauls
Episcopal church for a long time and connected
with various religious and benevolent societies
and associations. Aside from political duties, he
devoted much of his time to the practice of his
profession, being a member of the law firm of
Baker. Hood & Hendricks, and since the death of
the
senEx-Governor Baker lie lias been
His
ior member.
practice was largely in
tlie federal courts, and principally in railroad
cases, lie having been employed in several cases
His long experience in
of national importance.
legislative and governmental affairs had made
him one of the best expounders of constitutional
law in the country, and His opinion on questions
involving this was solicited from all parts of the
been

SPAIN WITHOUT A KINC.

King Alfonso Dies Surrounded by
Weeping Wife

Tender Their

The

Occupy the Throne

Madbid, Nov. 25.—Surrounded by a nuinbar of
physicians and liis weeping wife and children,
Alfonso XII, tlie King of Spain, gently breathed
his last at 9 o’clock this morning in the palace.
His death, long before his approach to the age
when most men are in their prime, is the result of
inherited and acquired constitutional afflictions.
He was suffering from several diseases, complicated with consumption. All that medical science
can do was done, hut in vain, to save his life. The
Pope’s benediction arrived before be expired All
officers of state and cabinet ministers, except the
ministers of war ami interior, were present at the
The cabinet met immoment of dissolution.
mediately and the Queen was appointed regent.
In accordance with the law members of the
cabinet have tendered their resignations, but wilt
remain in office pending the regent's pleasure.
The body of the King will be Interred in tlie palace
of Escurial.
Had lie lived for a month or two longer he
would have completed the tenth year of Ids reign.
In the chief diplomatic circles of Europe the
question lias long been naturally asked, “What
will ;.be tile result when tlie invalid dies?”
Opinions vary on tills head. A diplomatic dignitary, whose name for obvious reasons is withheld,
but whose sympatdy with liuiz Zorilla is of a decidedly enthusiastic character, foretells the immediate establishment of a republic consequent
oil the King’s demise.
Queen Christina not hiving presented her royal spouse with any male
issue. King Alfonso leaves no heir to Ids tlirone
behind him. His eldest daughter, the Princess
de Asturias, is only 3 or 4 years old, and could of
course legally succeed her father after an interregnum of regency. When she should reach her
15th

*r

10th summer.

Another seetio’n of the Affonlsts will undoubtedly wisli to secure the adhesion of the Carllsts to
the arrangement by affiancing Alfonso’s daughter
to Don Carlos’ eldest sou. The Carlists. however,
are decidedly averse to sucli a procedure, for if it
were effected young Don Carlos would be only the
Queen's husband, and only fill a position analogous
to that held by the late prince consort to England.
What Don Carlos wants is the crown of Spain
himself. Should Don Carlos’ son ever wed tlie
Princess de Asturias it would be only as the
monarch of Spain, and it would be the husband
and not the wife who should be sovereign. Don
Carlos, moreover, is vehemently opposed to a project whicli would compel his son to play tlie role
of a Don Francis Assissi, tlie husband of Isabella
—hence tlie contemplated union may be regarded
as impracticable. It is thought in many quarters
that the republic will be established in Spain, but

the moderate one of Henor (Astelar or the radical republic of Zorilla few seem
at present able to determine.
Queen Victoria has sent a telegram of condolence to King Alfonso’s widow.
Orders have been issued that troops be confined
to the barracks.
Great anxiety prevails here.
Rigid censorship is exercised over the press

telegrams.

_

ALFONSO XII.
Sketch of His Life and

Accession to

the Throne of Spain.
When Isabella of Spain fled into France, with
her children, her lover Marfoci and her chaplain
Claret, her oldest son, Alfonso,Prince of Asturias,
was not quite 11 years of
age. The misdeeds of
Queen Isabella’s administration, and her own personal misconduct and moral depravity, had caused
widespread dissatisfaction, which led to numerous insurrections from 18G5 to 18G8, and finally
culminated |Sept. 28,18G8, in the defeat of the
royal army at Alcoiea and the flight of the Queen
to France. Alfonso was the son of Isabella and
her cousin, the Infante Francisco, and was born
Nov. 28,1.857.
Upon the flight of the Queen a
provisional government was established in Spain
under the direction of Generals Serrano and Prim
and Senor Olozaga. During 1869 several Republican insurrections against the provisional govern,
ment were suppressed with terrible bloodshed,
and the eortes .voted to establish a regencyjwith
Serrano at its head. Violent discussions ensued
concerning the choice of a King. At this juncture, with no hope of again ascending the throne
in person, Isabella abdicated her claim to the
throne of Spain in favor of her son, Don Alfonso.
As there appeared no immediate prospect of the
young King dc jure ascending the throne of his
ancestors, he was sent to the military school at
Woolwich, England, to be educated, in themeantime several Princes had rejected the proffered crown of the disorganized (kingdom of
Spain. Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern Seginaringer was proposed to the eortes by the provincial

government, but he decllued in consequence of
the strong opposition of France—a factor that re-

sulted in tile Franco-German war. In sheer desperation the eortes finally elected for King
Amadeus, Duka of Aosta, the secoud son of Victor Emanuel of Italy. The crown was accepted
Dec. 4, 1870. His reign was short and strong,
l'lie dislike of the Spaniards for a foreigner and
the demoralized condition of all parties forced ids
A semi-republican
abdication on Feb. 11,1873.
form of government, or rather series of governments. followed. Don Carlos had proclaimed himself King and insurrection followed insurrection
in all parts of the kingdom.
Proclaimed King.
Amid ail these divergent factions there was a
constantly growing element in favor of the young
sou of Isabella. During the winter of 1874-5 he
was proclaimed King by the armies of the centre
and north and in Madrid, and on Jan. nth Alfonso
XII landed in Spain, and witli the forces tiiat
rallied ins standard, took the field in person
against the Carlists, but witli slight success. Sub
sequently. however, operations were resumed
with frrp;it.«p

viirnr

most

of

f'larlist oliiofs

*jnh-

mitten, others fled to France and many were shot
With an empty treasury and almost
as traitors.
innumerable political factions even in Madrid, the
King
gained friends and strength every
young
day. Though the opening of his reign gave little
of
a
eareer.it lias been moderatepeaceful
promise
ly successful and quiet, young, patriotic and unassuming lie soon gained the affection of his subjects, and under bis short rule ids people have enjoyed a greater degree of civil liberty than every
before.
Twice Married.

Thomas

the college at South Hanover. After
his graduation from College lie began the study of
law at home, under the instruction of Judge Major. From early boyhood he had displayed a fondness for legal discussion, and often attended court
when but a mere lad, in order to bear the arguments of lawyers. He completed his law studies
in the office of his uncle, Judge Thompson, and
was admitted to the bar at Shelbyvillc. He did not
at once step into an extensive practice,but it gradreputation as a
ually increased, and with it his
good councilor, clear reasoner, and learned advocate.
From the year 1848, ills legal life was
closely interwoven with
A. entered

The Annual Exhibition Civen by the

Students Tuesday Evening.

the Liberals 34.

Sir Charles Dilke’s 3000

Majority

is

Cut Down to I 75.

Consternation Among the Liberals
and Scenes of Excitement.

Bulgarian War is Said

The

An

to

be

at

End.

Milan Sends a

King

Proposition

Message

with a

of Peace.

London, Nov. 26.—If it is true that the elections are not being conducted with such vigor as
in 1880, it is not true that the results are received
with less excitement. The scenes last night from
eleven o’clock till lwo this morning at the National LiberalClub, the liberal headquarters in London, may be taken as a specimen. There is a
telegraph instrument iu the central hall; beside
it there is a large blackboard. As fast as the results came over the tape they were read aloud
and eonied on the blackboard, where tables of
party gaius and losses were thus gradually constructed. The whole club was jammed with condidates’ agents, politicians and journalists. As
the tory gains kept coming in the disappointment
grew into cousterhatlon. The Birmingham results
ltowever, proved encouraging and were received
with repeated cheers. By a mistake of the central operator. Lord liaudolph Churchill was at first
reported victorious over John Bright. This produced a panic. Messengers were despatched instantly to the Kefornt and Devonshire clubs to
learn if a corroboration had been received there.
It was half an hour before the mistake was
known. All the seven liberal candidates were
successful in Birmingham. This is a triumph for
the caucus, as in 1880.
Up to this moment, the results of the voting
show an unmistakable conservative reaction. The
state of the polls this afternoon is: Conservatives
37, Liberals 34, Farnellites 2. The great liberal
hope is in near county voters. None of these

yet polled.

have

Sir Charles Dilke's hairbreatli majority of 176
the tory candidate In Chelsea is the greatest
blow tlie liberals have yet receixed at the election.
He had 3000 majority at the last election. The
pending Crawford divorce case contributed much
to this later result.
London, Nov. 26.—In yesterday’s elections tire
PjMiaArvnHvpa

triiinpil

eleven

in

Parliament.

John Bright has been elected In Birmingham
over Lord Randolph Churchill.
The London Standard regards the result of yesterday’s voting as a solid testimonial to the Tory
cause, and as encouraging the Conservatives to
greater efforts. It alludes to the result as a moral
guarantee of the eventual triumph of the party.
The Morning Post says that the Troy reaction
Mr.

is an

accomplished

fact.

The Daily News makes no comment on the elec,
tions.
The Parliamentary election in Chelsea, yesterday, resulted in the return of Sir Charles W.
Bilke, the Liberal statesman.
The following is the result of the election so far
as ascertained up to three o’clock this afternoon:
Forty Liberals, thirty-six Tories, and two Nationalists are elected. The Liberals have gained one
seat and the Tories 12.
The War in the East.
Belgrade, Nov. 26.—The Bulgarian losses so
far in the campaign are 200 dead and 2000
wounded, 350 of the latter being severely Injured.
Sixty-four Servian officers have been killed or
wounded. Five hundred starving Seivianshave
submitted to the Bulgarians on the Frontier.
London, Nov. 25.—A despatch from Sofia this
afternoon says: King Milan sent a message under ttay of truce to the Bulgarian advance line
proposing peace at the request of the powers. The

commander sent a message to Prince
The latter declined to accept the
on tile ground that Bulgaria had not
received such a request from the powers. Prince
Alexander refuses to consider the peace proposal
until the Servians have evacuated the Wfddin
district and the amount of the war Indemnity payable by Servia to Bulgaria has been fixed.
Belgrade. Nov. 25.—King Milan lias returned
An orto the city. The war is considered over.
der summoning Lamlsturm for active service has
been countermanded.

The animal exhibition of Fryeburg Academy
last Tuesday evening. Tlie evening was
stormy, but there was a crowded house, many
coming from towns near and remote. The exercises in every respect were a success, a worthy
supplement to the examinations of a day and a
half, which reflected great credit upon tho instructors in the several departments, and the
It
faithful work on the part of the students.
were in no way invidious to speak iu the highest
praise of the methods and success of Miss Staples
by which she has gained a high place in the es.
teem, and affection of every one of the one hundred and thirty-six students who have made her
acquaintance during this her flrst term as a member of the Board of Instruction. Her method of
teaching, and success in the same are no less to
Students under her guidance
be commended.
have rare opportunities. The uieed of commendation due to the others needs no new pronouncement. They have fully justified the expectation
awakened by their work in the two former years.
Who desires to know how Academic life may be
filled to the brim with study without becoming
irksome, or who desires to know how to become
enthusiastic unconsciously, let him try this Acaoccurred

demy under its present regime.
The parts in tire exhibition were performed according to the programme given below. The original parts by three, selected from the class of
twenty or more to graduate iu June next, were
well written, and rendered, showing no ordinary
amount of talent. The music was tastefully selected, and well executed, showing some tine
voices, and that they had received some excellent
drilling. The declamations were good in matter
and manner. The recitations also. The former
indicating much culture and good taste. The latter, genuine ability for oue of her years. The tableaux were

unusually

Alexander.

proposition

Crowth of Socialism in Cermany.
Berlin. Nov. 25.—The government presented
in tlie Reichstag, yesterday, the annual report on

socialism. The report says that the doctrines of
Active measures
the socialists are spreading.
have been adopted to suppress them, but they arc
other countries.
of
anarchists
being propagated by
The complaint is made that socialistic newspapIn
are
ers and pamphlets
foreign capitals
printed
and distributed in Germany. Of 6000 copies of the
Friebert, printed in America, only 600, the report says, are intended for American readers.

Patronizing Home Producers.
Paris, Nov. 25.—With reference to the proposed bill to prevent the government from accepting
provisions for the army,
foreign goods and
has
cabinet
agreed that contractors
the
shall be left free to purchase wherever they like.
It has decided in favor of perliamentary discussion of the subject of making the purchase of
French grain compulsory,

fine.

On the whole the friends and the patrons of this
fitting school and academy may well congratulate
themselves, and the public generally, on having
such opportunities tor the young within their
reach. The following Is the programme of the
exhibition:
Instrumental Duet.Misses Howe and Sanliorn
Declamation—Toussaint 1,’Ouverture.
W. L. Cousins, '88
Duet.Messrs. Shirley and Shedd
..Alice Gliues ’87
Duel.
Becitation—The Spanish
Music—Moses.
mountains
the
heart
our
faint
Essay—With
strive.Ruth Morrill ’80
Tableau
Declamation—The Irish Philosopher.
L. M. Walker ’87
Itecitation—The Widow’s Light.
Music—Trio.

Original Declamation—'The Greeks took
Troy by keeping at

Shedd ’80

it.John Z.

Music—Tenting Tonight.•
Poem..Eva Walker
•.

THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Aroostook Pioneer has entered upon its
twenty-ninth volume, with, as it says, editorially,
“a

steadily increasing patronage.”
correspondent

writes: We
inches of snow last Wednesand
Thursday, making quite fair sledday night
ding. The stages and teams are all on runners.
Business in the lumbering line is lively in Aroostook. nearly all the concerns being now in the
woods, with quite an increase of men and teams
Our Sherman Mills
had some four or live

over

last year.

The G. A. B. Post at Sherman's Mills,

Opinion is That the Rebellion in
Peru is Approaching a Close.
Panama, Not. 25.—The force of Caceres numbered 4,200 men at the time of his occupying
Jaulua, but that a large number deserted him before the late struggle at Huaripama. After his
defeat Caceres was advised to capitulate, but he
said he would do so only when his army had dispersed. This decision caused all of his officers
except one to leave him. Most of the officers, including nearly all of the commandants of battalions and Caceres ministers, surrendered to the
government prefect at Tarma. The general opinion is that the revolution is about crushed.
The

Politics In Chili.
The Chilian Senate has apoointed Senor Gon
zales vice president of the chamber of deputies
and will name Senor Maritt, president, and Senor
Yavar, vice president.
A Radical convention, presided over by Senor
Lazo, adjourned after approving a programme of
which the principles are protection of national in-

dustries by a reform of the constitution; separation of church and state. and a continuation of
A committee of
the Liberal-Radical alliance.
thirty persons was named to direct the affairs of
tlie party.
__

Crowth of a New Party.
Quebec, Nov. 25.—The new national party continues to receive recruits from the Conservatives.
Some refuse to join the new party, but say they
will work with it for the overthrow of Sir John
One important action
Macdonald's government.
of tlie movement will be the holding of a grand
caucus of all Conservative members of the Province of Quebec. Circulars are now being sent out
with a view of finding out what place and date
will suit tlie majority. Many parish priests in the
Province of Quebec are opposed to the idea of
holding services of requiem for the repose of
Riel’s soul. At a special meeting of the city council of Quebec, last night, a resolution to adjourn
until Friday next, as an expression of Indignation
at tlie execution of Riel, was carried.

was

in-

spected last Tuesday evening.
Large preparations are made the present fall
for the next year's crop in Aroostook.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Our Naples correspondent writes: Freeland
Walker has commenced the manufacture of clothing for Boston firms.
Gardiner It. Norton of Naples lias sold out his
stage liue, together with the stages and horses, to
Joel Black of Limingtou.
Samuel Leavitt took possession of the post office at Naples on Monday, the 23d Inst.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
Philip Peaver of Sedgwick, is probably the oldHe was born at Hampest inhabitant of Maine.
ton Falls, N. H., Dec. 8.177‘J, making him nearly
He is still very smart anil bright,
100 years old.

and

converses

intelligently.

KNOX COUNTY.

Counterfeit silver dollars are being circulated in
Rockland.
They are good imitations, and will
stand a close examination.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

Berry of Gardiner, has recently
very fine scenery for the hall at Topainted
gus. The work is executed in fine style, and will
a great addition to the stage fixtures at the
[one.
A notice recently appeared on the Gardiner and
Pittston bridge, to the effect that ladies who found
themselves the object of attention by the tollgatherer should not take offenco, as he sometimes
has to stare quite hard to distinguish whether
they paid by the trip or by the year.
Mr.

J.

W.

some

Erove

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
oarties have been in Bancor during
lew days, negotiating lor the purchase 01

Rosfnn

SOUTH AMERICA.

'80

Tableaux.
The net receipts of the evening werefinore than
$50; enough to pay all indebtedness for the
American Encyclopedia for the school room, and
the chandelier for the hall.

Bulgarian

whether if will he

inent Politician.
Thomas A. Hendricks, whose death we
announce this morning, was born Sept. 7,181 U>
When lie was
on a farm near Zanesville, Ohio.
but six months old, his parents moved to Madison,
Indiana. Together with his brother and sistsr, he
attended the village school, from which ills brother Aram passed to the University of Ohio, and af-

clergyman,while

Will

Sketch of the Life of One of Europe’s
Youthful Kings.

Hon.

a

Queen

of the Dead Monarch.

Sketch of the Eventful Life of an Em-

became

The Tories Win 37 Seats so far and

over

THOMAS A. HENDRICKS.

graduating

Spanish Cabinot
Resignation.

The Members of the

country.

ter

His

And Children, While Still in the Prime
of His Life.

me

Supplies.

New York,

sufficiently composed

tion about

Ug

Boycotting

a

the Democracy
Mr. Hendricks was the nominee
for Atlie Vice Presidency, being second on the
famous ticket, “Tilden and Hendricks.” He succeeded in carrying ills owu State by about 5,000
majority, but as is well known met with defeat.
In the summer of 1877 Governor Hendricks, acof
companied by Mrs. Hendricks, made a tour to
Great Britain and France, and upon his return
America resumed the practice of law.
Mr. Hendricks continued his law practice for
some time and remained in comparat ively quiet
life uutil the summer of 1884. At this time many
of his friends talked strongly of nominating him
for the Presidency, but it was not deemed Advisable by the majority of his party and the nomination was given to Grover Cleveland of New York.
Mr. Hendricks however was the only candidate
for the Vice Presidency. His name was presentee to tlie Chicago Convention by Senator Wallace
of Pennsylvania and the uomiuation was seconded by Governor Waller of Connecticut. There was
great enthusiasm at the time the vote was taken
and it was with difficulty that the chairman of the
convention got an opportunity to make a formal
announcement of the vote. He finally said that
there had been 810 votes cast and all of them for
Mr. Thomas A. Hendricks, and lie was therefore
the candidate of the convention for the Vice
President of the United States. The Democratic
ticket being successful in November Mr. Hendricks became the Vice President of the country.
Since his election lie has appeared in public but a
few times, remaining at his home in Indianapolis
where lie died so suddenly yesterday.
Mr. Hendricks in 1845 married Miss Eliza C.
Morgan, who lived near Cincinnati, Ohio, and is
the granddaughter of the late Dr. Stephen Wood,
a prominent citizen and an early settler of Hamilton county. Only one child was born to them, a
son, who lived to be but three years old.
of
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No One With Him at the Time but
His Nephew.
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lain
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A Fat Office Vacant.

—AT—

Wedding Cake

to

at

Rumored

A Fresh Stock Now

ST._21-i

buy
is at DEEItlNG’S Bakery, 399 Congress St.
FOUND—The
29-8m

SOtb,

generally

inilk farm

324

LOUT AND

October

are pleased, but
this subject. Traders
the
boarding house keepers arc not so well
satisfied, as it gives great opportunity for losses
through tile non-payment of board. Trustee lawyers also are not pleased, as it practically does
away with the trustee business and their opportunities for extortion, t

WANTED—A
and who understaud farming. Apply at
head of Brown Wharf,
t
v WANTED-For two years, with
•
privilege of paying in one year.
Prime personal property worth double the money
as security, consisting of the stock, etc., of a well
established and profitable business; real estate offered as part collateral; all situated in Portland;
the investor thoroughly satisfied as to the value of
the collateral of all kinds. Address J. E. F., Dally
20-1
Press Office.

before

or

Weekly Payments for Operatives.
Nov. 25.—The Everets
La whence, Mass.,
Mills Corporation has decided to make weekly
payments optional with the employes, and posted
notices to that effect this morning. The Arlington
Mills have for a long time paid weekly from prefference. There is no doubt but that all the corporations iu tire city will adopt the weekly payment svstem shortly. An agreement to that effect, it'is claimed, has been entered into by them
all. A number of operatives were interviewed
this morning, all of whom were much pleased
with the new arrangement. The general opinion
is that this move is made to forestall legislation on

young
WANTED—A
manufacturing concern, to travel west ;
first class references
of

wanted by

_

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

C.,

salesman for

ARMSTRONG CO.,

ALL GOODS LEFT

master, loading
freight or passage apply to HALL & HASKELL,
179 Commercial St._20-1
man

i

THE BRAINERD

_

Barkentine Harriet S. .Jackson, Bacon,
WANTED—Freight
For
at Plaster Mills Wharf.

man

CRET, PURCHASED,POSSESSED
and USED in America exclusively
Avoid worthless
by ourselves.
imitations by taking only skeins
bearing our ticket—“Wash Silk.”

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square lor each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

He

In the Senate he returned home to rest, hopto resume the practice of the professionhe loved so well; but fn 1872 the Democrats
again nominated him for Governor, and this time
elected him. He was inaugurated Jan. 13. 1873,
and his administration called forth but little crit»
icism. In
exciting political
term

ing quietly

a year; if

u

TH

son

are cautioned against MISLEADING IMITATIONS Of Brainerd A
Armstrong’s "Wasli Silks,” now
in the market, of American manfacture, that WILL NOT WASH
without loss of color and injury to
the fabric upon which they may
be worked.
The method of applying ASIATIC DIES necessary to produce
fast color in silk fibre is a SE-

PHOTOGRAPHER

SALE

banquets:

EMBROIDERERS

A nice Mohair Plush Suit,
NEW YORK. BOSTON. PHILA.. BALTO.
$45 and upwards.
A nice Tapestr# Suit for
$35 and upwards.
A nice Hair Cloth Suit
for $35 and upwards, and
all the new styles in Crush
and Plain Plushes at the
same
proportion. These
Fiuc Portraits
Specialty.
same goods are of our own
manufacture and are made OPP. FALMOUTH HOTEL,
PORTLAND, ME.
eodtf
up first-class and are warjauG’83
ranted.

ing, the owners of horses will do well to try them.
25-1

FOR

ART

sharp

near

PORTLAND, ME.
_«i><13m*

nov2

furnished,
let, run by present
years,
rent only S900 a year, price of furniture $1000,
extra good paying house, grand chance for transient, nest of reasons for selling. PONI) & BRITTAN, 339 Washington St., Boston.19-1
15

CONANT, PATRICK k CO.

229 COMMERCIAL ST.,

SAI.E.—Lodging house in Boston, near
busluess part of city and depots, 25 rooms,
IjtOB
all
owner G

SALK-

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

WHAT WE WILL DO!
Deane Bros&Sawyer ‘WASH SILKS.’

_

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
at 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail sub
| scribers. Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance
Rates of Advertising—One inch of space
I the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
| constitutes a “square.”
per
| $1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 centsconweek after; three insertions or less, $1.00,
tinuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
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Eastern Queen, which is owned by
Mr. E. J. Murch, of the firm of Thompson &
he
lias decided not to sell her.
but
Murch,
At the annual meeting of the Bangor & Bar
Harbor Steamboat Company Tuesday afternoon,
the following directors were elected: Dr. Sumner Laughton, Capt. S. H. Barbour, Col. F. D.
Pullen, Capt. Noah Emery, and Dr. E. M. Field.
Dr. Sumner Laughton was elected president,Capt.
S. H. Barbour, treasurer, and Col. F. D. Pullen,
No other business of interest to the
secretary.
public was transacted.
mare

IN

GENERAL.

Maine paid $53,950 In internal revenue taxes
last week, and there are 1014 retail liquor dealers
ill the State according to the report of the Commissioner.
_

RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE

JOHN BRIDGE.

ST.

Since the opening of the St. John railway bridge
now a little less than two months ago, the through
passenger and freight business of the New Brunswick railway and the Maine Central has been in
creased to a greater extent than the most sanguine of the projectors of the enterprise had calculated upon. Passengers coming from or going
to points on the Intercolonial Kailway are saved
the delay and expense to St. John, lu the freight
department, the transferring of freight caused
much delay and great expense to the shipper.
Some 100 horses came over the Intercolonial road
last week. The most of these horses were from
Prince Edwards Island.
NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND.

Despatches from Wall street yesterday afternoon state that Mr. Cyrus W. Field has resigned
as a director of the New York and Now England
Company, and that he and Mr. Vanderbilt had sold
out all their holdings in it. As a consequence the
price of the stock in Wall street dropped off front
38% to 33%, and the price in State street at 2
o’clock was 34, but up to this hour full particulars
had not been received.
notes.

A Serious Charge.
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 25.—Col. Thomas Sailor,
ex-postmaster at East Saginaw, was arraigned in
tlie United States Court, yesterday, the indictment charging that he put in false vouchers for
rent §1,000 in excess of the true amount. His
succestor. William G. Gage, is accused of a similar offence. Sailor was released'on *5000 bail
and his case was continued until the next term.
Tlie statute of limitations only runs for three
years back, but the district attorney says the
government lias civil claims against Col. Sailor for
§6,700 which he collected by means of fraudulent vouchers and renting new stalls in the post
office building.
__

Sprin«fieli>, 111., Nov. 25.—The Chicago Columbus Centennial World’s Fair and Exposition
Company has been licensed to incorporate by the
The capital stock is $1,000,Secretary of State.
000. The object is to hold an international exof
in
tile
Chicago in 1892, which will
city
position

the fourth centennial of the discovery of
At the same time it is proposed to
colossal statue of Columbus, resting on a
vaulted pedestal, on which will be printed a history of each country participating.
celebrate

America.
erect

a

—

CENERAL NEWS.

on lumber have advanced considerably.
very handsome souvenir pamphlet of the railroad party which made the excursion to Moosehead Lake in October has been printed in PortIt conland and sent to members of the party.
tains the poem read at Kiueo and the resolutions

Freights
A

passed

there.

The Bath Militia.
The company of reserve militia at Bath, Vi',
Bath Light Infantry, whose two years’ term i enlistment expired, have many of them re-enlisted
for two years longer and added to their numbers
a fine lot of men. Capt. Harry E. Stetson, commanding officer of said company, and Second
Lieutenant Ballou, who is attending medical lectures in New York, have resigned, and an election
will be held Tuesday, Dec. 1st, for choice of officels,

lms

company

.lie

unuoiuieu

-—-——n-r,

There were three deaths from small pox in
Charlottetown Tuesday. No new cases are re-

ported.

ai

men.own

expense, tlie uniforms being gray, and have the
50. It is
breech-loadtnfl^jpringfleld rifle, calibre
imped that thfscompany may get into thfc Volunteer militia some day.
The Adjutant General
visited Bath last Friday and inspected Urn S^ate
property. He says he found the Cadet rifles at
the High School building iu a verv dirty condiA
tion. Tlie rifles will probably be ordered in.
number of them are spoiled and unfit for further
the
account
condition.
flltliv
on
of
rusty,
use,
r-c

Improvements at the State College.
The trustees at their recent meeting at the
State College found everything about the farm
and buildings in the usual line condition.1 They
vvere especially pleased with the improvement
made in the mechanical engineering department

Montpelier, Vt., Nov. 25.—The llrst reM
Although so young a man and recently a King,
been in progres#
snow storm of the season lias
Alfonso has been twice married. His first marhere the past 24 hours, and atthls hour (10 p. mi
riage, with the Princess Mercedes, youngest 12 inches actually measurement is on tiie ground
daughter of the Duke of Monthensier, to whom and still snowing hard.
vise and carpentry work in-relie was united Jan. 23,1878, was a powerful facLaconia,N. H., Nov. 25.—A severe snow storif as far as the forgo,
with wind from the northeast, and blowing hard
garded. The resignation of. Mr.,^,rG. ^phmph,
tor iu cementing his hold upon the affections of
set in here last evening and still continues. About
the present steward of ftie college, was accepted
his people. She was idolized by the Spaniards,
eight inches of damp snow has falieu. Travel if
His successor has not yet beeti selected,.but a
much impeded.
who became frantic with grief at her unhappy
committee has beeti appointed to idakestreh
deatli tiie same year.
J 1 xr.-jrrrrsrr-.rst
The royal couple, alsot
selection. The-trustees voted- to continue Him
was very mucii like other folks in their
Stuck to fjis p?st and Was Scalded^
work of f urnisiiing the buildings With a system 'of
each other, and after the death of 1;
freight train
water works, they having already contracted with
Queen, Alfonso refused to be aem
His Political Life,
betwgeu Vaacehoro apdjjaiigor. met with a sej Mr. M. G. Trask of Banger, to sink ait artesian
several months reinainedgjpjpoi
well on the grounds. During the meeting tlie' an
his
the
two.
within
audit is almost impossible to separate
apartments afcitffl ajsc
tiual reports of the president and members of the
mauds of his subject*, howtre” we'
In this year he was elected to the Legislature,
J*
faculty were presented. The session was unusually
oils to remain unheeded, and the following yeai
oh
the
lot
cock
ins
train
at
gauge
fiulspeedythe
renomination.
a
pleasant and the trustees felt much grafilied with
serving one term aud declining
lie began to look arouud for a second party. Till
the
tlie work which iiad been done during the past
off.
At
the
comotive
blew
time,
was
se
engineer;
Archduchess
of
Austria
without
Marie
Christina
to 1850 he was chosen a delegate,
oppoyear._,
liremait amlluK** Uvakeinau, were id the cab. Tin)
sition, to alter the constitution of Hie State. In
two latter souglit refuge in the teuder, but the en-,
1851 lie was elected to Congress from the Indianis a daughter, named after the first wife of A1
Good Telegraph Service.
gUieer remained at his post in the cab and wail
apolis district, was re-elected, and in a third can- fonso. While tiie right of the deceased monarcl
Saturday. Nov. 14th, J. 0. Clark. Fsrj of Banto the Throne of Spain only existed through *~vi
very badly scalded on Ills arms and shoulders.
settled
vass suffered a' defeat.
He had hardlyof sbtty words on a tmslThe steam was about ten minutes in blowing oil.
olation uf the Salic law by the father of jx-Queei
gor, received a dispatch
Presdown to the practice of Ills professfe*
Mr, Ferry will be obliged to “lay off” several
ness subject from the President of the Northern
weeks on account of his injury.
Hie
ident Pierce appointed liinv tniiiiBiSf'ijijej
Pacilic Kailway. After reading the dispatch Mr.
white the Infanta Mercedes will doubtless bt
general land office. This tffiiWof'tlW President's
Clark concluded that he would have it repeated to
confidence was entirely tinbxpeetbd. His adminCentennial at Standish.
proclaimed queen. Spain will indeed be fortunate
if it escapes at this time.ihe horrors of jcivil war.
istration of this office was acknowledged to be one
his son in Spokane Falls. Washington Territory.
The young people of Standish have made »r
of Hie ablest in its history. After four years' serriingemeuts to celebrate the centennial anniver Between that place and Bangor the difference in
vice as commissioner bei returned to Indiana,
Likely to Lose His $ I 3,000.
sary.of the town’s incorporation on Monday eve* time is three hours and twenty-six minutes. Mr.
and in 18U0 ran for Uoveruor, only to he beaten
filed the dispatch here at 1.30 p. m., and it
by his competitor, Col. Henry S. Lane. Two years
Chicago, Nov. 25.—JndgeTitley, in the Circuit! niug, Nov. 30th, at the old meeting house, Stan- Clark
was received by his son at 10.30 a. m., by western
later the Democrats obtained a majority in the
Court yesterday, digmjsscti the,hill ot.a trusted
dish Corner.. ’A. K. P. Meserve of Portland will
T.fiffistntliro** and inVAo/urrilHnii hf Ml' TltOlflrick’S
standard time or just twenty-six minutes afterasking that liobert W. Koloson he instructed td read a paper on the early history of the town and ward, and tlie latter gentleman wrote a letter in
permit Ills young son to visit an aunt at stated ini short addresses will be mad* by others. All I reply which was mailed before eleven o'clock, intervals. iu order that the lad might inherit $13.s
asmuch as tlie distance between Bangor and
former residents of the town are invited to cons I
OUli. His Houor remarked that to exercise iijhcIi
Spokane Falls is alwntt *3,000 miles such a long
Union and were therefore entitled* t-> full repre-| ,'Uovverwould lie to practically transfer The ons-i
tribute anything dt fnterest in the history of the,, dispatch was transmitted iu a romarksblv short
I
sentation in Congress. At the expiration of liis
fudwoi »>HM front tts-piWMtf tw ti stranger.
town.
j space of time.
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THE PRESS.

vice of Congressmen

THURSDAY MORNING, NOV. 26.

NATIONAL THANKSGIVING.
the United States of America,
PROCLAMATION.
The American people have always abundant
whose
cause to be thankful to Almighty God,
mainwatchful care and guiding hand have been
of
their
national
life,
guardtested in every stage
ing and protecting them in t ime of peril and safely
leading them in the hour of darkness and danger.
It is fitting and proper that a nation thus favored
should on one day in every year, for that purpose
especially appointed, publicly acknowledge the
goodness of God, and return thanks to Him for all
His gracious gifts.
Therefore I, Grover Cleveland, President of the
United States of America, do hereby designate
and set apart Thursday, the 26th day of November instant, as a day of public Thanksgiving and
do iuvoke the observance of the same
y all the people of the laud. On that day let all
business
he suspended and let the peo-secular
ple assemble in their usual places of worship, and.
with prayer and songs of praise, devoutly testify
tlieir gratitude to the Giver of every good and perfect gift for all that He lias done for us in the year
that has passed, for our preservation as a united
nation, and forour deliverance from tile shock and
ol
danger of political convulsion; for the blessingsand
peace and for our safety and quiet, while wars
rumors of wars have agitated and afflicted otlser
nations of the eartn; for our security against the
lands has
scourge of pestilence whicli in other
claimed its dead by thousands and filled
the streets with mourners; for plenteous crops
which reward the labor oi the husbandman and
Increase our nation's wealth, and for the contentment throughout our borders which follows on the
train of prosperity and abundance. And let there
also be on the day thus set apart a reunion of families, sanctified and chastened by tender memories and associations, and let the social intercourse
of friends with pleasant reminiscences renew the
ties of affection and strengthen the bonds o. kindly feeling. And let us by no means forget, while
we give thanks and enjoy the comforts that have
crowned our lives, that truly grateful hearts are
inclined to deeds of charity; and that a kind and
thoughtful remembrance of the poor will double
the pleasures of our condition, and render our
praise and thanksgiving more acceptable in the
sight of the laud.
Done at tire citv of Washington, this second day
of November, oho thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and of the independence of the United
States the one hundred and tenth.
Grover Cleveland.
By the President.
T. F. Bayard, Secretary of State.

By the President of
A

Erayer.and

lenient at least, of Mrs. Barrows as has
When the Council
been accorded to him.
commuted IBlaney’s sentence it made it
practically impossible to hang Mrs. BarIt would have been better, it seems
rows.
to us, at the same time to have made it use-

blessings.

Tins Autumnal season finds us enjoying the
fruits of the labors of the toiling husbandman in
Our State has been prosan abundant harvest.
pered in all its material interests. Our educational and religious efforts during the year have
been blessed by beneficent results. Temperance
and other moral reforms are still advancing. “The
pestilence, that walketli In darkness,” has
passed us by unharmed. For these aud many
other National and State blessings let each heart

little consequence in itself. The only duties
of the incumbent are to preside over the sessions of the Senate and throw the casting
vote in case of a tie. He is almost totally devoid of official power or influence. The death

botii in the public
family fireside, not

forgetting to review its individual causes for
gratitude; especially let our people rejoice for a;l

of the Vice President, therefore,
appreciable effect upon the

those successful efforts which have been made in
the past to strengthen the unity of the States and
the integrity of the Republic. Let the poor and
suffering be everywhere remembered, botii by

God aud the Father in the name of our
things
Lord Jesus Christ.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
fifth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eight-five, and of
the Independence of the United States of America the one hundred and tenth.
FREDERICK ROBIE.
By the Governor.
ORAMANDAL SMITH, Secretary of State.
unto

King Milan’s unfortunate excursion
Bulgaria appears likely to cost him his
crown. But staying at home would probably
have been quite as fatal to his kingship. To
his crown it was necessary to fight the
and heat them. He is not to
blame for his failure, but that will make no
save

Bulgarians

difference._
was
was

to come sooner or later. Of course it is
absurd, but in the hands of ingenious correspondents and reporters it can be made useful
in keeping alive interest in the fate of the
Metis leader, and that is probably what it is
sure

for._

It is said the President in his message to
will recommend the appointment
of commissioners to make some arrangemen

with the Dominion government by which
Americans may continue to participate in
the Canadian shore fisheries. American fishnot opposed to any equitable arrangement that does not give more than it
receives; but they want no more of the kind
that has recently expired.
Any future arrangement must not involve the opening of

in the following statutes:
Sec. 147, When the offices of President
and Vice President both become .vacant, the
Secretary of State shall forthwith cause a
notification thereof to be made to the executive of every State, and shall cause the same
to be published in at least one of the newspapers printed in each State.
Sec. 148. The notification shall specify
that electors of a President and Vice President of the United States shall be appointed
or chosen in the several States as follows:
First. If there shall be the space of two
mouths yet to ensue between the date of
such notification and the first Wednesday in
December then next ensuing, such notification shall specify that the electors shall be
appointed or chosen within thirty-four davs
preceding such first Wednesday in December.
Second. If there shall not be the space of
two months between the date of such notification and such first Wednesday in December, and if the term for which the President
and Vice President last in office were elected will not expire on the third day of March
next ensuing, the notification shall specify
that the electors shall be chosen with thirtyfour days preceding the first Wednesday in
•December in the year next ensuing.
But if
there shall not be the space of two months
between the date of such notification and the
first Wednesday in December then next ensuing, qnd if the term for which the President and Vice President last in office were
elected will expire on the third day of March
next ensuing, the notification shall not specify that electors are to be appointed or clios-

is

into

Congress

Florida Oranges,
Florida

That means death to our

to

Canadian fish.

fishing industry.

Alfonso leaves a daughter but five
A long regency is inevitable
therefore, unless the present dynasty is over-

King

years of age.

thrown, with the Queen as regent. More or
less agitation for a change is likely to follow
the King’s death. Don Carlos is still alive
and if he can see any reasonable prospect of
success he will speedily be on had pressing
his claim to the throne. Possibly the Republicans may be heard from though they are in
rather too weak

condition to create much
Though not a brilliant
monarch Alfonso succeeded in winning the
good will of his subjects, and for several
years there have been no serious disturba

I

specified

If the President should die

AND A FULL LINE OF FANCY GROCERIES.
Turkeys,

CURRENT

^

~

in his

kingdom:

The result of the English elections up to
the present time is generally favorable to the
Conservatives, though it does not constitute
a sufficient basis on which to predict an ultimate Conservative triumph. The Conservatives have made a net gain of eleven seats.
In Birmingham John Bright and all the rest
of the Liberal candidates are returned, Lady
Churchill’s house to house canvass not producing its intended effect. The wife of the
Earl of Cardogan is threatened by Sir
Charles Dilke with prosecution for circulating malicious falsehoods concerning him
with a view to influencing voters. She like
Lady Churchill has been making a house to
house canvass, and apparently has been very
much embellishing the Diike scandal.
The New York Sun considers the

GETTING EVEN WITH BISMARCK.
N. Y. Sun.
Visitor (in the private art gallery)—I do not
see, Mr. Pourke, that the German school of
art is represented among your collection.
Mr. Pourke (a Chicago capitalist)—No, sir.
Eismarck refuses to take my hogs. I want
none of his art.
A SLIGHT DIFFERENCE.

N. Y. Sun.
Curious ignorance of professional distinctions is displayed by our esteemed contemporary, the Kansas City Times, in speaking of
the present employment of a certain young
actress. The western newspaper says that
she “warbles in the ballet” at the Casino. On
the metropolitan stage the function of members of tbe ballet is not to warble. They wab-

especially as
be subserved

good purpose was likely
by suspending the rules.

no

to

Mr. Henry C. Lea in a letter to the New
York Post urges the enactment of a law
making it a misdemeanor for Congressmen
to interfere in any way in the matter of Presidential appointments. The simple recommendation of candidates for office he would
As a law such
have forbidden by statute.
as Mr. Lea suggests can only be enacted by
the aid of the men against whom it is directed, and as they are not likely to admit, as
they would seem to do by passing such a
law, that they are less trustworthy and more
liable to be Influenced by improper motives
than their fellow citizens, it is not probable
that we shall have such a law until human
But
nature experiences a radical change.
supposing we did have such a law would we
then be free from all the evils that flow from
patronage? Would our condition be ameliorated even? We think not. While the country is as large as it is now the President
must seek information concerning candidates

SHERIDAN’S

NOTICE!

CABINETS $5.50
PANELS
$6.00

LEIGHTON & CAGE,
CLARK
STS.

COR. PIAE AND

TE1EPHONE 805-A

nolOdtf

r

PHOTOGRAPHER
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Appointment, no ridjp-

tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and b o au t i ful
Black or Brown. Explanatory oirculars
sent postpaid in sealed
iiloua

from some source; he must rely
upon somebody. He cannot possibly personally examine into the character or fitness of
He
considerable number of them.
any
relies now to a large extent on the recomBut if Conmendations of Congressmen.

envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all druggists. Applied by exports at BATCHELOR’S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th gl.N.Y oity.

are
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CONCERT,

Evening, Nov. 27, at 8 O’clock.
Friday
nov25d2t
Admission 25
cents.

Sola Only loy

PORTLAND THEATRE.
MONDAY, NOV. 30.

ONE NIGHT,

THE ONLY NEW BIG BOOM.

W. L. WILSON & CO. IcNISH, JOHNSON & SLAVIN'8
Hefined

MINSTRELS

a

under the management of W.S. Cleveland.

FURS!

ELEGANT

WE OFFER TO-DAY

FURS

large

assortment of Fnrs of every

tion, including

Largest line
We have

We sell

an

a

descrip-

a

1

ery Fine Silk

sell

we

of Every

Imported

for

Scotch
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SECOND

Celebrated
MISS JESSIE

Following

the

Artist*:

COUTHOUI,

The beautiful young lady Reader and Impersonator.

miss OLIVE G. mEAD, Violinist,
—

AND

—

THE BOSTON OPERA

COMIQUE CO.,

Assisted by

The Lotus Glee

Club,

Presenting the Charming Operetta, entitled,

TOPSY

TURVY.

(Mistress and Maid, re-written.)
The above Operetta was given in the course two
years ago and delighted people. All the Gems
from the Comic Opera MIKADO will be intro-

duced.
PROGRAMME—Part lsl, Grand Concert; Part
2d, Operetta. Change of programme at each performance.
MISS MAY ALICE VARS, Soprano.
MISS MAY E. CATES, Alto.
MR. HARRY G. SNOW. Tenor.
MR. CHAS. I.. LEWIS, Baritone.
MR. GRO. E. DEVOLL, Alto.
MR. CLIFTON F. DAVIS, Basso.
Basso.
GOTT.
MR. GEO. C.
MR. FRANK.!. SMITH.
Director and, Pianist.
Matinee nt 2.30. Tickets including reserved
at !s.
Tickets
cents.
Evening
seats, only
including reserved seats only 30 cents. Now on
tickets
Course
Store.
Music
at
Stockbrldge’s
sale
for 25th exchanged for either performance on 2Gth
if desired.
Half fare on M. C. R. R. and G. T. R. R. to both
performances. Half fare on P. & R. R- R. to
nov21dtd
matinee.

$3.00.

Description.

Robert F. Somers & Co.,
Thomas J. Somers

be

can

found with

CITY

THURSDAY,

HALL,

DEC. 3.

PROGRAMME:—Grand Entry by the Club;
Exhibition Drill by the Drill Squad, introducing
followed by
many new and beautiful figures; to be
order of Twelve Dances.

an

worth of them to select
from.

THE

Music by Grimmer’s Full Orchestra!
General Director and

Prof. M. B. Gilbert,
Prompter.

HATTER,

237 MIDDLE STREET.

us.

eo,itf

no21

will be given at eacli performance.
Matinee prices. 50and 35 cents; children 25 cts.
Evening prices, 75, 50 and 35 cents. Sale of
nov21dtd
tickets commences Tuesday, Nov. 24.

—AT—

THE TREASURE HOUSES
—OF—

EOROPEAN AST!
A SERIES OF

FOUR ILLUSTRATED LECTURES
—UPON THE—

GREAT MASTERS OF PAINTING
-BY-

Tickets 50 cents. Reserved Seats 25

232 Middle Street.

SIGN OF THE COLDfHAT.

no21

cents extra.

Art Critic ol the Boston Journal,

To be obtained at StockbridgeV
Music Store, Monday, Nov. 30,
at 9 a. m., and later.
dtd
no24

Under the Auspices of the Portland Society of Art.
ILLUSTRATED BY THE STEREOPTICON.

R. A. Of P. F. I>.

Tickets $1.00 for the course, including reserved
seats. For sale at Owen. Moore & Co’s, W. 8. Lowell's, Cyrus F. Davis’, and at Stockbridge’s.

no!7eod3t-d6t

PORTLANDJTHEATRE.

RELIEF ASSOCIATION of the PORTLAND FIRE OEPT
AT

Mutual Lifelnnce Company,
of New YorK.

is entitled to your FIRST consideration, since it holds the FOREMOST place among
the Life Insurance Institutions of the world, and offers superior
advantages in all features of the business.
the Oldest Life Insurance Company in this country.
the Largest Life Insurance Company in the world.
It is the strongest financial institution, its assets amounting to more than $106,500,000.
It is the Safest Company, its surplus alone amounting to more than $12,000,000.
beIt is the Cheapest Company in which to insure, its.large dividends reducing the cost of insurance
combines all the advantages of age, large and Select membership, financial strengtbland absolute security.
Its W it' Policy is the most liberal ever offered by any Insurance Company.
It places no Restrictions upon Travel, Occupation or Residence.
Being Non-Korfeitable, and practically incontestable.
If the PolicyIt is the Simplest and most comprehensive form of Insurance Contract ever issued.
holder pays his premiums, the Company will pay the Policy when it matures.
All Claims are paid immediately upon acceptance of proofs of death.
as
The Five Year Distribution Plan of this Company presents a most attractive investment feature,
it increases by compound interest.
to
its
returned
and
has
more
than
policies,
270,000
This Company has issued since its organization,
policy-holders in dividends, over $66,000,000, and returned In surrender values, over $63,000,000. to
It has distributed for deatli clai s, endowments and annuities, over $87,000,000, and returned
$106,500,000.
Policy-holders over $216,000,000, and now holds cash assets of over
This Companv has no speculative feature. It issues no Tontine Policies.
It has no stockholders to claim any part of profits.
Its ratio of expenses to receipts is less, its dividends to Policy-holders are greater, the cost to the
insured is therefore less than in any other Company.
It is
It is

l0ItisthefiS Company,Pas ft

_

„„

-APPLY

TO-

7

«

MEfflEY, THE JEWELLER,

foods.

installments.

McKENNEY,

547 CONGRESS ST., SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.

octl9

dtt

Loan and Trust Company,
OF

Bags,

Hats and

stylish

Capital,
Surplus,

paid in,

Guaranty fund in approved securities with
State Auditor.

pIMjSBrBlr vice pref,ideu,.
E. J. PHELPS, Secrelnry

cents.
seats to

members 25 cents.
Reserved
cents.
Course tickets with reserved seats, to the remainHalf price to
ing five entertainments, 31-50.
members. Reserved seats now on sale at Stocknov26dlw
bridge’s.

BONDS!

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
194 MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
janldtf
January 1,1884.

or Residence No.
Portland, Me.

No. 180 Middle St.,
sepl7

BIISINE8I

First

ceeding
Stall,

ot interest, .ill Had

by any

particulars,

call

on or

are

kept constantly

on

hand,

over

Canal Bank.

____

-AMD

1 am

showing

one

of the Largest and Best Selected Stocks in

Underwear and
is complete.

oct26_dtl

the Shoe Dealer.

a

NEW LINE OF NECKWEAR!
All to he found at the NEW STORE.

FRED

R.

FARRINGTON,

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

WEIS8ADEN TABLE SAUCE 208 Middle Street,
The most delicious relish.

I

Also

uuk26

dBm

Hosiery

Large and

noli

■

Portland.
eomf

C. H. Kimball of Manchester,

aid of tlie Charity Fund of Bosworth Post, No
Department of Maine, G. A. R. To be illustratedjwith numerous diagrams, showing all position*
of the contending armies. It is an intensely interesting and instructive narrative of “The Great
Battles of the Ages.*’
in

2,

Tickets for sale at the usual places anti
by Members of the Post.
Reserved seats 10 cents extra, and may be obtained at Stockbridge's on and after Wednesday,

_nov23-7t

FIRST PARISH FAIR,
—

AT

—

Admission free each afternoon. Evening tickets,
25 cents, to be had at T. L. Merrill’s.
TUESDAY EVENING, a farce entitled “A
Kin. iu ,lie Dark” will be presented by well
known amateurs.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, a dance for which
Grimmer will furnish the music.
Supper each afternoon at 6; price 50c. no25dlw

MAINE.

Briggs,
THE

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,

FRANKLIN C. PAYSON,
ATOM AMI C0IMELL0R AT LAW,
31 i-2

Union Mutual
MAINE.

OF

MAINE.
dim

nov3

DAVID W.

COMPANY,

LIFE INSURANCE

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND,

ORGANIZED

SNOWr

Attorney end Counsellor et Lew,

1848.

IN

Has had thirty-five years’ experience
IS

JTS RECORD

Death losses paid,

$7,892,511.71

no9dim

Endowments

paid.

3,140,251.96

HOUSEHOLD

Surrendered

policies,

5,592,112.84

NO. 36 EXCHANGE ST.

4,208,602.74

Dividends,.

Electric Light Go.,

S. L. HOLDREGE, Agt., 153 Essex St., Boston, Mass.
COMPLETE PLANTS FOR

—

BY BOTH

—

A

Policy-holders
SHOWIND

Sole Manufacturers of B, 10, IB and 20 Light
Dynamos of the Mather System for the Lighting
Private Dwellings, Offices, Stores and all places
requiring small isolated plants.

PLANTS
of any capacity furnished complete for both Incandescent and Arc Lighting.
Galvanic Batteries, Electric Motors, and General Electrical Instruments and supplies.
Our small Motors together with a galvanic battery furnish a practical means of running sewing
machines and other light machinery.
We are prepared to do electrical work of all dewe manufacture Instruments for delicate and
accurate electrical measurements and can guarantee the best of workmanship.
small plants.
Our Small Dynamos in connection with a small
Automatic Engine afford the only complete and
practical method for either Incandescent or Arc
Lighting where a small number of lights are required in places that cannot be supplied from 11
central station.___
labqe plants.
Estimates furnished for the Lighting of Theaters, Public Halls, Mills, Factories, Large Stores,
and City and Town Lighting.
THE MATHER DVNAMO
is the only Dynamo that is absolutely self-regulating and which requires no regulating device separate from the machine itself; lamps may be
turned off or on without in any way affecting the
brilliancy of the others. There is no other nia
chine with which this can be done without the use
of an auxiliary regulating device, which is waste
ful of power when only a few lights are running,
and which always requires more or less attention
from a skilled attendant. It is the simp est ms
chine yet produced. When used as Motor for running sewing machines or for other machinery
whether large or small, the same principle which
makes it sell regulating when used for furnishing
light makes it furnish a constant speed no matter
whether it is doing little or no work, or whether i!
is carrying the full load for which it Is designed.
Our prices will always be as low as those of any
nov4dCw
other company.

PAYMENT

TOTAL
of nearly

millions op

to

dol-

Twenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLSIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each year of
exislence.
the company’s

PRESENT,ASSETS ARE 36,323,001.67, while its liabilities are only 83,932.576.30.

ITS

HAM THEREFORE
INCAMSCENT MD ARC SYSTEMS. IT3100,000.00
according

ot

for Men, Youths and Boys to be found in Fortland.
My line of Bentlemen’s

Rev.

Captain in the Berdan's Sharpshooters), will be given at

___dim

ELECTRIC UGHTIMG.

NTS’ FURNISHINGS.

a

MECHANIC’S HALL,
DECEMBER 1st and 2d, MTERNOON AND EVENIMG.

No. 98 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
EjyAU business relating to Patents promptly
ful2ntf
and faithfully executed.

FRED R. FARRINGTON.
Ready Made Clothing

by

—OF—

_

188 Middle street,

N. H. (late

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

address

OVERCOATS AND SUITS!

short time.

TTITTO T> A T>T?T> may be found on file at Geo.
1 H I o A A1 Ej K p. Rowell & Co’s Newspaper

d3m

as,
Bank Building,

Herbert G.

the
one of

year!,

110V20

ask your friends about our goods. Wanted—every
purpose of assisting the hard 1 K. B. mail to know we make a specialty of good
a difficulty in
who
find
Stolid Durable Goods. Kent only *1.38 per
working parents
obtaining good school Bools cheap, I will day; this fact alone should enlist your patronage.
of
School
Children’s
sell the best quality
I Children’s and Misses’ School Boots a specialty.

BROWN

125 Pearl St.

CARDS.

PORTLAND,
nov2

interest,

to the purchaser,
The loans are originally made to the Company and assigned
loan and having the money draw inso that there is no delay in obtaining a good

National

WHAT IT SIGNIFIED.
A Lecture

the 25th inst.

ROOM

and Treasurer.

iND

General Admission, 25 Cts.

teacher of violin and CITTAKC
and other Instruments,

scriptions.

M. O. PALMER.

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central.. 7s & 5s
P. & 0. R. R—6s

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

Battle Ot Gettysburg
CITY HALL,
Monday Evening, Nov. 30, at 8 o’clock,

Chapman,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

securiThis company makes a specialty of investing funds upon first mortgage
not exties, and guarantees all titles to be perfect, the amount of the mortgagehave conThey
fron one sixth to one third of the value of the property.
«■«» mo«SWO> ■» »"«■«
*«»
on I,and Iron,“ *m«K> ot

THE MIKADO!

Pronounced by Press and Public as the only cor
rect version excepting at the 5th Ave. Theatre,
New York.
Prices 75 and 50 cents; gallery 35 cts. Sale of
no23dtd
seats commence Thursday, Nov. 20.

Reserved seats 50

£g*“Admission 2D

WILLIAM Hi EMERY,

the

a

GRANT.

GEAiERAL^

100,000

OFFICERS:
E. A. MEBRIEE,

eodtf

cost for

^52?,222
*5,000

"

"

and may be
For further

School Boots at Cost RAILROAD MEN
prime

all

descriptions of various securities
1>aFull'aaiid°accurate
who desire.
examined

253 MIDDLE ST„ DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS ST.

Boots at

—

CHARLES W. CRIMMER,

Caps, Gloves, Traveling

no21

OF

_w_____

-

35—PEOPLE—35

In the latest New York and London craze.

'X'Jtlili

RECOLLECTIONS

EDUCATIONAL.

(INCORPORATED.)

them have ever waited a day for their interest.
securities m the
The undersigned will act as agent for the sale of the above
desire with a prosState of Maine, and on application, will furnish those who
of the State Law, under which the Compectus of the Company, and also acopy

somers7ha™er,
JFor

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

WILBUR OPERA CO.,

SUBJECT:

PERSONAL

No.

past

FUR TRIMMINGS.
fine assortment of
Silk Umbrellas, etc.

A.,

REV. J. P. NEWMAN, D. D.

banks in the city of Providence, R. I., have invested during
^Threelavfngs
ONE MILLION AND A HALF in these securities, and not
two

Elegant Hudson Bay Beaver Sets and CAPES THE FINEST THAT
GROWS.

a

SIXTH Y. M. C.

FINANCIAL.

remit, ti.e
“nSSSSSSS
SiftSSaSih titles, tat
fu<l lender.
the
and in fact takes entire charge of the loan without cost to

BEAVER
FURS!

Also

—-

*'gaiSll&ltfSS.; nteSE.'« d™ ".™.T.T:,t,

Jeweller,

the

admitting

Tickets, 81-00,
Ladies.

and

Wilford G.

Has the largest and best selected stock of Watches in Solid Gold, Ladd,
Boss, and Crown Filled and Silver Cases, ever shown in this City.
I will sell yon Watches lower than any other dealer in first-class
A beautiful line of Ladies’ Watches in Solid Gold Cases from
Come where
to
20.00
$75.00. Over 200 Watches to select from.
Watches sold
you can see the largest stock, as I can surely suit you.
on

noil

codim

Watches!

American

Gentleman
nov25dtd

Nov. 28.

Eamoun

The

MUSIC IIV CHANDLER’S BAND.

—

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.
THE MINNESOTA

ONLyT—Saturday,

HALL,

At CITY HALL, Wednesday Etc., Dee. 2.
Lecture by the Eloquent

the price
To make room for Xmas, goods, I have reduced!
of low
at
unheard
them
offer
shall
and
of all my Tablets,
week
this
for
only.
prices
Buy up a lot for the children, they are great bargains.

LITTLE, Agent, Portland.
7

ONE NIGHT

—

Tuesday Evening, December 1st.

..

,,

nol0

Pen and Pencil Tablets.

RICHARD A. McClIRDY, President,

ESTABLISHED IN 1843,

W. D.

for
I have on hand a large lot of Plush ans Velvet Frames,
half price
Cabinet Pictures. I shall offer the lot this week at
to close them out.

CITY

Dates to be Announced later.

City Hall.

—OF THE—

—

lO'l'l

Beautiful photographs of the works of the great
masters of art.

eoau

PLUSH AND VELVET FRAMES!

DICKINSON,

PROF. SIDNEY

Second Annual Ball and Band Concert

the Greatest and The Best!

Pnu-Mrfnl Drama.

TIip

will be presented with a strong cast, and every
attention to detail.
Following the Drama, the screaming tarce ot

—BY THE—

CLOVES.
$2,000.00

Thanksgiving: I>ay; afternoon
at 2.30, evening at 8.

Nov. 26,

LOST IN LONDON
Ball
and
Drill
U
Portland Wheel Club SMITH AND BROWN

500 of them to pickfrom, varying from
More Robes than
$4.00 to $15.00.
can be found in any3 stores inthecity.

for 50 cents.

PORTLANiTtHEATRE.

ANNEAL

WOLF ROBES.

Umbrella

Cap

Seats 75 and50cents; Gallery 35 cents. Bale of
no24dtd
Friday, Nov. 27.

seats

Beaver Sets in Creat Variety.
Cents’ Coats Trimmed with Fur.
Fur Trimmings of Every Kind.
Furs of All Kinds Made to Order.

full line of Beaver Sets.

of Silk Umbrellas in the

that

Congress Street.

ESTABLISHED 1981.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No dis*

OLD FOL

__

oct2idtf

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

By

cents

For the benefit of the Society of Christian Endeavor,

26tn.

TWO GRAM) EATERTAIAMENTS

|

nov24

1885,

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call in now, as after the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our CLUB BATES, by which famines with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, can then contract for, and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL PBICE8 for their
We assert that we make no difference
portraits.
whatever between the QEAEITlf of such Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
(or which we receive more, but in all cases endeavor to have it thoroughly FI ***T-C1L.AS» in evIS I'A BAN*
ery sense, and SATISFACTION
For further particulars about the club
TEED.
photography, call on or address, for circulars,

Nov!

WILLISTON CHURCH.

FAMOUS TURKISH COFFEE!

Beaver Sets,
Otter Sets,
PER 00Z.
Beaver Capes,
PER DOZ.
Otter Capes, G
Coon Sets.
Lynx Sets,

On and after November 1st,
our prices will be for

Waltzing, “The Yorke” and Five Step
Schottische, Friday Evening, Nov. 27.
uo23dtt
Federal Street.
Bijou Skating Parlor,

_

INDIAN POLICY.

St. Louis Globe Democrat.
There is something to think about in Gen.
Sheridan’s plain and practical suggestions
with regard to Indian lands. He shows that
each family could be located on 320 acres,
and still leave so much of their reservations
untouched that a sale thereof to the government at $1.25 per acre would yield a sum
which, invested in United States bonds,
would give them an annual income fully sufficient to meet all the cost of their support.
If these now useless lands can thus be made
to relieve the country of the present heavy
burden of Indian maintenance, why should
it not be done? The Indians would lose
nothing, a great national expense would be
stopped, and homes would be put within easy
reach of a great many industrious and deserving white men. There may be reasonable objections to such a policy, but it will be
difficult to make the people think so.

for office

forbidden to make recommengressmen
dations he would have to*rely,upon the local

Poultry off All Kinds.

ble.

attempt

to show that the appointment of Sterling to
be port warden of New York is an act of hostility to the President absurd. “The President,” it says, “showed an unusual degree of
kindness towards Mr. Sterling by setting
aside the provision which requires the civil
service commissioners to certify only four
persons as having passed tli^ examination,
so as to render them eligible to appointment.”
It was inevitable that the President's action
should be construed in this way. It is
strange that the President did not
see it, or seeing it did not refrain from an
would bear that construction
act that

COMMENT.

Supply of tnat

a

City Hull, Thursday Afternoon Sc Evening

Refreshmenu by FlutMch.

Afternoon Admission.10 cents
Admission with Skates or Commutation
Check- .}5cen!3
Skate Checks.10 cents
Package Tickets, six for.1.00
Polo and all Other Exhibitions.25 cents
C. H. KNOWLTON, Manager.
novl7dtf

WITHOUT

COMPLETE

THANKSGIVING.

NOVENBER 26.
TICKETS admitting Gentleman with Ladies $1.00.

Admission Evenings........20cents
Admission with Skates or Commutation

Grapes,

Assorted Nuts,
Foreign and Native Clieese,

tomorrow the

election to fill the vacancy would be held
within thirty-four days of the first Wednesday of December, 1886, Mr. Edmunds holding
the office meanwhile.

of a disturbance.

ances

Lemons,

TST&w Figs,

Chickens and

gFibertsthanksgiving BALL

Check.25

Catawtoa

ermen are

American markets free

Will loo

Prunes,

Malaga Grapes,

no

President of the United States until a new
election to fill the vacancy was held. The
time and manner of holding such an election

►

organs.

produces
working

of
our governmental machinery, unless it be
In
followed by the death of the President.
such a case the President of the Senate beThus if Mr. Cleveland
comes President.
should die tomorrow the Hon. George F.
Edmunds of Vermont, who is now President
of the Senate,would exercise the functions of

sympathy and bountiful material aid from the
more favored; “Giving thanks always for all

voted for Davenport, hut Blaine men stayed
The Indepenat home and defeated him.
dent papers wabble sometimes as well as the

Frencli

THE VICE PRESI-

Vice President Hendricks was an old man,
but he had apparently been in the enjoyment
of good health, and the news of his death
Mr.
comes, therefore, without warning.
has
been a
Hendricks
conspicuous
figure in our politics for many years.
What he has done and what he has been will
be found recorded elsewhere.
The office of Vice President was created
chiefly to provide for a contingency, and is of

Is eminently fitting that a fashion so rational,
transmitted to us as it lias been through suecesive
generations as a New England custom, should ever bo reverentially contiuued; for its
proper ob
servance is w ell calculated to foster in tile hearts
of the people a realizing sense of entire dependence upon God for all
spiritual aud temporal

tically an Independent victory inasmuch as
the Independents, out of disgust with the
Republicans for waving the bloody shirt,
voted for him or refrained from voting.
It has
apparently changed its opinion.
The Independents, it now says, generally

Malaga Raisins,

DENT.

It

A little while ago the Boston Herald was
claiming that the election of Hill was prae-

agitation of the question

THE DEATH OF

praise.

started

continue

lnni?pr.

PROCLAMATION.
By the advice aud consent of the Executive
Council, I appoint THURSDAY, the 26th day ol
November, as a day of Public Thanksgiving and

The story that it was not Riel who
hung, but a self sacrificing substitute

WE HAVE JEST OPENED A FEEE EINE OF

as

less to

_

forfhanksgivlng! No Thanksgiving Table

Prepare

part in the crime and betrayed his
accomplice, nine-tenths if not ninety-nine
hundredths of the public will favor treatment

A

joyful thanksgiving,

much doubt.

AMUSEMENTS.

amusements.

HUSCEU.ASEOPS.

his own

BY THE GOVERNOR.

a

very

sentence, of the principal in the crime commuted to imprisonment for life, not for the
reason that there is any doubt as to his guilt,
or because any extenuating circumstances
not brought out at the trial have been discovered, but solely because he confessed his

STATE OF MAINE.

sanctuary, and around the

we

CASE OF MRS- BARROWS.
were that
What all the considerations
to refrain from deCouncil
the
influenced
cisive action in Mrs. Barrows’s case we do not
know. Perhaps if they were all disclosed it
would be generally admitted that the Council
icted wisely. But in the absence of such
knowledge it would seem that it would have
seen better to have settled the matter finally
ind not to have turned it over to the legislature and a future council as virtually lias been
lone. The power of commutation and pardon
is lodged by the Constitution in the Governor
and Council, and it is their right, and duty as
well, to exercise it when circumstances arise
The legislature has
that seem to require.
no power to commute sentences directly. We
suppose it may pass a law abolishing the
death penalty and make it retroactive so as
It may also
to cover Mrs. Barrows’s case.
express the opinion by resolution that Mrs.
Barrows ought to be hung or ought not to be
hung, and an opinion thus expressed would
be likely to be followed by the Council, but
directly, it has nothing to do with the execution of the law.
Perhaps the Council was
moved to act as it did by a desire that public
sentiment should finally settle the matter,
itself
make
could
this
and thought
most
heard
through the
effectively
medium of a legislature to be elected
still pending.
while
the
question is
But there is little room for doubt as to what
public opinion will be in this matter. Had
Blanks sentence been executed the case
might have been different. But with the

Wo do not read anonymous letters and commun♦ations. The name and address of the writer are
u all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

return

niSCELUNBOri.

advice
nagnates of his party. That their
the adwould be any more trustworthy than

setts

A
to

SURPLUS of
the Massachu-

standard, and of 8733,200.00 by the New

York standard.

UNION

MUTUAL recognizing its mumost liberal company in Its

is the
THE
tuality,
with its

policy-holders.

dealings

POLICY' CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms, and no chance

ITS

misconception.
policies are
INCONTESTABLE
Alter three years for any cause except fraud.

Its

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
IT DISCOUNT,
immediately the proofs are

com-

plete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
or any number of days.
ISSUES POLICIES

ITplans, and its

on

all approved

premium plan and
Adjusted
NON FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
are

special features of this company and issued by

none

other.

this Company are
EXPERIENCE. STRONG FINAN-

ADVANTAGES of

AGE.
THE
CIAL

CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS EQUIT-

ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS. and
vative management.

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

JAMES

a

conser-

circular

SINK1NSON,

MANAGER FOR MAINE

AGENCIES,

Portland, Maine.
mar4

eodtf

PRESS.

THE

THURSDAY MORNING, NOV. 26.
WIT AND WISDOM.
He who ruleth his spirit is better than lie who
taketh another person’s umbrella and returneth
It not.
_

of the liver, with constipation, incomplexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
jure
etc. Bemove the cause by using Carter’s Little

Derangements
the

Liver I'ills.

One

a

dose.

Teacher—“What does the proverb say about
those who live in glass houses?”
Small boy—“PuU down the blinds.”

•

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
Oil with Hypophosphites —is more nutritious and strengthening than any other single
or combined remedy.—In Consumption and wasting diseases its effect is very astonishing.
Little brother—“Sis is going to make you a present. She said so.”
“Indeed. What did she say?”
“She said you'd been coming here long enough,
ami that she'd give you the niitten to-niglit.”
almost dead witli sciatica when I began
In the afthe use of Athlophoros one morning.
ternoon I got up and dressed, and tile next day I
worked four hours setting out timber for a barn.
S. A. Carpenter, Groton, Tompkins Co., N. Y.
1

was

Fine—$2 and costs.
the prisoner.

Finis—

Finer—the judge.

Dyspepsia in its worst forms will yield to the
They not only
use of Carter’s Little Nerve Pills.
relieve present distress but strengthen the stomach and digestive apparatus.
far awayt gave
notice at a prayer meeting the other night of a
church meeting that was to be held immediately
after, and unconsciously added: "There is no objection to the female brethren remaining!”
A

worthy deacon

in

a

town not

@5 50; Oliio 3 40®6 65; Western at 3 20@5 GO;
60.
Southern at 3 65
Wheat
higher with a moderate business;
No 1 White nominal; sales 8,000hush No 2 Red
for Nov at B5V4C; 168,000 bush do December at
06®9514c>872,000 hush do January 967/«@97i4 ;
180,000 bush do February at 98% ®BBVsc ; 120.009 do May at 1 04@1 0414; receipts 196,000 bu.
Corn 14 ffiYae better; mixed W40,@
57c; do future at 48%@65c; sales 660,000 bush;
receipts 198,000 hush.
Oats %@i/4C higher; State at 37@42etWertdm
35®43e; sales 130,000 bush, inclpding for No 2
for January at 36yac ;February at S73/sc; receipts
77,200 hush,
Beef unchanged.
Pork firm; new mess 10 25@10 50.
Lard dull; steam rendered 6 5o.
Butter—Western 10.@25c; State 18®27c.
Sugar dull.
Molssses dull. *
Petroleum linn.

quiet.
Freights Brin.

Opistlioporia is what they call it when a man
tries to walk ahead hut only goes backward. The
Democratic party is troubled with opistlioporia.
Boston. Oct. I. The commission appointed to
examine the different bread-raising compounds
report tiie Congress Yeast Potvder to be a perfectly pure powder free from all injurious ingredients.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]

By Telegraph.]

LONDON. Nov. 25,1885.—Consols 100 1-16.
LONDON, Nov. 25, 1885.—U. S. 4s at 127%.
LONDON, Nov. 25,1885.—[Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of Commerce.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat inactive and corn steady. Cargoes on the
passage and for shipment, wheat very slow; corn
steadv. At Liverpool, spot wheat and corn inactive.

LIVERPOOL, November 25, 1885.—Winter
Wheat quiet at 7s ld@7s 3d; spring wheat 7s 2d
@7 3d; California average 6s lld@7s Id; club at
7s®7s4d; corn, new mixed Western 4s 6%dS
@43 7d; peas 5s 7d.
Portland Wholesale Prices Current
Corrected for the Pbess to November 25,1885,
Lead.

IS reins.

Pilot Sup.7V%@8
<lo gq.5Va@G

Sheet.6V2 @ 7

Pipe.534 (&®1A
Pig..4 00(14 25

Ship.4ya@ r>
Crackers lb.. 6y4@6

Leather,

j New York—
Cumberland..4 00*4 75 Light. 22®
Acadia.7 00*7 50 M!il weight. 24®
Chestnut.
®f> 23 Heavy. 25®
7 50 Slaughter... 34®
Franklin.
Coni.

23

25
26
38
22
10

:@5 25 Gooad'mgd. 21®
Am calf. 92®1
f, umber.
@11 Va
South pine,30 00@40 00
.Java.is; @21
Clear pine—
Cooperage.
Hhlid shocks and lids—
Uppers.$5G®$05
Mol. clty...l GOrjl 75
Select...$45®®65
Sug. city...1 lO.o. 115 Fine commonS35®842
Sug. s’d shk 70@ 75 Spruce.$12®$14
Pine sugar—
Hemlock.$11®$12
llox shocks
45@ 50 Clapboards—
Sugar headingSpruce, X...$28@§30
Spruce 35 ill 18@ 20 Clear.$26@$28
2d clear.$22®$25
Pine
18@ 20
22
No 1.$15®.S18
Hard pine
25
Mol. heading
Fine.$25@®50
Shingles—
Hoops—
X cedar_3 75®4 00
New 14 ft
$25

Lehigh.
Rio lb

Clear cedar.3 25®3 50
Old
$20® $23
X No 1.2 10(42 65
Short do 8 ft $10@|12
No 1 cedar.1 25®1 75
7 ft
$8
Fop’r staves $ 12@$14 Spruce.1 45® 1 05
$2 Laths—
Spruce rough
Oak Mid
Spruce...4 2 10®2 20
Ijiine—Clement.
staves
J>20@.$2o
1 03
cask..
Lime
CJordnpe.
11
11

ib

Russia.

Manilla.13
@14
Manilla Bolt Rope 14Va
9 @10
Sisal.
Di'U£* and Dye**

145

Cement...
Mutches.
Star, t> gross

i Dirigo.

39®

50
41

23®

24

Metals.

Copper—

14x48 com.
14x48 planished.

Acid Oxalic.

2@14
tart...
50@ 52
Alcohol.2 20@2 30

3G
Bolts.18® 19
11
V M sheath
16
VII Bolts..
24®2 5
Bottoms....

Ammoniacarl). 15@20
8
Ashes, pot.. 63/4@
Bals eoabia.. 45@ 50

35@

40 Ingot
(13
5 Tin24
13
Straits.
22®
12@
3
Brimstone— 2V2@
English,.... 27® 28
fVip.htnpj».]
35® 40
Cilar. I. C..5 75&.G 25
Copperas.iy2® 3 Char. l. x. .8 uu®o i>u
Terne.6 25®7 7 5
Cream tartar. 40® 42
Ex. logwood. 12® 17 Coke.5 25®5 50
Gumarabic... 40® 65 Antimony. 14® 15
Aloes cape.... 15® 25 Zinc .6 25®G 75
Camphor. 20® 28 Solder M>xV3. 16® 17
llolasses.
Myrrh. 60® 55
Opium.3 87@4 00 Porto Rico... 30® 42
Shellac. 30® 35 Barbadoes.... 27® 29
Indigo. 85®1 00 Cienfuegos.... 25® 26
Iodine.3 75@4 00 Boiling.20 ® 21
Nail*.
1 25
ipecac.
Licorice, it.. 15® 201 Cask.2 70@2 75
Stores.
Naval
40
ex.
Lai
34®
3 25®3 50
Morphine.2 86®3 10 Tar ;t> bbl
3 25®8 50
Pitch
25
2
(C
Tar)
Oil bergamot. oo®2
Cod liver.1 50®2 00 Wii. Pitch....3 50®3 75
00
Lemon.1 88®2 00
Olive.1 25®1 75 Turpt’ne, gall 41® 48
4
Oakum.
60
8®9
1’ennt.3 75®
Oil.
40
Wlntergreeu..2
Potass br’mde 38® 45 Liiiseed. 45®50
Chlorate. 25® 28 Boiled. 45,® 53
Iodide.3 00®3 25 Sperm.115®'l 30
75
50 j Whale
Qmeksilver...
45@ 47
Quinine. 95@1 00 Bank.
Rtrhuebarb.. 75 al 50 Shore. 43® 45
35@ 40
Rt snake. 50® 55 Porgie
Saltpetre. 10® 10 Lard. 55® 60
1 05
25
Castor.1
55®
Senna
15®
4® 4V2 Neatsfoot. 90® l 00
Canary seed..
55
Elaine.
a2
75
.1
75
52®
Cardamons.
Pniuts.
Soda, bi-carb.8% ® 6%
3 Pure gro nd ld650®7 00
Sal.2 y2 ®
Sulpur.
3® 3% Pure dry leadO 50®7 00
Sugar lead... 20® 22 Eng Veil Red. 3® 3V2
7@7V2
White wax... 50®. 55 Red Lead...
5 00®7 00
Vitvol. blue.. 10® 11 Am. Zinz.
2Vs
Vanilla,bean.$ 10®S12 Rochelle Yellow
Rice.
49 nek.
27 Rice, $> lb—
0® 73A
No 1.
6
24 Rangoon.
53/2®
No 3.
Saierntus.
No 10.
171
14 j Saleratus.....
5® 5Va
8 oz..
14 j
Spices.
10 oz.
O mi [lOwilcr— Sliol. Cassia, pure.. 13® 15
Blasting.3 50®4 00 Cloves. 18® 20
Beeswax.
Blch powders
Borax.

—

...

*

New York Stock and

Money

Market.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Nov. 25, 1885.—Money on call
com inues easy at2%,g.3 percent, closing at 2.
Prime mercantile paper at 4%@5% per cent. Foreign Exchange is llrm; quotations unchanged.
Governments dull but firm. Stale Bonds have been
more active and prices strong. Railroad bonds
Tlie stock market closed
active and strong.
strong.
Tlie following are to-day's quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s.102%
New4%s, reg.112%
New 4%s, coup.113%
New 4s, leg.123%
New 4s, coup.123%
Pacific 6s of ’95.128%
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:
Chicago & Alton.137

Chicago

& Alton

preferred.150

.134%
26%
Erie.
Erie preferred—. 53 %
188
Illinois Central.
Lake Shore. 88
Michigan Central.
11/,
New Jersey Central. 46%
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Northwestern.11
Northwestern preferred.137 %

105%
New York Central.
—128
Rock Island.
»7 Vs
St. Paul
Boys

Union Pacific
Western Union Telegraph.
Alton & Terre Haute.
do pref.

78
45
81
05
82

Boston Air Line.
Burlington & Cedar Itapids.
Pacific.. 47%
44%
Canada .Southern.
Del., Lack. & West.121Va
0814
Canal.
&
Hud.
Del.
Den & Rio Grande. 3314
&
V.
E. Tenn.,
;Ga. 7%
do pref. 12%
Pacific.I®*1/2
Missouri
Central

Houston k: Texas.

36

Kansas & Texas. 36
Morris & Essex.131 Vs
10
Mobile & Ohio.
Northern Pacific.JOV4
03%
do pref..
Oregon Nav.10-JVa
Kichmond & Danville. 88
Adams Express.143
American
U.S. Express. 60
Wells. Fargo Kqpress. 116
50
Louisville & Nash.
St Paul & Omaha. 42%
do
115%
Union Pacific 1st
do Laud Grants .10»

Express.103

pref...163%.

130%
do Sinking Funds.
St Louis & San Fran. '23%
do pref. 48Vs
1st

prof.

30

10%
Lake Erie & West
Long Island.79

Elevated.118%
Metropolitan El.•*.
Manhattan

Central Pacific lsts.}14Va
Denver & It. Or. yists.121
Erie .. 89%
Kansas lsts. Den div.110%
Oregon Nav. lsts...1H Vs
The Wool Market.
BOSTON, Nov. 25, 1885.—The following is
list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX.37 @ 39
Choice XX.34 @36
"
38
Fine X.

@30

Fine.30
Medium.34
Common.2<

@ 31
@ 3o
@ 28

Exfla and XX.

Other WesternFine and X.
Medium

;■*

33

Common.27
Pulled-Extra.27

33

Fine
Low

delaine.34

and course.—
Medium unwashed.24
Low unwashed.22

California.12
Texas.15
Canada pulled.22

Do Combing.
Smvrna washed.18

Unwashed.10
Bnenor Ayres.26

Montevideo.27
Cape Good Hope.25

38
32

| 38

Supernne.26 @
|^fy ..10 @

Combing and delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.36

a

@ 3o
to

20

@ 38
@ 38
to

32

@27
@ 24
@25
@ 26
@ 30

@

@

20
15

@28
@30
@27

Australian.32 @ 40
Donskoi.20 @ 23
The Wool markets without change. The demand

is moderate, hut a fair average business continues
to be done from day to day, and all grades are
with considerable firmness.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Nov. 25. 1885.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 12 00@12 60: short cuts 12 50
<8.12 75; backs 12 50813 00; light backs 12 00®
12 50; lean ends 12 60 813 00; pork tongues $13
@13 25; prime mess $12@12 50;extra prime 9 50
®$10; mess 10 50; Western prime mess pork at
It) 50®S U
Lard 6H@7c © lb m tierces: 7Vi@7V2c in 10lb pails; 7Vi@7%c in 5-lb pails; 7%@8c In 3-lb

pails.

Hams OVaffilOc & lb, according to size and
euie; small 10@10y2e.
Dressed hogs, city, 5V*c
ib; country 43/ic; live
4 Vic.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 26
c; New York dairy 21@22c;
<827c; fancy
fancy 23c; Vermont daily 22® 23c; selections 24
to
common
good 16@20c; extra Western
@25c;
fresh made creamery 26®27c; fancy —c;
22
to
a25c; Western ladle packed
common
good
10@12c. Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than
these quotations.
Cheese—Choice North 9Vi®9%c: lower grades
according to quality; Western at 9@9Vic. Job
lots V2c higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 27@28c; fancy at 29c;
East firsts 26c: New York and Vermont at 26c;
North at 25®26c; Western at 22822Vic: Island
East limed at
at 26®—c, and N. S. at 26827c.
s~>

20c

Beans—Choice large iiaud pickek pea at 1 858
t> busl); choice New York small hand picked
8081 85; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 90@1 95.
Apples-Choice 1 37Vi@l 50; common at Sl@
1 25; Snow $2@2 25.

1 90
do 1

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]

20®2

650

.—

Sporting.6 25®C 50 Ginger.
6
Mace.
Drop shot—
7
Nutmegs.
Buck.

NEW YOltK, Nov. 25, 1885.—Flour dull and
stUl in buyers favor; sales 8000 bhls; State 3 20

13®

15

55®
20®

90
05
22

75®

Pepper..

Starch.
May.
5®
Pressed.8145;$ 15 Laundry.
Teas.
Straw. 0 00® 8 11
Iron.

Common. 1%®2
Relined. 2 ® 2 !i
Norway. 4 ®4y2
Caststeel.12 ® 15
German steel 5 <®7
Shoe steel....
2%
Sheet iron—
Common_ 3% 3 4 Vi
II.C. 4Vi<®5

15®
Souchong,...
Oolong. 25®
do choice.. 36®
25®
Japan.
do choice.. 35®
Best brands..
Medium.
Common.
Haifa.
Nat’uileaf....

00
45
40

..

"

'sch

Clara A Benner, of Eastport,
The fishing
while going to sea from Rockland hist, carried
for repairs.
away her bowsprit and put hack
Notice to Mariners.
Office of Light House Inspector,)
1
First District,
Portland, Me, Nov. 24, 1885. )
Notice is hereby given that the Bell Buoy off
Sheep Porcupine Island, Frenchman s Bay, has
been removed lor the winter season.
By order of the L. H. Board.
O. A. Batcheluer,
Commander, U. &. N.,
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.

can

7.«,8V2i

50®

40®
30®

oo® oL

High Mixed Corn.60@01
No 2 do car lots..59@60
Corn, bag lots—G2@G3
Meal, hag lots... G 1@62
Oats, carlots....41@42
Oats, bag lots—42 @43
Cotton Seed,

00@27
do bag...28 00@29

50
00

lots. .17 50@18
do hag. ..18 50@19
roller.5 50@5 75
clear do—5 25*5 50 Middlings, 18 00@21
rlo bag lots,20 00@24
Winter Wheat
Provision#.
Patents.... 575* C 00

00
00
00
00

clear do

—

car

5 00 * 5 25

stone ground.4
St Louis st’gt

75*5

lots..27

Sack’dBr’n

00

car

PorkBacks
50
Clear
Large Shores 25*3
Flab.

.13 00@13 50
12 50@12 75
Mess.10 50® 11 00
Mess Beef. 10 00@ 10 50
Ex Mess. 10 50all 00
Plate ....11 00@11 50

Cod, p qtl—

Bank.3 25

Large

«

3 50

Philadelphia—Ar
Boston.

24th, sch ltacbei Maud,

Dow,

_

..

Small.2 75 *3 00
Pollock.2 50*3 25
Haddock.1 50 *2 00
ExPlate.il 50^12 00
Hake.1 75*2 25
LardH eriingTubs p p 6% @7c
Scaled p bx..l4*18c

Tierces.63/i@7c
1.12*15c
Pails.7 @73/4c
Mackerel p bbl—
9%@10 c
Shore Is. 10 00*21 00 Hams p lb
do coveredl 0 V3 @11%
Shore 2s. 7 00* 8 00
No

—

Oil.
Med. 3s. 5 00* <5 00
Small.2 75.*; 3 50i Keroseneport. Kef. Pet. 7%
Produce.
Water White.10%
Cranberries—
Maine.4 50*5 50 Pratt’sAst’l.pbbl. 11314
Cape Cod.. .6 50*7 OO Devoe’% Brilliant.13
Pea Beans.. .1 85*2 00 LiKOTOv A >.11
1 75*1 85 Silver White —,... 10%
Medium
German mdl 40*1 50 Centennial.11
Rnuius.
Yellow Eves.l 65*1 75
Irisli Potatoes... 50*55 Muscatel.2 5<)@3 50
Sweet Potatoes 2 25*$3 London Lay’r 3 15@3 37
Onions.2 75 *3 25 OnduraLay. 11 %@ 12 %
G% @10%
Cabbages.$10 a $12 Valencia
Sugar.
Turkeys.10*20
Chickens.11*14 granulated p lb.7
.10*11 Extra C.0%
Fowls
Seed*.
Ducks
.16*17
Geese.14*15 Ited Top.2 25@2 37
Timothy Seed2 00@2 10
Apples.
10%'allc
2 00*2 50 Clover
Nodheads
...

00*2
Tallman Swtsl 75*2
.2

Snow

Cheese.
Vermont —10
N.Y. factory 10
Rutter.

25
00

Nol Baldwins
and Greenings

@11%
@11%

1 25*1 75 Creamery p lb...24@25
Evaporated p lb 8* 11c Gilt Edge ver... 21 @23

Choice.18@20
Florida.4 50*5 00 Good.15® IG
Messina.4 25 *5 00 Store.10@12
Egg#.
Malagers.3 00*3 50
Eastern extras.27
Orange!*.
Florida.4 50*4 75 Canada & Western...2G
Island....2G
Limed.19 @22
Lemons.

j

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM
Adriatic.New York

FOR

.Liverpool. ..Nov

2G
Alps.New Y'ork..Havana.Nov 26
York..Hamburg...Nov 26
Circassian.Portland .Liverpool. ..Nov 26
York..Havana.Nov 28

Losing.New

Saratoga.New

Oregon .New York..Liverpool. ..Nov 28
Ottyof Berliu ....New York..Liverpool...Nov 28
Circassia.New York ..Glasgow.... Nov 28
Bohemia.New Y ork.. Hamburg... Nov 28
Hhvnlaud .New York .Antwerp....Nov 28
Donoli.Sew York..Bremen ....Nov 28
Leerdam.New York..Rotterdam..Nov 28
20
Rbynlaud .New York..Antwerp....Nov
Wyoming.New \ ork.. Liverpool. l)er 1
Finance.New York..Rio Janeiro .Dec 2

Philadelphia.New York..Laguayra...Dec

Elbe.New York.. Bremen.Dec
St Laurent.. N evr York Havre.Dee
■ ■

2
2
2

MINIATURE ALM AN AC.. NOVEMBER 26.

High water }•
Sunrises.$v6‘
*
Sunsets.°

••

777X1

tl.ME

l-±u

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold m competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royat. Baking Pqwdek Co., 160 Wall St., N.Y.
dly
mar7

results from that true contentment which
indicates perfect health of body and mind.
You may possess it, if you will purify and
invigorate your blood with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. E. M. Howard, Newport, N. H.,
I suffered for years with Scrofwrites!
ulous humors. After using two bottles of

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

....

Liver

Complaint, I

even

Currier, Welch,

As a liver medicine and
general purifier of the blood, it has no
•equal.” Mrs. A. B. Allen, Winterpoek,
Va., writes:
My youngest child, two
years of age, was taken with Bow# Complaint, which we could not cure. ’We tried
many remedies, but he continued to grow
worse, and finally became so reduced in
flesh that we couid only move him upon
It was suggested by one of the
a piilow.
doctors that Scrofula might be the cause
of the trouble. We procured a bottle of

AYER’S

Sarsaparilla

and commenced giving it to him. It surely
worked wonders, for, in a short time, he
was

completely cured.”
Sold by al! Druggists.

Prepared by

J L

,,

Arat Pram-Pram prev to Oct 19, barque Sea
Gull, Thompson, Accra......
Ar at Ymuiden Nov 23. barque Abiol Abbott,
Chase, Plymouth.
Ar at Aspinwall Nov 9, brig Screamer, Jordan,
Boston; sen David W Hunt. Hall. Brunswick, Ga;
10th, Parker M Hooper, Southard, Baltimore;
14th, J A Hatry. Green. Pearlington, Miss.
Passed Dover Nov 23, barque Niphon, Patten,
Leith for Key West.

Memoranda.
Ship Brown Brothers, at Tacoma, is undergoing
extensive repairs. She will have a complete set
Br'sehr Sower, Dixon, from Economy, NS, lor
before reported ashore, was hauled off
22d after lightering her deckload laths and towed
New York,

2 88

nmnajjiddoud m

vols.,

c

Lowell,

'smlmm snototN

—

Smile's Self-Help Series, 4 vols.

Carlyle’s FrenchRevolution, 2 vols...
Cooper’s Sea Tales, 5 vols., half calf....
5 vols., half calf.
Cooper’s Leather Stocking6 Tales, half
calf....
Gibbons’Komau Empire, vols.,
half calf.....
10
vols.,
Works,
Cooper’s Complete
calf.
Macaulay’s History of Eng and, 55 vo s., half
vols., cloth.
Macaulay’s History of England,
Kollins’Ancient History, 4 vo s., cloth.
Thackeray’s Works, 10 vols., half calf....
Poets, bound in sheep, large volumes............
Gilbert’s Edition Shakespeare, fully illustrated.

Insurance !

$2,000,000.00

of the Company areas follows:
Cash on hand and in Bank, in hands
ol Agents and in course of transmisssion .8 518,315.37
108,255.31
Real Estate.
124,356.00
United States Stocks and Bonds....
State. County and Municipal Securi236,475.47
ties
910.806.00
Bank Stocks.
School District, Corporation and
277.490.00
Water Bonds.
Railroad Stocks and Bonds. 1,713.345.00
193,735.00
Loans on Collateral.
159,580.00
Loans on Real Estate.
8.599.76
Interest on Rents accrued.

The asset*

$4,316,957.91

TOTAL ASSETS.
LIABILHTES.
Cash

Capital.$2,000,000.00

257,608.78
unadjusted losses.
Reserve for reinsurance...«. 1,286,661.94
772,687.19
Net Surplus.

Reserve for

TOTAL ASSETS.$4,316,957.91
D.

H. KELLOGG,
W. C. SKILTON, Secretary.

W. I). LITTLE &
31

nov5

President^"

cod3w

U HMI11W. F. JOHNSON & CO.,
218 LaSalle St.

CHICAGO

Special attention given to orders for all kinds
of Grain and Millstnffs.
Futures in Grain Bought and Sold.
W. F.JOTINSON. F. J. SCHUYLER. EDW. HAMMETT.

__STu&Tli3m

oct,3

I am a native of England, and while I was in
that country I contracted a terrible blood poison,
and for two years was under treatment as an outat Nottingham Hospital, England
door
I suffered the most agonizing
hilt was not cured.

patient'

pains in my hones, and was covered with sores all
over my body and limbs. Finally I completely lost
all hope in that country, and sailed for America.
and was treated at Roosevelt in this city, as well
as by a prominent physician in New York having
no connection with the hospitals.
I saw the advertisement of Swift’s Specific, and
I determined to give it atrial. I look six bottles
and l can sav with great joy that they have cured
me entirely.' I am as sound and well as I ever
L. FRED HALFORD.
was in mv life.
New York City, June 12th, 1885.
In March of last year (1884), I contracted blood
poison, and being in Savannah, Ga., at the time,
I went into the hospital there for treatment. I suf
fered very much from rheumatism at the same
time. I did not get well under the treatment
there, nor was I cured by any of the usual means.
I have now taken seven Bottles of Swifts Speifie
and am sound and well. It drove the poison out
Dan Leahy.
through boils on the skin.
Jersey City, N. J., Aug. 7,188t>.
and
Skin
Blood
Diseg.se mailed free.
Treatise on
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta,
23d
St.
W.
157
janld&wnrmcTh
Ga. N. Y..
_

PIANO

STYLE

NEW

Household Edition of Standard Novels,

AND

—

Job Printer,
i'.tliVl'iiU*’

97

-2

—-1,

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

FIN 3 JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
Ah orders by mail or telephone promptly at-

tended to.

novlleodtf

New

—

o
00

35
a 75
1

35

/.*o

if.-oo
33.00

14.08

“.00
00

1.1
-■-»

50
>•«»»
3

'Af

Histo-

Biographies,

7(1 h.

V

Ufa/'smtJfin fi 1

HI

Insure

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.
As

it

OF NEW

general beverage

NEW

FORK.

_dly
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Collections

Brilliant

4

OF THE BEST MUSIC,

AT A MARVELLOUSLY LOW PRICE !
Earli one contains 21G large, sheet, music size
pages, and from 50 to 70 pieces of music by the
best composers.
Price 50 els. each!

postage,

or

OS

cis.

Mailed for the price and

each!

American Song and Chorus Collection.
G8 New and Popular Songs with Choruses.
American Ballad Collection.
53

of the Best Ballads.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
risks binding
open policies to merchants, making
as water-borne.
•

Premiums

on

^r.ry’1884.t031StDeC.':mt>er'.*3,958,039.44

the best

American Piano Music Collection.
Piano
50 very

good

ASSETS:

Celebrated

CO.’S
Hand-made

WATER CRACKERS,
Guaranteed

ABSOLUTELY

Portland,

PURE.

Hand Made from

..

t'ca1,

Portland, Dec. l, 1884.
We, tlie undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is simno detention
ple, almost painless, and requires
from business.
St.
Union
30
H.
THOMPSON,
FREI)
RICH’D K. GATLEY. 59 and 01 Union St.
Portland.
Parris
72
St,
GEO. HUMPHREY.
D. F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
Portland.
60
Cross
St.,
F.
JOHN
MERRILL,
ALUERT CHASE. 30 Preble St.. Portland.
Portland
Place,
5
WOOD.
Temple
GARDINER
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Doctor’s room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street.

AT li. S. HOTEL, ROOM IS,

may21-ThS&T6mMilton.

4 s>. m.

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pm
excess of
Cocoa, from which the
Oil has been removed. It has three
mixed
times the strength of Cocoa
with Starch, Arrowroot or Soger,
economlmore
far
and ie therefore
one cent e
cal. costing less than
It is delicious, nourishing,
cup
and
strengthening, easily digested, as
admirably adapted for Invalids
health.
In
well ns for persons
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

STORAGE!

FISHERIES.
BA1E, 10,000 lbs.
ms.
Twine; 30,000
10.000 ms. <>i
Trap Netting Hand Laid Twine; Netting;
6,000
and
Mackerel
High Grade Herring
c< lit.
lbs: Stow Twine Netting, line and 20 pel
stronger than ordinary twine.
FOB SALE BV THE
best quality Cotton Lobster

GLOUCESER NET & TWINE CO.,

21-M&F6W

BOSTON.

rAttics, uwe.

BAKER'S

Mass

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in we
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
iv 1 «Uttfflfo, "297 C’omroercml Street#

EirCBRIOMS.

GO.
HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT
16, Steamer Gordon

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.
DR. E. B. REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic l*hy>»icinn,

Portland, Me j

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

Dr. Reed treats all clironie diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up Its> mcuxabie
by the allopathic and liomoepathic them. I find
vill take their case to treat and cure
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter.
,vith their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.

PjjyjJ®;TS;»ni

»• P.m.

This
jj »ly.

will

Sept.
Custom House
ON leave
weather
and after

Wharf (Sundays expermitting) at 2 p. m., for Long
cepted,
HarpsweU
Island, Little and Great Chcbeague,
and Orr’s Island. Return, leave Orr’s Island for
Portland at 6.45 a. m.. touching at intermediate
landings, arrive at Portland at 9.15 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LUAtr.
sepltitfti
ANNUAL

MEETINGS.

Portland, Bangor,

lit. Desert and

"ovlOd3ni

8
tifling Agency of Messrs.
N. W. AVER A SON, our authorized agent*.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting niglit Pullman trains will stop
for passengers on signal or notice to conductor.
{The 11.15 p. ill. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skowheganon
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

beyond Bangor,

come before

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias Steamboat Company.
FIT V OF RICHMOND
MTEAMER
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at 11.00 p. m. after arrival of night tram from
Boston, for Rockland, Fnstine, Deer Isle,
Medgwick, Mouth West Harbor, Bar Harbor, Millbridge. Joncsport nnd Mnehmsport; or parties for three last named points desiring to do so can proceed by rail to Mt. Desert
Ferry oil night steamer sails from Portland,cross
to Bar Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect witli
the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferrv on Eastward trips.
RETFRNINCS: Leaves Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt.forDesert
BanFerry, and there connecting with trains
the Ferry
gor, Portland and Boston, and leaves
same forenoon for Portland via all landings and

ensu-

1885._novl7d2w

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of

the Westbrook Manufacturing Company, for
THE
the choice of officers, and the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their office. No. 10 Central Wharf,
m.
on Thursday, Nov.

2011,^1885, aUloJclockp.

Portland, Nov. 19,1885.

The above meeting will be adjourned to ThursnoJOdtd
at the same hour.

day, Dec. 3,1885,

CITE advertisements.

HOTEL.'

OF

CITY

_

connecting with niglit Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
Limited Tickets, first and second class, for
nil points in the Provinces on sale at re-

tfiern^ ^CONANT, Clerk.

Portland. Nov. 16,

Sunday mornings.

on

Trains are due in Portland as follows: Tile morning trains from Augusta and B;Mli 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. in.: tne day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in.; the afternoon trains from Waterville, Augusta, Hath,
Kockland and Lewiston at 5.46 p. m.; tiie night
Pullman Express train at J .50 a. m.

PORTLAND.

ONLyIlOO

POSTPAID.

MAIL

duced

rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
oc£8dtf
Portland. October 8,1885.

Portland aud Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT-OF TRAINS.

On and after Monday, Oct. 12,
j885 Passenger Trains will leave

_

}■ .^sson

ffC2r”'w^P or tl a ad

at

7.30

a.

—--^“"1.03

and

m.,

p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. in. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.15
a. m., arriviug at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45

Clinton, Ayer .function, Fitchburg,
INa*hiin, bowcll, Windham aud Epping
at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For .11 amlit'.tfr, Concord, and points North
For

at 1.0.5 p. in.
For Rochester, Springvalr, Alfred, Waterboro aud Staco River, 7.30 a. iu., 1.0.5
at 0.30 p. iu.
Returning,
p. in. and
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. m., 11.20 a.
m. and 3.40 p. m.. arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. in., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Gorhaui, Marearappa, Cumberland
mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at 7.30
a. m.. 1.05. 6.20, and mixed at *0.30 p. m.
The 1.0.5 p. m. from Portland connects at Arer

(mixed)

junct. with Boone Tunnel Route for the
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Uine and nil rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. A N. E. R. R
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Pbilndelphiu.
Baltimore, Washington, and the South, and
with Boston A Albany B. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central K. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. K.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may he had of S. If. Helien, Ticket Agent. Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams. No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
,1. IV. PETERS, Supt.
octl2dtf

rt£-

/j

W II.MON

.1

III

H

free exmany friends of Portland and vicinity to
aminations at his old rooms at United States Momi the
too
fresh
are
tel. His many wonderful cures
mind to need comment. Free examinations from
m.

to 8 p.

no_noiildtf

EYEWATER.
the
A New and Valuable Discovery for
Preservation of Siglil.
the
eyes
If your sight begins to blur, or where
smart, burn, itch or feel as though sand was in them,
do not fail to give it a trial, it wtUrelieve you atonce.
These are true symptoms of approaching failure of
vision. By its immediate use when the visum first
begins to blur, the use of glasses may be delayed
For all inflammation of the eyes
for years.
and lids, or weak and watery eyes, or when
there is trouble with the tear passages, it has no
where
equal. For ulcers on the globe of the eye, or
there is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency to
cure.
asure
Prepared
is
guaranteed
cataract, this
(only) by BURNHAM BROS., Opticians, No. 496
Maiii street, Worcester Mass., ana 390 Main street,

kprice

uOc per package. Large packages, extra
strong, for severe cases of Inflammation, $1.00.
For sale by Druggists generally^ sepl7d8m

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Mathias Steamboat Co.
The steamers of this company will on and after
December 1,3 886, he withdrawn from the route
and Machiasport, the steamer
making her last trip from I (inland Friday evening, Nov. 27tli, and from Machiaswill be
pmt Monday morning, Nov. 30th. Trips
resumed over the entire route as soon as the
Winter
the
of
business
the
or
weather will permit
PAYSON TUCivhR,
season justify.
Gen.
Manager.
nov23-otd
hebebv euvEN.timtthe

is
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed and
himself the trust of Administrator of
taken

upon
the estate of
EDWIN S. SHAW, late oi Portland,
in the Coimty of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, aio resons inquired to exhibit the same; and all pel
debted to said estate are called upon to make payment to

FRANK W. SHAW. Adm'r.
no!9dlaw3w 1 h»
Portland, Nov. 17,1885.

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfield for
West Sumner. Chase s Mills and Turner; at Canton fur Peru, Dixfleld. Mexico and Rumford F’alls;
also for Bretton’s Afills.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
oetOdtf

on

Manhood.

Exhausted Vitality. Nervous and Physical DeErrors of Youth,
bility, Premature decline in Man,from
indiscretion
and untold miseries resulting
A book for every man, young, midor excesses.
dle aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician. 300
pages, hound in beautiful French Mnslin. embossed covers, full guilt, guaranteed to be a finer
work in everv sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold in this
country for *2.50, or the money will be refunded
in every instance, price only SI.00 by mail, postnow
paid. Illustrative sample C cents. Send
Gold medal awarded the author by the National
which
of
Medical Association, to the President
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of
the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit all.—London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom the Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, instructor or clergyman—Argonaut.
Address the Peabodv Medical Institute, or Dr.
W. H. Parker. No. 4 Bulflncli Street, Boston, I
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that nave baffled IID 4 I l}'°
skill of all other physicians a speciAAAsAJJalty
Such treated successfully witli-riiirTf Cri l1
I
1
4 ti l
instance

of

failure.

jan31eod&wly

this paper.
1

IWPORTED

WINES ami LIQUORS
OF ALL

KINDS,

FOR SALE BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Also Ganerll Managers

Importers,

for New England for the
celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER.
MAINE

HKVMTl I t'lircd without the use of the
I
|Unite. WILLIAM REEl) (M.
UAiii.y Hazard, 1842.) and ROBERT
M. REED (M. 1)., Harvard, 1870.)
Evans House, 173 Tremout
and
»t.. Rosion, treat FIMTIJI.A,

MM

|,jl

1 ini

_

Dirigo Mineral Water.
water

ini
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo
and
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing
and
cool
refreshing
Delivered
daily,
healthful.
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water coof from 36 to 48 hours; use of cans free;
water per gallon 10 cents.

Ilf I VirP
V
§" 11
A

413 Fore Wired.dtf

Citizens’ mutual Relict Society.
mH E stated meeting for November will he held
1 at Reception Hall, next Friday Evening, at
7V2 o’clock, 27th inst. The Directors will meet
M. N. RICH.
hall'an hour previous.
uov24d3t

Secretary.

FI I,EM and A I, I, DIMEAMEM
OF THE RECTUM without
IteferI detention from business.
ence given.
Send for pamphlet.
Office Hours—11 a. m. to 4 p. m.

(except Sundays).

feb!2_eodly
NOTICE.

KUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
je23

11 JllilN

subscribers having leased the Casco lwe

put in entireTilEHouse, 13 Plum St., and havimgtodo
all kinds

prepared
macbinery,
(if Dyeing in a perfectly satisfactsry manner, (lid
All
and new patronage respectfully solicited.
work left with us will have prompt attention.
uo24dlm» STEWART & GREEN, Proprietors.
ly

new

are now

Commencing

R. R.

Oct. 5, 1885.

A. M.
P. M.
3.00
Portland (P. & O. R. R.).9.00
4.45
Bridgton .Junction.10.35
6.45
Bridgton, arrive.11.35
3.20
Leave Bridgton. 7.55
5.65
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. FKRBV. tilipSr-^
,1. A. BENNETT, U. T. A.
dtf
oct5

Leave

GRAND TRFNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
CHANGE OF TIME.
after MONDAY, Oct. 12,

On nuil

train* will

run a*

follow*

1883,

DEPARTl’REH.
For Auburn and Lewixtou, 7.06 a. in., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For
orhnui, 7.20 a.m. and 4. oo p. mM mixed.
For Caorhnui, Moulrcnl aud Chicago,1.30
p.

in.

For

Quebec, 1.30 p.

m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lcwiilou nuil Auburn, 8.25 a. in.,
12.05, 3.16 and 5.50 d. m.
From (iorham, 0.40 a. in. and 7.00 p. m.,
mixed.
From Chicago nud Montreal, 12.05 p. in.
From

Quebec,

12.05 p.

m.

Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland ami
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India

TICKETS SOLD

Street.

AT REDUCED RATES
—

PORTLAND, ME.

HARRISON.

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIV

35

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

FROM

Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885,
Connections via Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. in., arrives at Buekfield at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and Canton at4.25 p. ra.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston. Portland and Boston.

KNOW THYSELF.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
between Portland
City of Richmond

'iSCfEtiCf/ffi

A Great Medieal Work

out any
Mention

Rumford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.

...

f~-'

9 a. m. to

marll_eil(Ut

m.

1

gally

DR. BURNHAM’S

parts of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skep-

For more than four score years these Crackers,
have been unequaled for excellence and tneir
superior keeping qualities. They are sold by tirstBENT js
class grocers everywhere.

10 a.

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commlssioo.
Bound Trip 818.
Pnmnge 810.00.
Meals aud Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 J.ong Wharf, Boston.
31dtf

j Tli SillnrOTOi-'-

BY

CURED

—GOLD MEDAL,

Philadelphia, at

THAT

!> a.

^

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,
m.

p.

In Board of Health,
(
Portland, Oct. 26,1885.1
GIVEN
HEREBY
NOTICE
until further notice Free Vaccination
will be afforded to all citizens who apply.
The City Physician. Dr. Clias. D. Smith, will lie m
attendance Tuesdays, at Reception Hall,City Bmldingfrom 12 to2o'clocU p.m., for the above purpose.
By order of the Board of Health,
J. W. PEERING, Mayor, Chairman
octGdtf

PILES.

Every Saturday, from

-i

m

■

8*

IS

nit.

perience

Wiuthrop,
111.; Farmington, Monmouth,
Onkland nnd North Anson, 1.20 p. in.;
via
Brunswick, 7.10 a. in.
Farmington
and 1.25 p. m.

From BOSTON ever, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever, TUESDAY and FRIOAY.

3—To elect clerk of the Corporation.
4—To consider a lease to the Boston & -Maine
Railroad, to be submitted by the Directors of this
Company and to act thereon.
5—To transact any other business that may le-

GO.,

without the use of knife or ligature by
Dr. C. T. Fisk. G8 Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years exand hundreds of cases cured in different

Korklnnd anti Knot aud Lincoln
a. in., 1.25 p. 111. ; Aubnru nnd
Lewiston at 8.20 a. in., 1.20, 5.00 p. in.; Lewiston viu Brunswick, 7.10 a. in.. {11.15 p.
;

B., 7. 10

STEAMSHIP LINE.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE,

19 1-2 Exchange St.

;

Bostons Philadelphia

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN. 3d Vice President,
J. H.
CHAPMAN, Secretary.

...

Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Ameahni^, Salem, Lynu, Cheloea
and BootoM, arriving at 1.10 p. m.. connecting
with Rail Lines to New York and Soutli and West.
SearAt 1.00 P. 191.: For Cape Elizabeth,
boro, Sneo, Biddeford, North Berwick,
leave passengers)
to
only
Junction,
stops
(Conway
ArnewKittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
and Boston,
bury, Salem, Lyuu, Chelsea
and
Sound
with
arriving at 5.00 p. ni., connecting
Kail Lines for points South and West. At 0.00
Bo«tou
and
principal Way
P HI,: (Express) for
Stations arriving in Boston at 9.80 p. nn.«)nnectYork. TRAINS
Ing with Kail Lines forforNew
Portlaiul. t..30, 9.00
leave HOMTON
a. 111., 12.31) week days, t7.00 p. in. daily, arriving
In Portland 12.05,1.00. 4.45,10.50 p. m.
from
(The 7.30 a. in. and 7.00 p. in. trains run
North Berwick to Searboro Crossing via Western
Division, stopping at principal Way.Stations.
PULLMAN PARI.OR (ARM on trains
12.30, 7.00 P-in., and
leaving Boston 9.00 a. in.,1.00
iwd 6.00 p. m.
Portland at 9.00 a. in..
MLEEPINO
PULLMAN
THROUGH
m. and
('ARM on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p.
Portlaiul 2.00 a. ill.
West
Through Tickets to all points South ami
tor sale at I'oilluutl Depot Ticket ODcfi,
and at Union Ticket Olllce, 40 Exchange

For NEW YORK.

AFTER PROOF.

J. W. MUIMGER &

PORTLAND

LKAVG

At 4.00 A. m.« Every day (Night Pullman) lor
Biddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, I p*v» ich, Salem, Lynn, Chelsea, Somerville und Boston, arriving at 8.20 a. m.; At
(1.00 A. iTl.: For Cape Elizabeth, Searboro,
West Searboro, Saco, Biddeford, Kenuebuuk, Well*, North Berwick, Conway

a

40 Pi:K €MT.

THIRTY” DAYS

srNnAY TBAim
for Ro.inu 1.00, 4.15 p.m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.ru.

jjjgr year.

Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

LOSSES PAID IN

ji-oop-m.

NAIM STEAMSHIP COMPANY

th|—For the choice of nine Directors for the

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Felt. 3, 1885.

Pieces

[E8TABL18UED 1861.]

BENT

,938,289.38.

STATES

UNITED

_

THE

Propin

:LE ill & CO.,

•Tile

Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester
Railroad are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at the office
Wescott, 33 Plum street, Portland, on WEDNESten
DAY, the second day of December next, at
o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following
articles vizi
1—To hear the report of the Directors and act

Ji-.r-r-iLO. HEW YORK.

feb3 '85d 1 meodl lm&wfiw

FOB CHKISTMA8.
Christnms Oift, by Rosabel. A truly delightful little Cantata for Children, with a very pretty
story, neat music, pleasing dialogues, and all quite
easy enough for the younger children of saliools
amt Sunday Schools Prise 25 eta. $2.aOperdmm.
Mcsnnge of Chrislma*. A rousing good, stirring Cantata bv Fanny E. Newbery and T. Martin
Tmvne. For children, with the assistance of a few
adults, simple scenery needed Price 30 ets. or
$3.00 per cloz.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
Send to JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., Boston,
brain'll house of O. Fitson & Co,) for grand illus
trated Catalogue of all Musical Instruments
nov21eod&w2w
Strings and Trimmings.

?7

jJflwell, <lUjpnruiingtou

Portland & Rochester Railroad.

01.00.

...

CORRESPONDENTS,

Waltzes, Polkas, &e.

prepa-

use,

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
$4,040,2(1.04
1884, to Dee. 31, 1884....
Losses paid during same period:.... 2,109,919.20

—

THE

E?.lure’s bsst remedies. The
discoverer does not claim it a
cure for all the ills, but boldly
warrants it cures every form
of disease arising from a torpid liver, impure blood, disordered kidneys, and where
there is a broken down condition of tho System, requiring a
•rcmpt and permanent tonic,
-rver fails to restore the
Such is BURDOCK
r.
BITTERS. Sold by all
-Ists, who are authorized
;'*• manufacturers to re; the price to any purasor who is not benefited by

their

OF

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias
Steamboat Co.. wilTbe held at the office of the
of the
Company in the General Office Building
Maine Central Railroad Company, on Tuesday the
first day of December, 1885, at 2.30 p. m., to act
upon the following articles, viz;
1. To hear the report of the Treasurer and act
thereon.
To elect Directors for the ensuing year.
2.
3. To act upon any other business that may
come before the Meeting.
GEO. W. YORK, Clerk.
Nov. 21,1885.
nov23dlw

ration, composed of a choics
and skillful combination of

Total Marine Premiums.. $5,505,79(1.14

PARTS

Machias Steamboat Co.
..

■

Marine Risks from 1st

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884.. 1.447,vBb.7Q

American Dance Miisie Collection.
large number of

Marine Risks Only.

Against

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO., $12
18 BEAVER STREET,

YORK,

ALL

!
3*30*l>

Brunswick, Nova ttcotin, Prince Edwards Island, aud Cape Breton.
ARRANGEMENT.
WINTER
Mtrcet.
Steamers of this Line will lea™ Railroad Wharf,
p J FLANoeHS, Gen. P. & T. AT"—
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSJAS. T. FUKBEK, Gen'l Manager.
and
ST.
EASTPORT
for
dtf
DAY at 5.00 p. si.,
oct9
JOHN, with above connections.
to
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
destination. ^“Freight received up to 4.00 r.si.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other infornnd Connecting Steamboat Lines.
mation at Company’s Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.
On
and alter MONDAY, Oct. 12th,
nov20<
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
For Bangor, Ellsworth, Mt. Desert Ferry,
Vnnceboro, Ml. Joint. Halifax, nnd the
Provinces. Mt. Mtephen and Aroostook
County, 1.20 p ill., via Lewiston, 1.25 aud
{11.15 ]>. 111., via Augusta; and for Bar HarSteamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
bor, and Baugor A Piscataquis B. K.,
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
{11.15 p. m., for Mkowhegnu, Belfast aud
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, {11.15 0. in. ; Watrrville,
J. B. COYLE, Jh.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
7.10a. ill.. 1.20. 1.25, {11.15 p. in.; and on Satsept21-dtfGeneral Agent
urdays only at 5.15 p. in.; for Augustn,_ Hallowell, Ciardiner nnd Brunswick, 7.10 a.
m., 1.25. 5.15, {11.15 p. in.; Bath, 7.10 a. in.,
1.25, 5.15 p. ill., and on Saturdays only at 11.15

DIRECT

___

strictly vegetable

AND

WESTERN DIVISION,
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Homou it 0.15 *8.40 a. ni.,•12.30,3.30 p. 111.
Arrive in Ku*tou 10.30 a. in.,1.15,4.46,8.00p.m.
Boxtou for Portiaud 8.30 a. III., 1.00, 3.30
p. 111. Arrive at Portland 12.30, 5.00. 8.08 p.Hl.,
Searboro ami Pine Point 0.15, 8.40 a. m.,
3.30 5.45 p.m. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddcfordaml KeRRcbunk 0.15, 8.40 a. in., 12.30,
a
jjO 5 45 i). m. Well* Reach 0.15, 8.40 a. in.,
Doin. North Berwick, Cireat Fall*,
rer.
Exeter, Haverhill, Caw reace and
3
60
p. in.
8.40 a. in.. 12.80,
and Alton Bay
IRochester,
and
heeler
Mane
* 40
m
12.30. 3.30 p. m..
0.15 a. ni.,
Concord ( via Newmarket Junction)
in.
3.30 p. in.; via Lawrence. 8.40 a.
with
8.40 a. m. and 12.30 n. m. conneets
the 1-30
Rail Lines to points West and South;
York.
for
New
Lines
with Sound
a
a.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portlana 8,4o
m. and
in. and 12.30 p. m.. and Boston at 8.30 a.

HALVE CENTRAL RAILROAD

.63

BOOKS!■LLERS.

THE GENUINE,

—

7.30
»

LORING, SHOR T & HARMON,

ATLANTIC

—

/.*»

....

uo24

FOR

»•»&
05
8.86

WORKS
In plain and fine bindings. Also sets of STANDARD
and
bindings.
in great variety of editions
We regret to say that many of the New York publishers
discounts as
affix fictitious prices to their books, and such
a variety
given above seem tempting. It is well to examine
as many books offered at low
the
best,
and
of editions,
get
out plates, on thin paper, and
prices are printed from worn
bound.
are cheaply
a handsome
What better present can one make than
than a book
book ** What better investment for the home
stock before
We ask the public to call and examine our

which bear tlie stamp of
the makers.

Book, Card

—

BOOKS

RELIGIOUS

^Steamer

EASTPORT. CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

NEW
time NEW BOOKS
the
at
have
now
we
present
and
BOOKS,
books commonly
at the same prices that are charged for
selection of
known as “plugs.” We also have a choice
In

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York! for Aspinwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20tli of each month, carrying
named
passengers and freight for all the above
Franfor
San
of 10th does not connect
cisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, NewZealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
E. A. ARAM* * CO.,
115 Suite Street, Cor. Brond St., Boston.

o

28.80
7.48
1. Jo

1

California,
Japan, China,*-

STEAMSHIP CO.,

JUVEMI3L.E BOOKS.
to
great variety. It is our aim "each year
obtain

both sides the Atlantic
Get nuly

MARKS,

7.00

red line
Illustrated from new plates, clear, large type, with
and American
English
and
cloth
silk
in
bound
gold.
border,
poets. 55 cents.

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

CHOICEST FLOUR
They are
Easy of Digestion.
Recommended by

WE M.

8 48

PAMME.TCiEB TRAIN SERVICE*
»u effect Suudity, October If* IS85.

EASTERN DIVISION.

International

ENGLISH AND FRENCH CLASSICS.
from
A great variety of authors, exceedingly interesting,
cents.
30
for
well
bound,
new plates,
RED LINE HOUSEHOLD POETS,

A
ca

FORTES

Plano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & son
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS#
oct20dtf
114% Exchange St, Portland.

1« r>0

lo.00

Miss Parloa’s Cook Book.

WOLFE’S

A

Contagious

2.00
<m>
2.25
3 35

,'()8

WHAT ZB IT?

I

CO., Agt’s,

EXCHANGE NT.

2
58
aob

RURDOCK BLOOD BITTER?,

PINK INSURANCE CO.,
T1» Capital Slock all paid in is

4'r)0

R-

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

TRAINS

To

feb8_!?_tf

?;«

1B0
4.60

15.00
l“-00
48.00
15.00
6.00

Games.

,

1

■

Reliable

<V<>0

Thackeray’s Works. 10 vols., cloth......
Green’s History of English People, 4 vols.
Victor Hugo’s Les Miserables,...
Plutarch’s Lives of Industrious Men, 3 vols., cloth

Spoken.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Messina 24th, barque Chas Stewart, from

spars.

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.,
JIass., U. S. A.

Nov 14, off Bardsly, ship Occidental, Dimphy.
from Liverpool for San Francisco.

FROM

new

*®:8o

EMINENT PHYSICIANS

Sell Lexington, Priest, Sand River. NS—Gal-4ft
lagher & Co.

of

iSm

■.

purchasing elsewhere._

Price .$1; Six bottles, $5.

if1

Scii Ann S Brown, MeWha, Calais for Somerset,
leaking 5UO strokes per hour.
Soil Lone Star, Cates, Cutler.
Sch J C Jameson. Hatch, Deer Isle.
wild Rose. Buuker, Cranberry Isles.

Bangor.

«ui.....%:$o

■ •••

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

°^boYLE,
Freight
PACIFICMAIL S.

ries, Travels, &c„ strongly hound, 50 cents.

from Boston.
Sid fm Barbadoes

Auna

gm*

it.

without,

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Hong Kong Oct 15, ship Frank Pendleton, Nichols, San Francisoc.
Ar at Bangkok Oct 9, barque Corypheue, Ginn,
New Y'ork.
Slcl fm Manila Oct 10, ship St Nicholas, Crocker
New York.
Ar at Batavia Oct 20, barque Jas G Pendleton,
Coleord, Cebu for Boston.
At Salt Pond, WCA, Nov 20, brig Emma, Smith,

Rockland.

a.ds

M Home

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 25.
Arrived.
Sell Mauna Lou. Moncton for Vineyard-Haven.
Sell Nightingale, liiiiiard, Eastport for Boston.

Steamship

recom-

<

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Eleunora, Bragg, New York

strongly

would

mend Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. I was afflicted
with a disease of the liver for nearly two
years, w-ril a friend advised me to take
this mcdiciu". it gave prompt relief, and
hits cured me.” Sirs. I!. 31. Kidder, 41
Dwight st„ Boston, Mass., writes: "■For
several years 3 ini'.': Used Ayer’s Sarsaparilla in my family. I never feel safe,

NEWB.

Cleared.

I

great relief. It has entirely restored me to
health.” James French, Atchison, linns.,
writes: “ To all persons suffering from

...

Vineyard-Haven.
Chi at Quaco 21st, sch

“.60

Talcs, 5

Sea

Hoyle’s

—

Nov 17th, ship Golden Rule.
Williams, Portland; 19th, barque Annie C -MaPorter. McOough, —-.
do:
Robert
guire. O'Neil,
At Pori de Pal* 10th, sch Edward Johnson,
Demarara.
from
Warren,
Sid fm St Domingo 2d, sell Mary L Allen, Goldthwaite, Azua.
Sid till Caibarien Nov 14th, sch Moses Webster,
Frost. New Y'ork, (not before.)
cut at Moncton. NB, 21st, sell Manna Loa, for

*<&

Dickens’ works, i6 vois.,

Happiness

Waite,
NEW YORK—Ar 24tli,
McCumber, Portland ; Garland, Libby, Sands
TeleThomaston;
River, NS; Nettie Cusliiug,
graph, do.
WindJameson,
Gen
Ames,
Also ar 24th, schs
sor, NS; Addle M Bird, Hillsboro. NB; Addle M
Chadwick,Kennebec; Fleetwlng,Rockland; Zella
David Brown, Pendleton, Singapore; sells Mary O’Neil, Hart, Norfolk; Eunie
SlcKown, Bradley, Blneflelds, Nic; Prescott IlazelUne, French, Jacksonville.
Old 24111. brig Irene. Yates, Buenos Ayres; sell
LG Kaminski. Woodbury, Georgetown, SC.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 21st, sell Mary Sands,
Greenleaf, New York.
NEW HAVEN—Ski 23d, sell Anna Elizabeth,
Gulliver, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 24th, sell Red Rover,Young
Ellsworth.
Sid 21st, sell Moses Eddy,
EDGARTOWN
(from Rockland) forNcw York.
Sid 22d, sch Lady of the Ocean! (from NYork)
for Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 24th. sells Star of the West, Davis, Bristol; Mabel Hall, Hall, Rockland for New
York.
SALEM—Ar 24th, sch Black Eagle, Jameson,
Bangor for New Y'ork.
Below, schs Senator Grimes, Calais for NYork;
Castilian, Bowdotnliam for do; H»P Percy, do for
do; AdaS Allen, Hillsboro for Newburg; IdaL
Kav, Bangor for New Haven; Gen Ames, Windsor Newburg; Olive, Addison for New York; W
G Sargent, Boston for Rockport: Minnie C Taylor, Frankfort for New York; Ellen Morrison,
Boothbay for New London; Silver Spray, Bangor
for New York; J K Bodwell.Viualliaven lor PhilaYork;
delphia; Sardinian, fm Rockland for New
Mattie J Alles, Portland for do: Geo W Glover.
Rocklanfd fordo; Mary B Smith, fm Thomaston
for do; Ringleader, do for do; R L Tay, Calais for
do; St Elmo, Rockland for Providence; Lettic
Wells. Calais for New Haven.
Also below, schs Itasca, from Boston for Cherryfield; Fleetwing, Rockland for New York; Maggie Todd. Bangor for Pawtucket; Cayenne, Eastport for New York; J M Morales, Richmond for
do; Fannie Hodgkins, from Boston for Boothbay;
Fleetwing, do for Calais; Jas A Brown, Thomastou for New Y'ork;
Lucy A Jones, Rockland for
do; George Albert, Boston for Portland.
Also Below, schs Emma K Smalley, Shulee, NS,
for New York;
Emeline G Sawyer, St John. NB,
fordo; Saarbruek, do for do: Elvira, Calais for
New Haven; Annie Lee, Machias for do; .Willie
Martin, Bowdoinham for Fall River; Keystone,
Calais for New York; Jas S Pike, Boston for Calais; Chrome, Franklin for New Bedford.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 24tli, sell Elizabeth Berry,
Coombs, New York; Tivano. Geyer, Portland for
Boston; Ira E Wight, Arey, Rockland for do. for
Below 21st, sells Huntress, from New York
Machias; Mary E Oliver, do for Boothbay; Tlios
R Kackett, do for Deer Isle; Chrome, Sullivan for
New Bedford; Abby Weld, Boston for Eastport;
Emilv A Staples, do for Saco.
BATH—Sid 24tli, sell Stephen G Hart, Rivers,
Savannah.

*as \tM
||8S ;?f
mm**s$*r~J'EEZ~BF
Cooper’s
vols...cloth■■■■■
gg iff
Waverly Novels,
.V.’gg l*g
12

sells Albert II

—

..

Pure*

Absolutely

TIIE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHAltF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHAKf
Boston, at 5 o'clock p. in. (Sundays excepteu.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
tnconvennight’s rest, and avoid the expense and
1*00e of arriving in Boston late at night.
the various
via
York,
New
to
Tickets
Through
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
taken as
jR„ Manager.

Publisher's Dry Goods Booksellers,
Price.
Price.
Price.

,,

trom Whiting.
Ar 25th, sliip

spend

for

and then to call at their store and examine
the variety off editions to select from.

,,
24th, sell Belle Hardy. Kelley, Bath.
24th, sells Jennie Middleton, Hatch, Kennebec; ASConant, Baker, do; Will Wilier,Miller,
and R S Learning, Doughty, do; Forest City,
Coulter, Ellsworth.
Cld 24tli, sells Jonathan Bourne, Thompson, for
Boston; C H Haskell, Silshee, do.
Below 25th, sell Horace O Bright, Sawyer, from

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
ORGANIZED IN 1854.

rain.

Hour.

Superfine and
low grades.3 25 *3 50
X Spring and
XX Spring..5 00*5 25
Patent Spring
Wheats.0 00*0 25
Mich, straight
roller .5 25*5 50

Ar 24th, brig Teneriffe,Tracey, Millbridge; sells
Nina Nilson. Achorn, Kennebec; Normandy, ByPortsmouth; Geo M Adams, Slaudtsh, ftom

fare $1.00

ask the public to compare prices given below

,,

man,

cgiiiai

LORING, SHORT & HARMON

,,

..

1

GOODS.

DRY

MOBILE—Cld 24tli, barque Ormus, Randall,

^BALTIMORE—Ar
23d, sch E A Beazley,Townsend. Kennebec.

books ot

and save money to

Rich, lor Sydney, NSW.
GALVESTON—Ar 24tli, sch Stephen G Loud,
Torrey, New York.
,,
,,
PENSACOLA— In port 20th, barque Clietina
Redman, Dixon, for Boston.
Cld 24th, sch D II Haskell, Haskell, Boston.
NORFOLK-Ar 23d, schs Ami E Valentine,
Chambers, and Speedwell, Webster, Rockland:
Alible C Stubbs. Pendleton, New Haven.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 24th, sell Weybossett,
Crowell. Portland.
GEORGETOWN—Ar 23d, sch Frank 0 Dame,
Rogers, Kennebec.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 24tli, sch Uranus, Mason,

purchase

STEAMERS.

BOOKSELLERS,

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO- Sid 18th, ship Florence,
Duecati. New York.
ASTORIA, O—Sid 17tli, barque Gen Fairchild,
Kelley, Queenstown.
PORT BLAKELY—In port Nov 10, ship India,

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE

Tobacco.

Russia.13%® 14
Gaiv.

8
45
30
50
30
60

—

36

Medium.35
Coarse.28
Michigan—

a

Rosin.3*0004

iSOSTOX

BOYERS

BOOK

She bad part of cargo lime under deck,

Landing.

Ar
Ar

....

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 180 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
172
Canal National Bank.100 170
158
Casco Nat. Bank.100 156
54
52
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
150
First National Bank.100 148
122
Merchants’National Bank.. 75 120
145
National Traders’ Bank.100 143
85
90
Ocean Insurance Co.100
90
100
Portland Company.
60
65
Portland Gas Company. 50
BONDS.
111
State of Maine Cs, due 1889.110
115
Portland City 6s,MuuicipT variouslOO
123
Portland City 6s, R. K. aid 1907.. .121
107
Bath City 6s, Muu. various.102
1 Oo
102
Bath City 6s K. It. aid various
aid
—113
116
R.
R.
Baugor City 6s, long
123
Bangor City 6s, long Man.120
105
Belfast City Os, R. it. aid. 103
105
107
And. & Kcu. It. R. 6s. various
111
Portland & Keu. K. K. 6s, 1805..110
111
Leeds Si Farming’tn R. It. 6s.109
122
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s.. 120
127
Maine Central It. It. Consol 7s —125
108
Maine Central R. It. Skg Fund 6s. 100
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s —103%
104%
••
108
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg 6s.108
11V

|

placed

Philadelphia.

European Markets.

Amer’nf>

The following quotations of stocks are received
daily:
Maine Central ft. Os, 1805.108
Eastern Railroad 1st Cs,1906.12114
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth K.12214
Boston Si Maine Railroad.181%
Eastern Railroad. 07
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad pref.
do com. 18
Boston & Albanv Railroad.17814
Boston Si Lowell Railroad.118
New York and New England Railroad.
.37%
Atcli., Topeka and Santa Ee Railroad. 88%
Belle Telephone.100
Mexican Central 7s. 50

I

RAIIROAPP.

STEAMER*.

MISCEEEANEOI/S.

Coffee

Sririts Turpentine dull at 37%e.
Tallow dull at 4%@47/s.
8T. LOUIS, Nov. 25, 1885.—Flour unchanged
Corn steady;
Wheat quiet; No 2 Red at 94%c.
No 2 Mixed at 36%c. Oats firm; No 2 Mixed at
28% e.
DETROIT. Nov. 25, 1885.—Wheat quiet; No 2
White casii 92yac.

Coffee.

Fob Burns, Scalds, Bruises and all pain and
soreness of the flesh, the grand household remedy
Be sure you get
is Dr. Thomas’ Eeloetric Oil.
the genuine.

Rockland. She is full of water and will he
on the railway for survey.
Hr sch Cricket, from St John, NB, for New York
before reported ashore, came off after lier deckload lallis went over, and was taken to Green s
to

MISCEtl.AIVKOUS.

TO

—

Canada,

Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Sit. Loui.«, Omaha. Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,

and all points In the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON-, Clcnor.il Manager.
\VM. KDGAK, G. P. A.,
.(.STEPHENSON, Supt.

oel2dtf

Portland and

Ogdensburg R. R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5,1SS5,
milil further notice Passenger Trains will
I.eave K*«ril»u,l ns follows: 11.00 a. in., for
I'nbynn*. Bethlehem. Littleton, Lancaster, Woo,l»ville, Vloulpclicr, Ml. John,
bury, Newport, Burlington, Mwanlon,
Ogdrnsburg, ami all points on connecting
lines.
3.00 p. m., for Bartlett and Intermediate
stations.
ARRIVAL*!.
10.40 a. in., fjiilll Bartlett and way stations
5.55 p. in., from Mwaalon, Burlington nd
ail points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
October 3,1885.

PRESS.

THE

THE CREEK

THE BROWN ESTATE.
Mr.

Rev. Dr. Dalton’s Third Wednesday
Lecture.

At the adjourned hearing before Judge Haskell
yesterday upon the’npplication of Philip Henry
Brown, John Marshall Brown and George E. B.
Jackson, trustees, for the closing up of the accounts of Mr. John Band with the Brown estate.
M r. Hand filed a further answer, stating that at
the date of his removal he held in his hands cash
belonging to the estate amounting to $2,024.51,
and asking that compensation for his services as
trustee for one year and a quarter prior to the
date of his removal be allowed him at the same
rates which has before that time "been allowed
aud paid to him and his associate trustees.
Mr. Band then paid into court $2,024.51, the
amount stated to be in his hands. Mr. Band then
testified brifly relative to the items in the accounts
filed with the Probate Court.
In the afternoon a decree was entered directing
the clerk of the court to pay over to the trustees
the sum of $2,024.51, which had been paid into
court by Mr. Band,and also directed that Mr.Rand
be allowed in full compensation for his services
rendered as trustee from Jan. 1,1884, to April 7,
1885, the date of his removal, the sum of $3,037.50, and that the trustees pay the same from
the trust estate in their hands to Mr. Band forthwith.

The lecturer heggetl the close attention of his
hearers, which would materially aid him in giving
and them in receiving, a fair Impression of the
most celebrated Greek philosophers, whose very
names are household words.
The first of these great thinkers, Thales, enjoyed the distinction of being numbered among the
seven wisest of the ancients—"the seven wise
meu of the world.”
In Iced, to call a man “a
philosopher,” is to call him “a lover of wisdom,”
aud wisdom according to the wise, consists in
knowing realities, rattier than appearances, and
the aim of philosophy is, to comprehend things as
they are, rather than as they seem. That things
are not always what they seem to the senses, is

Settlement of the Accounts of
John Rand, Late Trustee.

THURSDAY MORJilSG, >0V. 2G.

PHILOSOPHERS.

NK%V ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
Y. M. C. A. Course—City Hall.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Macy’s Eastern Art Goods—too Congress St.
Wanted—Barrels.
Best Yams—Hines Brothers.
Police Notiee.
Owen, Moore, & Co.—2.
Casco Clothiug Co.
Mark Down Sale—Millett & Little.

Wanted—Agents.
On Friday, Nov. 27th, at 10 a. in., we sell at
Cape Cottage Hotel, Cape Elizabeth, the furniture,
consisting in part of black walnut and painted
chamber sets,stoves, tables, hair, wool and excelsior mattresses, carpets, bedding, linen and silver
ware, office furniture, extension tables, crockery,
glass ware, etc. All parties in want of household
furniture will do well to attend this sale. Transportation to hotel can he arranged by application
to F. O. Bailey & Co. See auction column.
Owen, Moore & Co.’s store will be closed all day

today.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

EMULSION OF COD LIVER OIL
with

Quinine

and Pepsin.

THE

entertainment in the Stockbridge course
last evening, drew a large audience to City Hall
despite the raging snow storm. Miss Couthoui is
so well known here that everybody present last
evening waited with the pleasantest anticipation
to hear her read, and she did not disappoint her
audience, her efforts being greeted with generous
applause, and both her pieces being encored.
.Molls. Alfred de Seve, the celebrated violinist, is a
perfect master of the instrument, and his two
numbers were rendered in a manner to call for
hearty encores. Mr. Clark is a good soloist, and
t he Buggies street church quartette of Boston sustained their excellent reputation in the five numThe members of the quarbers given by them.
tette possess trained voices of good strength and
well
together.
tone, and sing

Prepared by Caswell, Massey & Co., (N. Y.), is
most strengthening and easily taken. Prescribed
by leading physicians. Label registered.
Tli,S,Tu-18w
sep3

The

Fine Vermont Butter,
in small packages, just received at W. L. Wilson
oc23dtf
& Co’s, cor. Exchange St.
.lick headache, biliousness, constipation, &c., can be cured id less time, with less
medieiue, and for less money, by using Carter's
Little Liver Pills, Ilian by any other means.
More

cases

of

MUNICIPAL

COURT.

EXTRA STOCKBRIDGE ENTERTAINMENTS.

This afternoon aud evening, two splendid entertainments will be given at City Hall, iutroducmg
Miss Jessie Couthoui, a great favorite with the
Portland public, the Lotus Glee Club, who have
won so good a
reputation here, Miss Olive J.
Mead, the child violinist, and the Boston Opera
Comique Company. Below, we print the programmes for both entertainments:
Afternoon Programme.
Westward Ho.Smorzler

BEFOEF. JUDGE GOULD.

Wednesday—William
tion;

o

Intoxica-

O’Donnell.

davs in county jail.

Peter Walsh. Intoxication; 5 days in comity
jail. James E. Rlelly. Assault; fined $5 and
costs.

John McGraw. Larceny; 3 months

EIGHTH STOCKBRIDGE.

m

county

jail._.
THANKSCIVINC.

JjULUS \ticc wuu.

How

the

be

Day Will

Observed

Seventh Concerto.,.De Beriot

in

Miss Mead.

the Fire.Carleton
Miss Couthoui.
•lane Melissa (by request).F. .J. Smith
Lotus Glee Club.
Out o’

Portland.
Services will be held to-day at a number of
Portland churches. At the First Baptist church
there will be a union service with a sermon by
Kev. Dr. Bashford at 10.30 a. m. The subject nl
Dr. Bashford’s sermon will be "The Key of
Modern History.” A service will be held at the
seme hour in the vestry of the Church of the
Messiah at which Rev. Messrs. Blanchard, Shinn
The St. Lawrence
and Crosley will officiate.
Street and Congress Street Societies will hold a
union service at Congress St. M. IS. church at 10.30
a. in., to be led by Rev. A. H. Wright.
At the First Parish a cordial iuvitatiou is extended to all persons to join in the services at 11
o'clock this morning. The sermon will be by Dr.
Hill from Lamentations III. 23.
In the way of amusements, will be found “Lost
in London” at the theatre; the two excellent entertainments by Miss Jessie Couthoul and other
talent in City Hall; general skating at the Bijou:
dancing at Gilbert’s and other diversions.
business will be very
Stores and places of
generally closed during tile whole or a part of the
day. No paper will be issued front this office tomorrow morning. The custom house and banks
will be closed.
Office hours at the post office will be as follows:
Cashier’s office from 8 tot) a. m.; general delivery
from 1 to 2 p. m.; carriers’ delivery window, 1 to
2 p. m.; carriers’ regular 7 a. m. street delivery
will be made and the collections from street boxes
at 7 and 11 a. m. and G p. m.

Spinning Song.Hollander
Miss Mead.

Medley (new).

Miss Couthoui.
Boston Opera Comique Company in the Comic Operetta, "Topsy Turvy.”
Evening Programme.
Quartette (selected).
Lotus Glee Club.
Violin Solo.Souvenir de Bellini
Miss Mead.
Scene from King John.Shakespeare
Miss Couthoui.
Folk Song.Kocliet
Lotus Glee Club.

j

Gavotte.Popper

Miss Mead.
How ttubenstein.Played.Adams
Miss Couthoui.
Operetta.Boston Opera Comique Company
Mr. F. J. Smith, Accompanist.
THE

sixth entertainment in the Y. M. C. A.
course will be a lecture by the eloquent Rev. J. P.
Newman, D. D., at City Hall, Wednesday evening
Dec. 2d, on “Personal Recollections of Gen.
Reserved seats for the live remaining
Grant.
entertainments of the course and evening tickets,
witli reserved seats are now on sale at StockThe

bridge’s.

WILL

BE

BEING

THANKSGIVING

ISSUED FROM

THIS

NO

OFFICE

Sweet Innisfail, as presented at
Portland Theatre by Mr. Hugh Fay and liis strong
company last night, should have been seen by a
Those who did face the
much larger audience.
storm to go to the theatre, however, were well enTlie play introduces a collection of
tertained.
Irish characters, well worked up, and who serve
as the material for a plot which, if rather old. is
made interesting. Hugh Fay, in the title role, is
The
a success, and acts the hero to perfection.
stern old landlord, Mr. Wm. Creedy, and his son,
Mr. Harry
Mr. Sedley Brown,
acted well.
Harwood as Crincli, was immense, and Mr. J. F.
Ryan made a good villain. Oona and Constauce
Considlne were well represented by Misses Lillian
Richardson and Henrietta Crosmau, and the other
parts were well taken.

PAPER
TO-MOR-

ROW.

There will be an old folks concert at the Williston church Friday evening.
The art exhibition will be open until 9.30
ou Friday and Saturday evenings.
We have received a copy of the transactions of
the Maine Medical Association for 1885.
No freight trains will be run on the Maine Central Railroad.
The Safe Deposit Company remembered its
employees with the customary Thanksgiving
turkey of the best standard type.
Rev. A. K. P. Small, II. D.; will conduct the
Bible class at the Y. M. C. A. rooms next Friday
afternoon at 4.30 o’clock. Subject. “Hezekiah’s
Prayers Answered.” 2 Kings 20: 1-17.
The Washburn Union meets Friday evening in
the vestry of tire Church of the Messiah. Ail entertaining programme has been provided, consisting of recitations, music and a Half hour talk
about London by the pastor, Rev. Mr. Crosley.
L. A. Goudy & Co.,have disposed of their IKackett street bakery, and hereafter will fill all orders
given them at their large establishment on Pearl
street. They have added confectionery to their
baking business and will carry a full line of fine
goods in both departments.

.....I fnmlhMifill

THE

performance by

enmul flw* u-lnlnv

NOTES.

Run Over.

Lost in Loudon, at the Portland
ternoon and evening, should not

pleasure-seekers.
IN

CITVS

GET THERE.

THE LEAGUE SCHEDULE.

The schedule for the Maine Polo League is
given below. The schedule embraces four teams,
the Bijous,
Portland; Lewistons, Lewiston;
Granite Citys, Augusta; Elites, Waterville;
Dec. 1—Bijous at Lewiston; Granite Citys at

F.

Waterville.

Dec. 3—Lewistons at Portland; Elites at Au-

gusta.

8—Granite Citys at Portland; Elites at
Lewiston.
Dec. 10—BijoUs at Augusta; Lewistons at Waterville.
Dec. 15—Elites at Portland; Lewistons at AuDec.

gusta.

-^q^lgjhree

Dec.

17—Bijous at Waterville; Granite Citys

at

Lewiston.
Dec. 22—Lewistons at Portland; Elites at Augusta.
Dec. 24—Bijous at Lewiston; Granite Citys at
Waterville.
Dee. 29—Bijous at Augusta; Lewistons at Waterville.
Dec. 31—Granite Citys at Portland; Elites at
Lewiston.

Mission Musicale.
The second musicale in the people’s course will
be given at the Mission this evening, at 7.45
o’clock, when the following programme will be
presented: Music by brass orchestra, composed
of the following talent: Mrs. M. A. Bent, Miss Lena Reynolds, cornets ; Messrs. Bain, Freeman and
Hanson; directed by Mr. F. A. Bent; select leadings; recitations; solo singing by Miss Clara H.
Merrill, and an address.

Cospel

Jan.

o—Junes

at

roruaiiu;

untune

uuys

at

Lewiston.
Jan. 7—Bijous at Waterville; Lewistons at Augusta.
Jan. 12—Bijous at Lewiston; Granite Citys at
Waterville.
Jan. J 4—Lewistons at Portland; Elites at Au-

at Auction.
Yesterday F. O. Bailey sold the following shipping at auction after some lively bidding: One
sixty-fourtb of ship C. C. Chapman to Jas. If
Smith for $490; one thirty-second of brig Mattie
B. Russell to James If. Smith for $100; one
thirty-second of brig Josepa to A. J. Petteugill for
$225; one thirty-second of bark Samuel E. Spring
to Horace Sargent for $220; one sixty fourth of
ship Wm. G. Davis to W. W. Thomas for $540.

Shipping

gusta.

Jan. 19—Granite Citys at Portland; Elites at
Lewiston.
Jan. 21—Bijous at Augusta; Lewistons at Waterville.
Jan. 26—Bijous at Waterville; Lewistons at Au-

S'jan. 28—Elites at

Portland; Granite Citys at
Lewiston.
Feb. 2—Lewistons at Portland; Elites at Au-

8lpeb.

4—Bijous at Lewiston; Granite Citys at
Waterville.
Feb. 9—Bijous at Augusta; Lewistons at Waterville.
Feb. ll—Granite Citys at Portland; Elites at
Lewiston.
Feb. 16—Elites at Portland; Granite Citys at
Lewiston.
Feb. 18—Bijous at Waterville; Lewistons at Au„„

Officer.

Yesterday afternoon as Officers Fickett and
Driscoll were searching for liquor in the place of
a man named Malloy on India street,
Malloy
produced a pistol and told the officers that there
would be trouble if thev proceeded further.
Captain Black was telephoned by the men for instructions and upon his order Malloy was taken

,,

„„

gusta.

Feb. 23—Bijous at Lewiston; Granite Citys at
Waterville.
Feb. 25—Lewistons at Portland; Elites at Augusta.
March 2—Granite Citys at Portland; Elites at
Lewiston.
March 4—Bijous at Augusta; Lewistons at
Waterville.
March 9—Bijous at Waterville; Lewistons at

the station and locked up.

Wedding.
Last evening by the Rev. Dr. Bashford Mr.
Henry Evans and Miss Fannie C. Paine were
united in marriage at their future residence,
A large and
corner of Newbury & Pearl street.
the ceremony.
merry party were present to witness
The many friends of the newly married couple
showed their esteem by presents numerous and
costly.
__
List of Patents.
The following patents were issued this week to
Maine inventors:
John Fleming, Calais, lire escape.
John W. Gordon and G. T. Blanchard, Plymouth, vaginal irrigator.
John P. Kelly. Biddeford. devise for holding
boots or shoes.
William P. Vickery. East Auburn, car starter.
Freeman W. Hood and L. W. Lombard, Bostou,
Mass., assignors to Lang Hydraulic Machine
Company, Portland, Me., apparatus for actuating
the valves of fluid meters.

THE RINKS.

GRANITE

THE

Theatre this afbe forgotten by

The Granite Citys of Augusta defeated the H.
M. B.’s at the Alameda rink in Bath last night, for
silver medals, 3 goals to 1.
Time, 40 minutes.

Deputy Grand Master Freeman T. Merrill and
Grand Secretary Joshua Davis, of this city, with
other grand officers from different parts of the
State, instituted Bangor Lodge, No. 8, of Odd
Fellows Tuesday evening. There were tliirty-two
charter members and twenty-eight applications
A tine banquet was served and
for membership.
This
the occasion passed off very satisfactorily.
lodges in Bangor.

to

PLATONIC

This Is the Pliilosophyiof the world, ancient and
modern. Hence the title of Emerson’s admirable
essay "Plato, or the Philosopher.” But great as
was Plato, we owe him to Socrates, and Socratas
in his turn, to the Sophists, or “wise man.” The

Sophists were not merely philosophers, or lovers
of wisdom, but themselves were wise, and able

to make others wise.
these vain pretenders to

Socrates encountered
wisdom, and by a sort of

he pitilessly exto cover them with confusian,
posed their ignorance and charlatanism. Socrates,
in short, was a great personality, the greatest
which Greece produced in all her history. Plato’s
life divides into two periods, the Socratie, and the
Platonic proper. In the first the influence of Socrates is discernible in his dialogues, especially
those directed against the Sophists, such as “the
Protagores” “Gorgias” and “Hippias.” In the
second, we have his “Phsedo,” “Phedrus,” “Trindus,” “the Symposium,” “Republic" and “Laws,”
111 these he discourses on immorality, of love, virtue, the ideal State, and the Laws which should
govern it, Ur. Dalton here gave Plato’s views on
tliese and kindred subjects, showing that the believed in one God, the divine origin of the soul
and its immortality.
To sum up, Plato was, as Matthew Arnold said
of Emerson, "the guide of all those who would
live in the spirit.”
Cicero says that "if Jupiter
should descend to earth he would speak to us in
In matters of state Plato
the style of Plato.”
was not far from a modern communist, since he
subordinates the individual, and even file family,
to general laws enacted for the good of the whole,
in which all individual initiative, and personal
as

rights

are

suppressed.

As Socrates followed the Sophists,
so Aristotle followed Plato
he was for about twenty years.
As Plato was superior to all others

Socrates;

and Plato,
whose pupil
m

in genius,
in style, so

surpassed all before and after him
Aristotle surpassed Plato and all other philoso-

in the extent of his learning and the
breadth ol his views, surpassed all the ancients
absolutely, and the moderns relatively. That is to
No man since Arissav, relatively to his age.
totle had been so learned as he. Dante described
“the master of all
but
as
him briefly,
correctly,
He knew all that there was
those who know
of
be
known
his
to
and
origiual thinking,
power
was not inferior tohis learning. He was not weighted or pressedjdown by his learning, all-embracing
Aristotle’s works which have come
as it was.
down to us are still standard treatises on logic,
rhetoric, ethics, politics, and physics, or more
or natural
history, for physics
properly naturalthen
in its infancy. Had he lived
was
philosophy
in our day, doubtless Aristotle would have been
the first of natural philosophers,
surpassing
Bacon. Newton and Locke on their own ground.
As it is, fils logic and rhetoric have never been
materially improved, or departed from, while his
ethics continue to he taught at Oxford and other
European universities. His polities are preferable to those of Plato, with the exception of his
sanction of slavery and the inferior rank he assigns to woman in society. On the other hand, he
defends the rights of the individual and the family, against the communistic principles of Plato.

Ira F. Clark, the clothing dealer, gives away a
solid silver watch and 40 gold and silver dollars
on Jan. 1st, 1880.

MARRIAGES.
by Rev. A. F.
Ill Cape Elizabeth. Nov. 24,
Hutchinson, Edgar A. Robinson and Miss ClemenElizabeth.
of
both
Cape
tine Jordan,
In Naples, Nov. 22, by Rev. John Gibson, John
Hewev Lamb ami Ellen L. Stone, both of Naples.
Ill Lewiston, Nov. 24, T. E. Gill of Portland and
Mary E. Flaherty of Lewiston.
111 Hallowed, Nov. 16, Dennis Hayes and
Honora Madden.
Iu Hallowed, Nov. 17, Jolm Quiuu and Nellie
.,

TJ

Q

In Ellsworth, Nov. 14, Alpheus W. Nason and
Miss .Jennie L. Thomas.
In Gouldsboro, Nov. 14, Henry E. Newman and
Lemeda Tracy.

PAST

PLATONIC PERIOD.

The schools that flourished In this period were
the Stoic, the Epicurean, the Sceptic, and the Neo
The Stoics were so
Platonic, or New Academy.
called from a Greek word, signifying the place of
The porch, portico or gallery, in
teachiim, viz.:
which toio-the teacher, walked with his pupils,
as Plato had taught in the Academy, and Aristotle
in the Lyceum. The Stoicxlproposed an ideal wise
man for imitation, and were essentially a sect of
ascetics. The Epicureans held that pleasnre is
the end of existence; hence their motto, “Let us
Tile Scepeat and drinU'or tomorrow we die.”
tics were equivalent to the Agnostics of our day.
Tlie Neo Platonists were a revival, or survival of
Sueli
the old Platonism, modified by mysticism.
The sum of i< is that as
was ancient philosophy.
tlie suu is tlie source of light, and light of truth.so
the centre or kernel of truth is tlie secret of
which philosophers have ever been in search, vix;
“The one” which uuderlied the many, the potential, the immaterial, the unchangeable, the eternal.

at lower Prices Than Ever Before^
in Portland. We are now offering :
12 1-2 cts.
of Spanish Yarn at
Best
Quality
“
“
“
“
l“2 cts.
“12
Wool
“
“
“
“
“ Saxony
cts.
14
Shetland
"

&

In this city. Nov. 24, Henry Knight, aged 06
years 4 months.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
his late residence. Winter street.
In Sherman, Nov. 19, Albert A., son of Frederick A. and Perihelia Stubbs, aged 19 years.
In Wiscasset, Nov. 17, Miss Mavis Hutchins,
aged 16 years 10 months. Edie
Waters, aged 7
In Wiscasset, Nov. 18,
years 10 months.
In Boothbay, Nov. 19, Capt. Freeman Hodgdon,
aged 66 years.
„,
In Jefferson, Nov. 21, Samuel Cony, aged 34

iein West Gardiner, Nov. 18.

Minnie, wife of S. F.
Collins, aged 27 years.
In Gardiner, Nov. 19, Alice, wife of Ivory
Wakefield, aged 84 years 7 months.
In Farinmgdale, Nov. 24, suddenly, Jac»b Kenniston, aged 61 years.
In Biddeford, Nov. 20, Benjamin Hooper, aged
33 years
lii Biddeford, Nov. 17, Nancy Y., widow of the
late Nathaniel Davis of Standish, aged 79 years
4 months.
In Hanford, Nov, 20, Mrs. Lucinda Allen, aged
..

in

Warren, Nov. 5. Charles Kallocli, aged 96
years 3 months.

___

Catarrh

atrial.

STARTLING AlOmCENEVT!

WellaveVery Becently Marked Dow n Several lumbers in Our Hosiery Stock, as follows:

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,

_

25 cts.
58 cts.
38 cts.
29 cts.
25 cts.

Is a complaint which affects nearly everybody,
It originates in impure blood, and
or less.
is aggravated by taking cold. Disagreeable flow
from the nose, tickling in the throat, offensive
breath, pain over and between the eyes, ringing
and bursting noises in the ears, are the more comCatarrh is cured by Hood’s Sarmon symptoms.
saparilla, which strikes directly at the cause by
removing all impurities from the blood.

Can be
had catarrh nine years, and suffered terribly with it. Soon after I began to take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla the catarrh troubled me less, and after taking three bottles I was entirely cured.”
Jane Hiney, Lumberton, Clinton County, Ohio.
“I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for catarrh
and think it has done me a gread deal of good. I
Hood’s
recommend it to all within my reach.
Sarsaparilla has been worth everything to me.”
Lutheb D. Bobbins, East Thompson, Ct.

during the first three days of this week, before
stores and
Thanksgiving, we shall offer I'nrlor hitherto
unRanges from our enormous stock at
heard of prices:

...

Augusta.

March 11—Elites at Portland; Granite Citys at
Lewiston.
___

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
have
been recorded at the registry of
county
deeds:
Westbrook—Isaac F. (Juinby to Portland and
Rochester Railroad, land, *1.
Matthew T. Denham to the Eastern F'orge Company, laud, 87.500.
Brunswick—Edwin B. Forsaith to Marion B.
Forsaith, laud and buildings, $1 and other cou-

Douglass to
SiNatha°n
no

Nathan Woodworth, land,

©i

Naples—Byron Chaplin

to

Ruth

F.

Martiu,

^Bridgion—William Fessenden to Charles E.FesI

STlarris on—Reuben Hobbs to Nancy
land, $1600.

D.

Hobbs,

(Vlr.

Blanchard’s

Fourth

Lec-

ture.

ized by two things—the making special places
sacred—the demanding sacrifices of products of
Temples,
earth, or animals, or human beings.
grottos, groves, altars are the places where worship may alone be offered. Egypt. India, Greece,
Italy illustrates the fact. Even Greece and Rome
Themistocles was
demanded human sacrifices.
forced by a priest to put to death three beautiful
Persian prisoners to win the favor of the gods.
Julius Coesar ordered human sacrifices.
Augustus immolated four hundred senators and knights.
Cartilage had a metallic statue of Chronos holding outstretched hands to receive the offering of
The statue was heated till it glowed.
children.
Mothers put their children in its hands, and saw
and
them burn
drop into a gulf of fire beneath.
Christ changed all this. Every place was sacred,
Neither
since God, as spirit, was everywhere.
fruits nor grains nor animals nor human beings
of
could he given in place
spiritual homage. Sacrifices ceased. The world owes this cessation to
Christ- T,ct those who orate about progress and
denounce Christianity learn tlie tacts ot nisrory.
Let them try to measure the greatness of tlie
change when animal and human sacrifices wei'e
abolished under the influence of Christ’s idea of

W<Mr.

Itlanchard then dwelt at length upon the
joy produced by the new idea in the hearts of the
worshippers and its expansion in music, hymns,
Ancient music was very
creeds and liturgies.
simple. Modern music owes its richness, power,
worshipinspiration to tlie new joy in those who The
Amped God as Father and Eternal Spirit.
brosian and Gregorian chant—the later music of
all
indebted
churches—are
Roman and Angeiican
to Christ. So a new hymnology arose—reverent,
The
truthful, joyous. Even creeds were sung.
how men wish“Apostles” and the “Miene” show
their
belief.
of
ed to be true in expression
Mr. Blanchard then considered the three important points—Christ displacing outward sacrifices, instituted the sacrifice of the lower to the
higher self: the worship He introduced brought
men into loving union, and delivers fiom a mean,
narrow individualism; morality becomes identified
W

introduced to prove
Abundant Ulnstratlons
these historic effects of Christ’s new conception of
were

what
"when'we see, therefore,
of all

Christianity has
our impatience, and

already done, despite
the future, we may
try to see what it will do ill
well feel that such a doctrine, having in it the
indeed come from God.
nower of redemption has
The next lecture, on “The New Conception of
will
Man's Duty to Mail, in Politics and Society,”
be given oil Tuesday, Dec. 8.

‘‘Ceorge Eliot’s

Poetry

and

Cured

ChamberStove.Coal Burner
Chamber Stove,

Rl N ES BROTHERS.
__dlt

Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stovo,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,

nov2C

TO BUYERS OF CLOTHING!

Studies.”

Miss Cleveland and other illustrations. We are
informed that the book is meetingl with a large
sale. Tlie Maine Book Agency has on hand all
the “Grant” hooks andtlie other best subscription
works in the market.

dtd

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

delivered and*|
t set up with mat i
"

"

“

"

“

$ d.bU
4.50
5.75
6.87
7.75
9.50
12.65
13-50
12-00
20.00

TO THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
TRADE.
Confectionery
Baking Business,

Onr

Thanking all for past fast favrespectfully solicit a continu-

both branches.
ors,

we

ance

Co.

Better ones for
Men’s Heavy Wool Suits for $8 and $10.
Worsted Suits at $20,
of
Finest
Imported
and
$15.
$14
$12,
$22 and $25.
Men siFine
91 Heavy Overcoats for $5, $6, $7,$8, $10 and $12.
bonanzas
$20.
and
at
$17
Regular
Brown and Blue Kerseys
waranted to fit. Call
at these figures. Perfectly made and
than these
and see them. They are sold for $5 to $10 more
prices by the majority of retailers.
Fine Elysians for $20, $22 and $24.
Men’s Heavy Driving Ulsters from $6 to $25.
Men’s Reefers and Vests, Cardigan Jackets, Heavy Cloves
and Mittens.
Boys’ Overcoats at all prices and quality guaranteed. Bring
in your boys and try them on and see how fine they look.
and at
Boys’Short and Long Pant Suits in great variety
Bottom Prices.
WorsFull assortment of Cent’s Underwear, Hosiery, Silk,
Mittens.
and
Cloves
Kid
and
ted,
and
Canton Flannel Drawers for Cents that are very soft

the
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

___

warm

Our sales of the

FIRST NATIONAL,

GR0VELAND,
OCTAGON,

PENINSULAR,

NEW_DEPARTURE.

Fine Crackers and Sweet Biscuit as well
as Wedding and Loaf Cake a Specialty.

L. A.G0UDY & C0„
Wholesale anti Ketail

...

__<11 w

no25_

WINTER
IS

RANGES.

daily. If you have not tried oneof them,
most satisfactory for fit and
you buy and you will find them
the
at
service. To be found only

Factory

COR. PEARL & MILK STREETS.

This is no half way business, but an actual genuine mark down for 3 days. If you want a Parlor
Leave
Stove don’t fail to come and see this line.
with
your orders early in the week. Bring measure
you when you can, and in measuring be careful to
of
the
the
bottom
floor
to
the
from
the
height
get
hole in the wall.

Patent Shirt” are increasing
do so the next shirt

“Eighmie

IN OUR

of their valued orders

Salesrooms and

AND OTHERS ALL IN STOCK.

_

..

the blossom,
THE FRANKFORT,
THE NATION,
THE COMFORT,
THE BANNER,
THE HOT WAVE,

bud,
PLEASANT,

full line of the

a

FINEST GOODS IN THE MARKET,

AND PARLOR STOVES UP TO S35.C0

We have no hesitation in saying we have the
largest assortment and heaviest stock of Parlor
Stoves east of Boston, and they are all good ones.
We warrant them all.

to

Having Added

in

Clothing

dtf

marl4

W<‘ shall hereafter carry

We must be
if Winter was near at hand.
clothed warmly, and the best place to get an outfit is at the

Casco

C. W. ALLEN

P. O. BAILEY.

as

Ranges with plain base, Ranges with cabinet
base, Ranges with hot closet and reservoir, Ranges
with low closet, high closet and Reservoir.

COMING,
and

CASCO CLOTHING CO.,
.OFF. FALMOUTH HOTEL.
_____

Sarsaparilla

—OF—

The New Byron, Our Choice,

Viola, Kirby, Union, Nassau,
Quaker, New Tariff, Croveland, First National, and Dot.

m Parlor Furniture.

10 pieces Boucle Dress Goods at 50 cents
per yard; marked from 81-00.
10 pieces all Wool Colored Cashmere, 46
inches wide, at 44 cents; marked from
75 cents.
10 pieces Black all Wool Series, 42
inches wide, at 34 cents; marked from
75 cents.
5 pieces Foule Cloth in colors, 42 inch
width, at 37 1-2 cents; marked from
62 1-2 cents.
25 pieces Mixed Mohair Dress Goods,
marked
24 inches wide, at 15 cents ;
from 30 cents.

Importation from China and
Japan. Wow opened a fine line off

EASTERN ART GOODS!
at Prices

ranging:

ALL PRICES!

50c

50c

...

5©c

50c
40c

*

Hats

*

9 4-50
0.00
9.00
10.00
12.00

Black Robes,

Elegant Cloth Fined,
Coon Kobes,

LADIES’
FURS.
$8.00

Beaver Sets,

tip.

6.50

5.50
Seal and Otter Sets low.

Badger Sets,

TRUNKS
AND

HOW CAN WE DO IT?
j

2«;

HOLHER,

|

44 College Place, FfewYork.

_eodtmar4

We also have the

Number.

dlt

OUR SPECIAL SALE FRIDAY.

POLICE^NOTICE.

50 Dozen Ladies’

regular monthly meeting of the Police Examining Board win be held in the Common
Council room, in the City Building, on TUESDAY
EVENING, Dec. 1, at 7.30.
6. W. GODDARD, Chairman.
riPAdvertiser and Express copy.

THE

Black Worsted

Leggings
at 50 cants per

pair.

Wood

Easy enough We manufacture our Parlor Furniture, thereby saving you the profit between the
manufacturer and the distributor, or in other words
putting vou on a basis with the distributor or retaller, tome and see the goods, select your coverings, and have a suite made to order that will
suit you in every particular, or money refunded.

To reduce our stock of soft and
stiff hats, we will sell at cost.
We have our special
for goods.

Cliamber Sets in Ash, Pine, Cherry, Walnut and
Mahogauized. Prices:—$15.75, $18.00, $20.00,
We
$25.00, $27.00. $30.00, and up to $200.00. with

a very handsome Walnut Chamber Set
Italian Marble Tops for $40.00. We wish to
call especial attention to our 76 Walnut Set, which
It is handsomely burled
we are selling for $60.00.
and polished, thoroughly well made of the best kilu
dried stock, has a full Combination Coinmode, best
Italian Marble Tops. Bevelled Plate Mirror, and is
certainly |the best set for the money we offer.
Call for No. 76.

have
best

delivery

COE,
THE

Chamber Furniture.

ST. NICHOLAS.

2*00

Patent

and Leather Trunks.

Beady.

CHRISTMAS

$1.00

Iron bound Trunks.
Zinc Trunks,

AT COST.

inferior
frequently sold

Richly Illustrated December

Boys’Wool

ONE HONORED DOLLARS.

_

The

Boys' Fez Caps,
Driving Gloves

*

FIVE GENTS TO

.and represented as genuine
C. H.
Muller (Uri) eyes.
EARLEY, 4 Exchange
(St., is the sole agent in Maine
for these Eyes, and they can only be obtained
from him.

no26

ALL KINDS!

and
A good Hall- Cloth Parlor Suit for $35.00,
Crushed Plush and Silk Plush Parlor Suits up to
to select from.
assortment
A
splendid
$200.00.
Don't pay long prices when you can get Just as good
to $15.00.
as can be made, and save from $5.00

from

Artificial Eyes ol

Now

ing goods:

BAGS.

_d3t

Beautiful Holiday Gift Book,

shall almost

we

Imported Scotch Caps

Hair Cloth Parlor Suits,
Ramie Parior Suits,
Petit Point Parlor Suits,
Mohair Plush Parlor Suits,
Silk Plush Parlor Suits.

Direct

Millett & Little.

A

few days

away the follow

Coon Sets,

To Make Room for Holiday Goods, We
Shall Offer Friday Morning:

nov2G

a

give

Wolf Kobes,
Buffalo Kobes,

t'lt

nov2G

17 inch ovens,
20x18 inch ovens,
22x24 inch ovens.

Positively the largest stock in New England,
and two car loads to arrive this week. All the
at
ware, pipe and zinc. Apicture, and stove set up
on
the above prices, Ask the salesman who waits
set
all
basement
in
the
stock
our
von to show you
uo
Buy a big Range and have it set up this day
with a big oven in it, so you can cook a big Turkey
lor Thanksgiving.

Dress Boods!

BOHMANN &

*

For

c.

u.

o.

AND THEIR NAMES ARE

MARK DOWN SALE

are

■

$15.00
20.00
25.00
27.50
29.00
30.00
32.50
35.00
60.00

ROBES.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

quality

*

*

inch ovens,
inch ovens,
20x20 inch ovens,

We have purchased at a very great sacrifice, a large
lot ot fine English Cashmere Hose, in elegant shades
of Wine, Garnet and Cardinei, and shall offer the whole
lot (75 dozen,) Friday, Nov. 27th, at the popular price
of 50 cents per pair. At this price they are the best
value we have ever been able to offer as they are regular
$1.00 goods. We would advise an early call by all the
Ladies interested.

lOO Doses One Dollar
d&wlynrm
NEW

■

15
18

LADIES’ FINE HOSIERY.

Sold by all druggists. 81; six for 86. Prepared
by C. i. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Low ill, Mass.

janl

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
up to

is the time to prepare
for it.

now

Men’s Soft Hats

Chicago, 111.

Hood’s

eodtl

_

nov7

“I suffered with catarrh fifteen years; tried all
the catarrh remedies without benefit, and was
about to try a change of climate, when I took
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, I would not take any money
consideration for the good one bottle did me. Now
I. \V. LilI am not troubled any with catarrh.”
lis,

Ranges
Ranges
Ranges
Ranges
Ranges
Ranges
Ranges
Ranges
Ranges

by

HATTER,
197 MIDDLE STREET.
_cmltt

nov21_

nov2Ggtd_

AGENTS—“Life of Grant” by

W4NTED
Col. Burr; introduction by Dr. Newman,
Statesmen, .Judges, Generals, etc.,

Carpet Department.

Thirtv-ilve
200 illustrations. 1038 pages, only 83.
Score other magnificent works, Christmas books,
etc. Maine Book Agency, E. H. JUDKINS, ManJ(>~1
ager, 385 Congress St.

contribute.

_

we

will pay

Roxbury Tapestry Carpets,

eighteen

WANTED—Barrels;
cents for clean barrels with two heads,
further notice. L. A. GOUDY & CO., Bakers

Sanford’s Tapestry Carpets,
Smith’s Tapestry Carpets,
Horner’s Tapestry Carpets,

uu-

tii
and Confectioners. Cor. Pearl and Milk St.

2G-1

Higgin’s Tapestry Carpets.

BAS'KRUPT STOCK!
Millett & Little.

These are the Standard Goods of this countr y
We have them all in stock and in the latest pa t
terns and colorings.

To OorCity Patrons.
of

Having

interest in the Brack-

disposed
Sale to Commence at HAVING
ett St. Bakery, to C. N. Alexander. All
hereafter will be sent to our
ders intended for
Factory,
Eight O’clock.
AND MILK STREETS.
purchased an entire jobbing COMER PEARL

Friday Morning

stock of Black Silk Grass Fringes, Chenile Fringes, 3000 Beaded Satin and
Fur ornaments, Irradescent Beaded ornaments, Satin Frogs, Black Far Frogs,
&c. Girdles in Colors and Black, deslrable for Dressing Gowns, Morning
Wrappers, and upholstering purposes,
and a great many other very choice materials for Trimmings. We offer the entire lot at 10 cents on a dollar. Rules
this sale: “No goods to be ex-

regarding
changed or returned.”

Other

We have received from Eugene II. Judkins,
385 Congress
manager of the Maine Book Agency,
Miss
street, a copy of the subscription edition of
Cleveland’s hook—“George Eliot’s Poetry and
Other Studies.” It contains a fine portrait of

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

“I

11026

The Rev. Henry Blanchard delivered the fourth
lecture of his course on Tuesday evening In the
The subvestry of the Congress square church.
ject was “The New Conception of Man’s Duty towards God hi Worship.”
Beginning with a reference to the preceding
lectures, the speaker said that Christ’s new conception was this—Man shall worship God who is
spirit, in spirit and in truth. In other words, man
must worship iuwardly, and not outwardly, and in
accordance with the true nature of God.
Sitting
by the well in Samaria and talking with the woman there, He made His sublime declaration—
“God is spirit, and they that worship Him must
worship Him in spirit and in truth.”
Ernest Reman says this is the highest word
which has been uttered concerning religion. “His
idea is the foundation upon which shall rest the
everlasting religion.” To make clear this truth
was the aim of the lecture.
Worship is natural to
man.
History shows man everywhere paying
homage to the Gods. As we study we see that all
other religions, anterior to Christ, are character-

FRIDAY, Nov. 27, at 10 a. ni. and continuing until sold, the entire furniture of the
house; over 75 furnished rooms; Black Walnut and
Fainted Chamber Sets. Hair. Wool and Excelsior
Mattresses, Carpets, Bedding and Stoves, Table
Silver Wear and Linen, Bai lor and office Furniture, Crockery. Extensien Tables and Kitchen
Ware; in fact, the entire furnishings of the house,
which cost over *0,000, Transportation to sale
can be arranged, by application to

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

RESUME.

Rev.

BY AUCTION

no24

(

It looks

OF1

ON

HOSIERY.
Lot of Ladies’ 37 l-2c Wool Hose,
One
“
“
“
“
$1 Cashmere
“
1
“
“
62 l-2c
Gents’
“
“
“
Misses’50c Worsted
“
“
“
“
37 |-2c Wool

FURNITURE
Gape Cottage Hotel

CO.,

COR. PEARL HUDDLE 518.

____

..

more

MALE*.

CAPE ELIZABETH,

Our sales on Best Germantown at 17 cents, and
Second Quality Germantown at 10 cents, is increasit
ing daily and all find it to their advantage to give

DEATHS.

phers,

THE

Known

„t

liotf

AUCTION

OTAtison

BEST YARNS

pretty.

Last evening, at about G o’clock, as a man, who
gave his name as Geo. W. Smith, of Saratoga
N. Y., was walking on the railroad track on Commercial street, near the Maine Central depot, lie
was struck by a Grand Trunk train and run over,
Dr. Merrill was
the wheels crushing liis left leg.
called, and recommended that the man be taken
to the Maine General Hospital, where the leg was
amputated at the knee by Drs. Pendleton, Gordon
and Weeks.

an

as

The special features of the show were all refined and executed with rare skill. Nelson is a
prince among jugglers; the “Coachman’s Clog,”
under the leadership of J. Marcus Doyle, is neat
and original; Mr. Charles W. Mitchell seems to
be better at impersonating ancient and modern
statuary than he is at fighting; and In the “Silence and Fun” of Frank McNish tile silence was
on the part of the actor while the spectators divide their attention between merriment and admiration.
Carroll Johnson’s "Christening” is
overflowing with melody and mirth.

midwinter;_

Resisting

who

THE

PHILOSOPHY.

A lecture on Greek Philosophy necessarily inTo assist us in rememcludes many particulars.
tliese, there is nothing better than a good
bering
THE MINSTRELS.
outline, if tlie reader will run ids eye over this
Next Monday evening, at Portland Theatre,
report, he will see that the Greek philosophers
divided (1) into three periods, and (2) each of
McNish, Johnson & Slavin’s Minstrels, who have are
the three periods into three leading schools or
been meeting with crowded houses and successscects. Tlius, in the first period, we have the
till pertormances in outer cities, win give meir
Ionic, the Eleatic and the Atomic schools, with
a statement of the particular principle or theory
refined minstrel performance. In the course of a
of each.
long and favorable notice of the troupe’s perIn tlie second period we have the Sophistic, the
formances at the Boston Theatre, the Boston
Platonic and tlie Aristotleian systems. In the
Globe says:
When the curtain went up' at 8.05 o’clock on .Jliird period, (lie Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics,
and in the same period a revival of the Platonic,
the brilliant costumes of McNish, Johnson &
commonly called Neo Platonism.
Slaviu’s Refilled Minstrels, the theatre had all it
But what of all tills? What is Hecuba to me, or
could hold comfortably. After the usual interI to Hecuba, that I should weep for her? How
change of witticisms, some of which were new
does it concern us of todav to eo back to these
while others were so old that many had forgotten
Greek “old domes,” to adopt a phrase ot cariyie.
them. John T. Keegan sang "Keep Moving,” in
“Much, every way,” even as it concerns Chrisa
way that moved the audience to applause
tians
to recur to Judaism, and occasionally, at
"Speak to Me Again,” by W. T. Holmes, and the least, to
try on “Jewish old clothes,” if for no othBells
a
welcome
“Hear
l)em
Kinging,” by er reason,
always
to see how they fit. In a word, these
Billy McAllister, prepared the people for the in- ancients, both Jewish and
Greek, are closely and
troduction of Bob Slavin and Carroll Johnson,
inextricably interwoven with all our modern syswho at once showed themselves masters of the
tems, schools and sects, scientific, philosophic and
art of negro minstrelsy. It is not enough to say
religious. Hence, the necessity of surveying
that Carroll Johnson was funny; he was more. In
these as the foundations on which we are buildaddition to being a good singer and having a fine
ing our systems today. And of us it is true.
voice, lie is the best master of Irish dialect that
“Our little systems have their day.
lias come before a Boston audience for a long
time. He was recalled several times, and was
They have their day, then disappear.”
when
the
interlocutor
hold
on
all
to
night,
likely
came to his aid and launched the company Into
OF CHRISTHE DIVINE ORICIN
another train of dialogue and song. Of the songs.
TIANITY.
“Good By, Rosie,” by Will Raymond, was very

disagreeable day about town.
The wind blew hard and cold and the driving
snows melted upon the pavements, making sideThe tide
walks and crossings wet and slippery.
was very high, watermen saying that it had not
run so hloh for years.
At extreme high water,
the breakwater and a portion of several wharves
were submerged, while a large number of cellars
of buildings oil Commercial street were flooded,
and tile water also flooded the lower bins of the
Grand Trunk elevator. A heavy sea was running outside the harbor but did not do any damage inside. Three schooners lying at anchor in
the harbor got adrift but were brought to before
any harm was done.
The approach to the dry dock was completely
covered at high tide. The raft of the Cumberland
Rowing Association went adrift but was secured
before getting far on its voyage.
The snow continued to fall during the night,
and by midnight the city had the appearance of

O.

Opera Co^jpany

Ko Ko was very diverting, although lie might well restrain his tendency to use
a recall as a pretext for caricaturing the music.
The presumption is that a singer is asked to repeat a number because of a desire to hear the
music again, and not to see him jump and caper
and exaggerate the tone and accent, Mr. Couly
as Nankt Poo was agreeable and effective; and
Mr. Brand as Poo Bali was entirely tolerable.
Miss Ferris’s Katislia was artistically done. The
part is a disagreeable one, but it was carried
through with courage and fidelity. Mr. Newborough’s Mikado was a stately creature, and his
ooice is not very pleasing; but his enunciation is
so distinct, and his emphasis so obvious, that the
dramatic effect last evening more than made
amends for any unavoidable vocal shortcomings.
Miss Louise Kissing as Yum Yura was not wholly
Japanese, as her sisters were not. but she sang
with taste and discretion, and combined witli the
company generally in an ensemble that was, as
we have said, thoroughly competent.

The Storm.

O.

the Wilbur

Saturday evening:

“Mr. Chapman

was a

I.

MIKADO.

will present “The Mikado’’ at Portland Theatre
next

iu this city at 84 Lincoln street.
Hon. Bion Bradbury has been designated to fill
the vacancy in the Board of Civil Service Examiners at this port, Caused by the retirement of
Franklin Sawyer, Esq.

Yesterday

or

The Springfield Herald speaks as follows of the

PERSONAL.
TN

DENNY DOON.

Denny Doon,

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
TO-DAY

C. A. COURSE.

Y. M.

evident from astronomy. The primal purpose of
philosophy, then, is to discover the grounds of all
existence, the substance behind all phenomena,
the unity from which all diversities spring, and to
‘•The one” as distinguished
which they return.
from "the many” is the object of its scrutiny. To
recur to Thales, lie said, it was "moisture,” without which it is evident, nothing can live, or grow.
Anaximenes replied that it was "air” the all-embracing, without which no animal or plant can
live, it is the breath of our nostrals, the brea tli of
Heraclitus said it was “heat.” His idea
life.
was similar to the modern doctrine that “heat is a
mode of motion.” Heat is life, cold is death.
Empedocles sought to reconcile all these by adding “earth” to lire, air aud water, “the four elements" which, as lie argued, were all concerned
in creation. These were the leading ideas which
distinguished the Ionic School of Philosophers,
the oldest of all.
The second school was the Eleatic whose founder, was Xenophanes. This was the original of all,
the later Pantheistic theories according to which
there is but one real substance, the grounds of
whose existence are in itself, all else being emanations, or evolutions,from this “One”, the source
and spring whence they flow. Next followed the
Atomists who held that the world was made up of
indivisible and impenetrable atoms. Leucippus
was the founder of this, the last school of which
we shall speak. Of are those who preceded the still
greater Aristotelian and Platonic schools, and
tuis is the first of the three great divisions into
which the history of Ancient Philosophy falls, the
Ante Platonic, the Platonic proper and the Post
Platonic Pythagoras and Anaxagoras dwell apart,
like stars of the first magnitude, shining by their
own light, and shedding portions of it on all the
systems which succeeded them.

“The oldest working agent of this company is
Mr. W. D. Little of Portland, Me., who received
his appointment from Morris Robinson (the first
President), in 1843, when life insurance was in
its infancy, and almost unknown in this country.
After much effort, he succeeded in securing an
application for $150 from a then young man, the
$3.12 per annum.
premium thereon being only man
now living in
The owner is a prominent
Brooklyn, N. Y., and the policy now amounts to
obtained
by Mr. Little
next
policy
$450. The
on the life of a well
was for $500 (No. 636),
who
is still
and
clergyman,
living in
known author
Maine. The annual premium thereon is only
amounts
now
to
the
$1400.
policy
$12 15, and
This is about all he has in reserve for his wife,
advanced
Mr.
in
Little
now, witli himself,
years.
still maintains his vigor and elasticity to a reone of the most actis
ana
yet
markable degree,
ive and efficient agents o! the company in Maine.
a longer time
He is supposed to have been for
connected with the company than any other perwitli it in any
connected
or
son now in its employ
agent
capacity, except, possibly, the first general
who is now
ltatclilord
Starr,
F.
of the company,
one of its trustees.”

fcbnitubk.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
_

zens:

•

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

NEW

Th&Oldest Agent.
The Weekly Statement, issued by the Mutual
Lite Insurance Co. of New York, has the followof our prominent citiing to say in regard to one

MILLETT S LITTLE.
110V25___qdt

W ASTE D.
If you have wide
500 pairs of difficult feet
troublesome joints take your feet to Sign of Gold
Aour long
fitted.
them
liave
properly
and
Boot
slim feet better fitted at 421 Congress St.

BROWN, The Shoe Dealer.

our

or-

us

TELEPHONE 189-fl. Old No,

or

189-B New No.

Commending Mr. Alexander to our former
imp TOWN” customers, we shall be pleased to
attend to all orders sent us, withusualpromptness.

L A. GOUDY & GO.
nov25_

IRVINCJ. BROWN,

of Gold Bool, lias the agency for our
boots*. Each and every pair bear the
& Non,
(successors to
name of A. Gnruide
Woodmansec & Garside.
Miirn
,,,

7

A. GARSIDE & SON.
GARMENTS everyday

NO
CAN FIND A

MAN
ETTER

ASSORTMENT OF

DRESS BOOTS,
DANCING BOOTS,
ALLIGATOR BOOTS,
CONGRESS BOOTS,
LACE BOOTS,
BUTTON BOOTS,
DANCING BOOTS,
DANCING PUMPS,

MOROCCO SLIPPERS,
ALLIGATOR SUPPERS,

Than is

now

being offered at 541 Congress S».,
—BY—

P AL M ER
Ci
M
p. s._We continue the srlc of Children’s School
nov 14d3w
Boots at cost.

Haskell & Jones,
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

WHOLE Forest City DyeHouse

noSoSr

U f lUiBI KST.

and Velvet Carpets
Suin beautiful desigs and finish. All Wool
in the country.
per Carpets from the best looms
Extra

Cotton and Wool Carpets, Floor Oil
We shall offer for the
pin*i, and Straw Mattings.
month a Prime Velvet Carpet for
the
of
remainder
see tire line,
and
yg cents per yard. Come
just opened.

TAILORING A SPECIALTY

HASKELL & JONES,ST

LANCASTER BUILDING,

COR. PEARL AND MIDDLE STS.

Kill l» »

FINE BOOTS,
WALKINC BOOTS,
DANCING BOOTS.
CLOTH TOP BOOTS,
SIDE LACE BOOTS,
COMMON SENSE BOOTS.
wear.

BROWN, The Shoe Dealer.
eodt-f

novlO

IVORY
in

WHITE

WARE

DECORATING,

New and

Novel

Shapes,

-AT-

3URBANK, DOUGLASS& CO.
no-24_''-w

FACTS!

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

470 CONGRESS

OPPOSITE PKEJBEE HOUSE.
U6m
uovr.

___<12w*

FOB

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.
FINE

ROBERT PIERCE. State Agent, at Rines Bros.'a

novl4

Ladies’ Waukenphasfc Button Boots for street

44 NEW PATTERNS

—AND—

—AT—

dyed

Body Brussels Carpets

The Pearl Bug Maker is marie of Bessemer
Steel, silver finish, it is put up in a handsome
case, with explicit “Directions for making Rag
and Tufted ltugs,” containing 14 illustrations,
Price
which will enable anyone to do the work.
postpaid to any address, only Sl.txi. Semi money
Letter.
(».
or
I’.
Order
Postal
Note.
Registered
liy
Agents wanted, either male or female.

°mH

EVERY

EVENiNuff-

People do appreciate Fine sttjliKh <<iooaU
Our increasing trade demonstrates titat the public
realize that our low rent enables us to give them
farmers. Meiletter goods lor the same money,
chanics and Railroad Men are invited to buy their
Stool
of
Idol,I
boots at sign

BROWN, the Shoe Dealer.

